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The Murray Ledger & Times
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Volume 98 No 58

information- Needed
For Federal Aid Decision

Spring Uplift at Airport — Charles
McKenney's CETA Crew, employed
by Judge Robert 0. Miller, has been
working earnestly at the MurrayCalloway County Airport this week
adding touches of newness to the air
strip and hanger damaged by the
recent severe winter weather.
Charles McKenney and Rick Latimer
repaint-the--numtisals-at
west end of the runway, while
Warren Hale (left) replaces a window
in the hanger.
Photos bv lennie B.Gordon

(
Machete-wielding terrorists, bent on revenge against
Black Muslim leaders they blame for a 1973 mass murder,
held more than 100 hostages in three buildings today in
Washington. This bizarre report appears on Page 14 of
today's issue.
The Paducah Tilghman Big Blue. Machine crushed the
Marshall County Marshals 78-60 in regional tournament
action last night. Sports Editor Mike Brandon has the
story in today's sports section.
M.C.Garrott relates two rounds with fire at his home in
today's version of Garrott' -Galley, which appears on the
Opinion Page, Page Five.

Rain likely tonight and Friday.
Lows. tonight in the low 50s. Highs
Friday in the mid to upper 60s.
Winds southerly to 10 miles an
hour tonight. Rain chances 60 per
cent tonight and flt per cent
Friday.
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Dr. James Ray. Amnions pleaded
innocent to charges Of conspiracy to
bring a controlled substance into the
United States_ at his aetaignment in
Paducah Wednesday.
Bond _of 125,000 was continued -and
the local physician .was- offtered to
appear in U. S. District Court on March
14 whena trial date will be set.
Ammons, 44, was arrested March -4,
after...a ..rand jury indictment was
returned against him.
The charges stemmed from the crash
of a .locally-based twin-engine aircraft
last June 10. near Hereford. Tex.
Officials said- the- plane was carrying
about $225.000 worth of Mexican
marijuana.
At the time,'Ammons told police that
he owned the airplane jointly with
another Murray physician and a local
businessman.
Amnions has previously been
charged with trafficking in a controlled
substance. Authorities said evidence in
that case was seized at his home here
last October.
Ammons was charged .in the latest
two-count indictment with conspiracy
to possess marijuana with intent to
distribute it after the drug had been
•
unlawfully imported from Mexico.
The second count of the indictment
charges that he and his indicted coconspirators, Alberto M. Vera and
Hubert Max Putnain, did unlawfully
import about 800 pounds of marijuana
into the U.S.
Two .other area Men, John Charles
Raidt and Barry Raidt, were listed _in
the indictment as uri-indicted 'Coconspirators.
According to the indictment, Dr.
Ammons allegedly approached the
Raidts about May I. 1976, offering the
use of his, airplane and pilot. Putnam.
for a trip to Mexico to secure
marijuana.
About June 1: the indictment stated.

Kentucky farmers' hopes up, but the
possibility of aid still exists." McDaniel.
said Harris told him.
Farm damages estimated by Harris
at more than $108- million- were part of
the $428 million in winter damages
reported when Gov. Julian -Carroll
asktd/Or aferterat disasterde
last month.

FRANKFORT, Ky. API — Federal
officials have told state- Agriculture
Commissioner Thomas Harris that they
need more information to decide
whether' Kentucky farmers qualify for
disaster assistance after the severe
winter.
There is still a chance of aid. Harris
said in a telephone call to his Frankfort

Harris said he met this week with
' officials of the Federal Disaster
Assistance Administration' I FDAAI.
the U. S. DepArtment of Agriculture
rUSDAi and the Agriculture Department's Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service
ASCS , according to Mark McDaniel; A state
Agriculture Department spokesnian

but added that federal officials still
have reports on farm damages from
only 30 of Kentucky's 120 counties.

Kentucky's situation Was not severe
enough to warrant a disaster
declaration,
But Harris said the officials he talked
• ciaLtgapalidel„.
AILALL
fgiaAanLages
.
separately.
They said when the reports are
received they will review them
separately and make. a decision,"
McDaniel said.
He said it appears farmers could still
said theancreaSe appeared larger than
two types of aid—grants for up
receive
rise
price
of
rate
underlying
the true
to half the additional feed costs
because natural gas producers were
resulting from the .cold weather, and
refunding money to cdstomers in the
low-intetest
loans to replace lost
months prior to December, and that
livestock and repair damage to water
kept prices for those months lower than
systems. roads and other farmnormal.
property.
The latest Over-all increase comHarris asked farmers last month
pared to a five-tenths of a per cent rise
when he made his estimate of farm
in January and marked the biggest gain
damages__to • report their damages insince the 141!". per cent advance in
dividually to ASCS emergency boards
October 1975: •
y
in nicht
The monthly increase for February
His estimate has been forwarded to
worked out to a compound annual rate' bai'l agriculture and disaster officials
of about 11 per cent and left wholesale
in Washington, but only 30 reports from
prices 6 per cent ahead of where they
emergency boards have arrived, he
were a year ago.
•
was told.
The wholesale price index stood at
• And FDAA and USDA officials "want
190, signifying that the goods which cost
it based on the -emergency committee
$100 in 1967 now Cost $190.
figures from each county. Any county
Although increases in wholesale
emergency committee that has not
,are not translated dollar-forprices
Forwarded its information needs to do
dollar into higher consumer --Kices in
so as soon as possible."
succeeding months, the wholesale price
index -does provide an indication of the
inflationary pressures percolating
through the economy. And February's
increase broke the tour-month pattern
of increases registering five-tenths or

WASHINGTON AP — The higher
cost of coffee, poultry, fruits and
vegetables helped push wholesale
prices up nine-tenths of a per cent in
February, the government 'said today.
It was the biggest increase in 16
months.
Labor Department analysts'said they
were unable to determine how much of
the increase could be attributed to the
severe winter. But ilhe jump in the
inflation rate at the wholesale level
comes against a backdrop of drought in
Western states and a citrus- and
vegetable freeze in Florida.
Fuel prices also were up sharply
during the month. Departmenfanalysts

Ammons was told that arrangeoients
had been completed, and on June 7,
Putnam and John Charles Raidt flew to
Austin. Texas, where they met with the
other Raidt and Vera.
On June 9, Putnam. as instructed.
secured about 800 pounds of marijuana,
the indictment alleges. The following
day., he flea- back to Texas. but Was
forced to crash land the airplane near
Vega:Texas, the indiament continued"
On that date, Vera was registered in a
motel in Amarillo. the indictment
stated. Putnam, meanwhile, cpntacted
Dr. Ammoris, telling him about the
crash. according to the indictment.
At this point, the indictment says.
Putnam dropped out of sight, and
remained free until Dec...JO. exactly six
months after the crash, when he
surrendered to authorities in Texas and
was released under $15.000 bond. He is
still awaiting trial on charges in Texas.
--- Vera, .meanwhile, still is a fugitive
according to federal sources.

"If I have accomplished anything,
it's simply getting doors that may have
been closed open. I don't want to get

The price of farm products climbed
2.2 per cent in February after a 1.1 per
cent rise the previous month. And the
price of foods and feeds after
procr!ssing chmbed 1.8 per cent. in
contrast to January's two-tenths of a
per cent drop.
Surveying farm riroducts.. individually Labor said prices for raw
cotton and eggs- rose sharply . after
declines in January. Live poultry,
greel% coffee. cocoa beans.-tea, grains
and fresh and dried vegetables
registered sharper increases than they
had in January. Prices for fresh fruits
and for hogs rose at a slower rate than
in the previous month.
Cattle and oil seed prices were down
after several months of increase,.

destroyed by fire. The squad answered
the call, but the 'fire consumed the
trailer and contents except for some
clothes the family was able to save. Mr
and Mrs. Kelso are now with their
parents. Mr_ and Mrs. Robert H. Kelso
Tuesday morning the squad assisted
and Mr. and Mrs -Robert E. Burkeen.
the fire departments of Hazel and
Nine fires were reported to the squad
•Puryearo Tn.. in fighting the flames
on Tuesday which included the two
that deFtroyed the home of Mr. and — house fires, a field fire at the CallowayMrs. W. G Martin of Hazel. located
Graves County line which burned three
east of the Hazel Church of Christ.
outbuildings, and field fires an. KenAnother house and trailer by the house
tucky-Tennessee State Line Road, Elmi
suffered darnag-e-- due to the fire which
Grove Church It a). Beach Road at
also. caused a field fire burning about
Kirksey. near Lake Stop Grocery, and
area.
the
in
acres
five
.iii Almo
squad answered catis Wednesday
• Shortly after noon on Tuesday the,
field fires on the Rackusburg Road
and Karen
mobile home
and ,on Highway 94 East. Monday the
Kelso on the Old Faxon Road was
A rash of home and field fires have
been fought by members of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
for the past three days. according to
squad mernbers.

Seminar
Scheduled
For Murray

A
statexide seniiiiif:workghop,
"Environmental Noise Pollution -Look at Sound in Society," is scheduled
for two Western Kentucky locations
during April; Oneof the seminars'will be held in Murray.
The seminar will consider. various,
'
aspects of the,t*.:tinseen pollutant," noise
at the nuisance level, said Tommy
Jackson, chief of the office of noise
control._ Department for Natural
arid
Resources
Environmental
Protection.
See SEMINAR .
Page 14,Column Six

squad had five calls including one for
help in search for a little boy but who was found safe, and four field fires with
one causing damage to a barn and back
hoe owned by Chuck Hoke on the
Wiswell Road which burned about ten
or fifteen acres of land.
Rescue squad members said they had received 86 calls in Calloway County
this year for help in fighting house and
field fires They urged the residents to .
be especially cautious in any outside
burning that may get out of control and
burn homes. buildings, equipment, etc
Certain time lutirt:.--atittlaws-regarding
burning are now in effect during the fire
seasi inn arid the public is Urged to observe these limits amid laws, squad
jtiernbers.

71kx

The Calloway County fire-Rescue Unit has moved into its new headquarters and station
house on South Fourth Street. The squad now has a five-door building and ample room to
store its four trucks and two boats, with easy access to each unit. A,spokesman for the squad
said that due to numerOus runs in recent days for grass and field fires, as well as structure fires,

the general fund of the squad is almost completely depleted. Donations may be made to the
volunteer organization, whick fights fires in the county as well tts conducting resc ue operationS,
,group or calling 73 1-4112
by contacting any member orthi
Stiff Phut() b nabod Hai
•
_ ,
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Cost-Cutters
HELP TRIM YOUR
FOOD BUDGET!
COST CUTTER EXTENDED PRICE SPECIALS:
Whenever we get a speciol manufacturer s
alloworxe we pass the sovings on to you
These reductions ore usually good for more
than one week

ettfiCili•

*tough tiles Mord
te77 The drupe,r.ci

Open
24 Hrs.
A Day

COST CUTTER "THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL":
loch week deep-cut specials in all deportments, plus bonus coupons for extra
savings. Cost Cutter • This Weeks Specials"
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Information Needed
For Federal Aid Decision
FRANKNORT. Ky. (AP) — Federal
officials have told state Agriculture
Commissioner Thomas Harris that they
need more information to decide
whether Kentucky farmers qualify for
disaster assistance after the severe
winter,
There is still ite.....isuLtd,Harris
har_
said in a telephone call to his Frankfort
office Wednesday from Washington,
but added that federal officials still
have reports on farm damages from
,inly 30 of Kentucky's 120 counties.

Harris said he met this week with
officials of .the Federal Disaster
Assistance Administration FDAA ),
the U. S. Department of Agriculture
USDA rind the Agriculture Department's Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service
ASCS), accorning to Mack McDaniel...a stati,_
Agriculture Department spokesman
who talked to Harris.
"If I have accomplished anything.
it's simply getting doors that may have
been closed open. I don't want to get

Whorere-Pileel-Show
Gain During February
Spring Uplift at Airport — Charles
McKenney's CETA Crew, employed
by Judge Robert 0. Miller, has.been
working earnestly at the MurrayCalloway.County Airport this week
adding touches of newness 10 the air
strip and hanger damaged by the
recent severe winter weather.
Charles McKenney and Rick Latimer
(above) repaint the numerals-at thewest end of the runway, while
Warren Hale (left) replaces a window
in the hanger.

,01,

Photos by lennte 8. Cordon

- WASHINGTON AP) — The higher
cost of coffee, poultry, -fruits and
vegetables helped push wholesale
prices up nine-tenths of a per cent in
February, the government said today.
It was the biggest increase in 16
months.
Labor Department analysts said they
were unable to determine how much of
the increase could be attributed to the
severe winter. But the jump in the
inflation rate at _the wholesale level
comes against a backdrop of drought in
Western states ,and a citrus and
egetable freeze in Fltrida.
Fuel prices also were up sharply
during the month. Department analysts

said the increase appeared larger than
the true underlying rate of price rise
because natural as producers were
refunding money to customers in the
months prior to December, and that
kept prices for those months lower than
normal.
The latest over-all increase cornpared to a fiye-tenths of a per cent rise
in January arid marked the biggest gain
since the 1.2 per cent . advance in
October 1975.
The monthly increase for February
worked out to a compound annual rate
of about 11 per cent and left wholesale
prices 6 per cent ahead of where they
were a year ago.
- The wholesale price index stood at
190. signifying that the goods which cost
.
$100 in 1967 now cost $190.
Although increases in wholes' le
prices are not translated dollar-firdollar into, higher consumer prices n
succeeding months, the wholesale price
index does provide an indication of the
inflationary pressures percolating
through the-eeraiomy. And February's
—increase- broke - the four-month- pattern
(4f increases registering five-tenths or
six-tenths of a per cent..
.
The price of farm products climbed
2.2 per cent in February after a 1.1 per
Writ. ifie Ille-firevious iiiiiiiTh7Anal1iJ
price of , foods and 'feeds after
processing climbed 1.8 per cent in
contrast to January's two-tenths of a
per cent drop.
Surveying farm products individually, Labor -said prices for raw
cotton and eggs rose sharply after
declines in January. Live poultry.
green coffee. cocoa beans, tea. grains
and fresh and dried vegetables
registered sharper increases than they
had in January. Prices for fresh fruits
and for hogs rhtnta slower rate than
in the'previous month.
Cattle_and oil seed prices were down
after several months of increase.

Ammons Pleads Innocent To
Charges In Paducah Wednesday

bent on revenge against
ame for a 1973 mass murder,
,aiges in three buildings today in
rre report-appears-on- Page-14- of

...or Paducah Tilghman Big Ithit-Miciffne Crushed the
Marshall County Marshals 78-60 in regional tournament
action last night. Sports Editor Mike Brandon has the
story in today's sports section.
M.C.Garrott relates two rounds with fire at his home in
today's version of Garrott's Galley, which appears on the
Opinion Page, Page Five.

rain likely
Rain likely tonight and Friday.
Lows tonight in the low 50s. Highs
Friday in .the mid to upper 60s.
Winds southerly to 10 Miles an
hour tonight. Raiq chances 60 per
cent tonight and 80 per cent
Fyiday.

today's index
Local Scene
Dear Abby
Horoscope
Opinion Page
Sports
Crossword
Comics
Classifieds
Deaths di Funerals

2, 3,4
3
3
5
67
10
10
10, 11, 12, 13
14

Dr. James Ray Ammons pleaded
innocent to .charges of conspiracy to
bring a. controlled substance into the
United States at his arraignment, in
Paducah Wednesday.
Bond of $25,000 was continued, and
the local physician was ordered to
appear in U. S. District Court on March
14 when a trial date will be set.
-A-riithOrisArWas arrested-- lillarCb 4-,
after a grand jury indictment was
returned against him.
The charges stemmed from the crash
of a locally-based twin-engine aircraft
last . June 10, near Hereford, 'Tex
Officials said the plane was carry-in
about $225.000 worth of r Mexica7i
0 marijuana.
At the time. Ammons told police that
he owned the airplane jointly with
another Murray physician and a local
businessman.
Ammons has previously been .
charged with trafficking in a controlle,!
substance. Authorities said evidence::.
that case was seized at his home her''
last October.
. Ammons was charged in the latet
two-count indictment with conspira•
to possess marijuana with intent ti
distribute it after the drug had been
unlawfully imported from Mexico.
second count of the indictment
charges that he and his indicted coconspirators, Alberto M. Vera and
Hubert Max Putnam, did unlawful:y
import about 800 pounds of niariniana
into the U.S.
-Tr,v--a -other area men, John Charles
Raidt and Barry.Raidt, were listed Iii
the indictment as1111-IndIcted coconspirators.
According to the indictment. Dr
Ammons allegedly approached the
Raidts about May 1, 1976. diem.: the .use of his' airplane and pilot. Putnam.
for a trip to Mexico ti) sei.ure
marijuana.
About June 1, the indictment stated.

.\.iinions was told that arrangements
!lad been completed, and on June 7,
Putnam and John Charles Raidt flew to
Austin, Texas,where they met with the
and.Vera_
.
On June 9, Putnam. as instructed,
"•-lew to Culiacan, Simla,- Mexico, and
secured about 800 pounds of marijuana,
the indictment alleges. The following
lav.he -flew tark--tir Texas,- buricas
I rued to crash land the Airplane near
eL;a. Texas, the indictment continued. ( in that date, Vera was registered in a
motel in Amarillo. the indictment
stated. Putnam. meanwhile, contacted
Dr. AMIIIMIS telling slim about the
crash. a cording to the indictment.
point, the indictment says.
At
Putnam dropped out of sight, and
remained free until Dec. 10, exactly six
months after the crash, when he
surrendered to authorities in Texas and
waS released under $15,000 bond He is
still ass ailing trial on charges in Texas
Vera. meanwhile, still is a Waive
according to federal sources.

Kentucky farmers' hopes up. but the
possibility of aid still exists,- McDaniel
said Harris told tlim.
Farm damages estimated by Harris
at more than $108 million were part of
the $428 million in winter damages
,reported when Gov. .luharl_Carroll
_akkettfor Ala Vcak

n*

last month.
The FDAA said last week that
Kentucky's situatioii. was not severe
enough to warrant a disaster
declaration.
"

fariii damages
separately.
-,- "They said when the reports are
received the' will review them
separately arid make a decision,"
McDaniel said,
He said it appears farmers could still
receive two types of aid—grants for up
to half the additional feed costs.
resulting from the cold weather, and
low-interest loans to replace lost
livestock and repair damage to water
systems. roads and other farm
property.
Harris asked farmers last month
when he made his estimate of farm_ .
damages to report their damages in,
dwidually to ASCS .cinergem) boards
in each county.
His estimate has been forwarded to
both agriculture and disaster officials
in Washington. but only 30 reports from
emergency boards have arrived, he
was told.
And FDAA and USDA officials "want
it based on the emergency committee
figures from each County. Any county
emergency committee that has, not
forwarded its information needs to do
so as soon as possible."
._

Seminar
Scheduled
For Murray
A
statewide seminar-workshop,
-Environmental Noise Pollution
A
Look at Sound in Societys,2?-"is scheduled
for two Western Kentucky locations
during April. One of the seminars will
be held in Murray.
The seminar will consider various
aspects of the -'unseen pollutant," noise
at the nuisance level. said Tommy
Jackson, chief of the office of noise
control. Department for Natural
Resources
and
FrIViromnental
Protection.
•
See SF \11\ XR
rage' II,I Amin Six

Volunteers Fight Rash Of Fires
A rash of home and field fires have
been fought by members of the
Callowa.% County Fire-Rescue Squad
for the past three days, according be
squad niembers.
Tuesday morning the squad assisted
the fire departments of Hazel. and
Puryear, Tn.. in fighting the flames
that destroyed the home of Mr . and
Mrs. W (t. Martin of Hazel. located.
east of the Hazel Church of Cbrist
Another house and trailer by the house
suffered -damage due to the fire which
also caused- a field fire burning about
five acres in the area.
Shortly after noon on Tuesday- thy
mobile home of Jimmy and Karen
Kelso on the Old Faxon Road was

Ell;1
,
1
1 1
11.114

destroyed by fire. The squad answered
the _call, but' the fire consumed the
trailer and contents except for sonic.
clothes the family was able to save. Mr
and Mrs. Kelso are now with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert II. Kelso
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert F.. Burkeen.
Nine fires were reported to the squad
on Tuesday ,which included the two
house fires, a field fire at the Calloway'Graves (:ounty line which burned three
outbuildings, and field fires on Kentucky -Tennessee State lane Road. Elm
Grove Church Road. Beach Road at
KirLuly. near.1.Slup Grucix.y..-aad.
two in Alinr,,
The squad answered calls Wednesday
to field fires on the Backusburg Road
and ri Highway 94 East. Monday the

squad had five calls including one for
help in search for a little boy but who
was found safe, and four field fires with
I me causing damage to a barn and
back
hoe owned by Chuck Hoke on the
Wtswell Road which- burned about ten
or fifteen acres of land.
Rescue squad members said they had
received 86 calls in Calloway County
this)ear for help in fighting house and
field fires They urged the residents to
Is' especially cautious in any outside
burning that may get out of control and ,
burn homes, buildings, equipment. etc.
_Certain tutu. Imut.nrrni 1:Au:* rvo“,"4"
burning are now in effect during the fire
season arid Me public is urged to ob.serve these limits and" laws, squad
rrrernhers 'alit

,-1111
4.

, gor,••--

t

New quarters

The C lloway
4
County Fire-Rescue Unit has moved into its\ new h adquarters and station
house o South Fourth Street. The squad now has five-docir building and ample room to
store its tic trucks attd two boats, with easy access o each unit. A spok sman for the squad
saidkat_ e to ndkneroo runs in recent clangor gra4s and field,fires as w JI as structure fires
,

the general fund cif the squad.is almost comPlletely depleted. Dopitions may be made to the
velunteer organization, which fights fires in the county'as well as conducting rOstue operations
by contacting any-nremberof thle group or calling 753-4111
P4w0frivr Deviel
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llenowell Home Scene Of
Shower For Lisa 11cDaniel
Lisa
McDaniel, cutwork cloth on which the
Miss
daughter or Mr. and trs. gifts were dig-played. ThirtyCharles T. McDaniel of one persons ' were either
Murray, and March 12th present or sent gsifts.
Games were played and
bride-elect of James It. Yates,
was the honoree at a prizes won by Mrs. Jack
delightfully
planned Vaughn and Mrs. Glen Grogan
miscellaneotis hower held on were then presented to the
Monday, February 28, at the honoree.
Mrs. Bobby
The hosteSses presented
home
of
"'McDowell. 805 North 17th Miss McDaniel with the
centerpiece from the serying
Street, Murray.
- The hostesses for the event table.
were Mesdames Jim Arm'bruster, George Hodge, Joe
Pat James, Kenneth Jackson,
Robby McDowell. and Rex
Thompson. Their gift to the
honoree was the serving
The Fellowship Hall of the
pieces to her flatware.
Flint Baptist Church was the,
• Mi
i-lpyrurr keptthe scene of the 1e-a- shower heiani
guest register.
honor of Miss Patti Miller,
For the occasion Miss March 11th bride-elect of Carl
McDaniel wore a pink jump Hosford, held on Saturday,
wit of wide wale 'corduroy February 26, from two to four
over a bladj....4US,,L,latiti.e.--4‘ fir
-featuring a cowl collar. Her
Mesdames James Miller,
mother chose to wear a tan Charles Miller, David Borg wool pant suit with an off- ders, Michael Miller, Newton
white blouse Miss "M c'Daniel Milam, John R. Imes, Odell
wore a corsage of daisies into Colson, and Pearl Short were
which two gold wedding rings the gracious hostesses for the
were tied with ribbon in lovers. special occasion. nots, andM rs McDaniel
Miss Miller chose to wear
wore a cot-Sage of yellow from her" trousseau a peasant
carnations, both gifts of the style floor length ivory dress
hostesses.
accented with matching lace
The serving tadle, covered trim. Her corsage was of pink
with a beige Cloth,' was cen- and blue daisies. Her mothertered with a container filled in-la w to be, Mrs. Joe Hosford,
with a variety of live house wore a mint green knit dress
plants interspersed with and a hostesses' gift corsage
daisies. An assortment of of white carnations.
.cookies, nuts, coffee, and hot
Refreshments of _pettit fours
spiced tea were served from decorated with blue roses and
the beautifully appointed green leaves, along with
table.
punch, nuts, and mints were
A large wedding bell hung served at the table covered
over a table covered with a with a white cloth and cen-

communiTY
CALE n DAR
Thursday, March 10
Progressive Homemakers
Gamma Gamma Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at Club will meet with Marilyn
the home of Joretta Randolph Herndon at seven p. m.
at seven p. m.
Independence
United
Community Theatre Group Methodist Church Women will
dinner and entertainment will meet at seven p. m.
be at the Colonial House
Welcome ,Wagon
Smorgasbord at 7:30 p. m.
Newcomers
Club will meet at
door.
the
at
No tickets sold
the First Christian Church at
7:30 p. m. with Donald Jones,
attorney, as speaker.

Tea Shower At Flint Hall
Held For Miss Patti Miller

Ends Thursday:
"Two-Minute Warning"(R)
Starts
, 7:30 !
Only
Friday
He's timing WIa AtindEtfill
INAW DESNEW
VIALS DISNEY'S

r, 10.01,0010

001N4D DES G aaft Mtn' CATO
nctiracowit,

Ends Tonite
"The Story Of 0"(X)

7:30
Only

Starts Friday
nominaTeo FOR 10

I

ACADEMY AWARDS!

Hs whole life was
a million-to-one shot.

ROCKY
Unitediktists

PG1

7:30_ Only

SILVER
STRERI-1
1
Ends Tonite
"
he 7% Solution"(PG)
30 Only

Starts fri.

MGM presents

a icy
FAYE
WILLIAM
DUNAWAY HOLDEN
PETER ROBERT [Li
t
FINCH DUVALL

tered with a springtime
centerpiece of blue and pink
daisies. Crystal and sllTer
appointments were used.
The gifts were displayed on
tables overlaid with white
cloths. Included in the gifts
two aunts of the honoree, Mrs.
Charles Miller and Mrs.
James Miller.
Mrs. David Becky) Lanier
kept the guest register.
Approximately
sixty-five
pqrsons,were present Of sent

Rep. Imes
Is
Speaker

NARFE

Miiiay Chapter No.92
M. and Murray Chapter No. 50
R. & S. M. will meet at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.

WMU will meet with Freda
Humphreys at seven p. m.
Town
and
Country
Homemakers Club will meet
with Jean Bennett, 806 South
16th Street, at 7:30 p.m.
Friday, March 11
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Charles Humphreys at 1:30
p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Norma
Wilkins at 1:30 p.m.

Poplar Spring Baptist
State
Representative Church Women will meet at
Kenneth C. Imes was the the church at 1:30 p.m.
speaker at the meeting of the
local chapter of the National
Memorial Baptist Church
Association
of
Retired Women will meet at the
Federal Employees held on Pastorium at seven p.m.
Friday, February 25, at the
executive room of the
First
Baptist
Church
Woodmen of the World Women will meet at the
building.
church at 9:30 a.m.
The speaker said he was
doing all he could to help the
Friday, March 11
cause of the federal emRummage sale will be held
ployees and was achieving
some success. He asked each at Dewards Chapel Penon.e to keep him informed of tecostal Church starting at
a ny deve1opment on the home nine a.m.
front.
Vice-president Robert
Meals for senior citizens will
Douglas presided and Mrs. be served at North Second
'Rarletta Wrather gave the Community Center at twelve
invocation.
noon.
Those attending were
Robert
Douglas,
Van
Community Theatre Group
Valentine, Hillard Rogers, dinner and entertainment will
Joel Crawford, Norman be at the Colonial House
Klapp, Kenneth Palmer,oGene Smorgasbord at 7:30 p.m. No
Tarry, Lindell
Bagley, tickets sold at door for this
Marshall' Henry, Lowell event.
Palmer, Max Hurt, Curtis
Palmer, Theron
Riley,
Exhibitions of Margaret
Barletta Wrather, Kenneth Ann Wheatley,
Louisville,
Grogan, and Rep. Imes.
drawing, John E. Scott,
The
next
committee Murray, graphics, Heidi
meeting will be held Thur- Humphrey
Mazedon,
sday, March 17, at 9:30 a.m. at Louisville,
painting, and
the Triangle- Inn,and the next David Pike Mitchell,
Prinsocial meeting will be held ceton, sculpture, will
be at the
Friday, March 25, at 11:30 Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
MSU,
a.m. at the Colonial House through March 30.
Smorgasbord.
Saturday, March 12
"The Way We Were" party
will be held at the Murray
Country Club pVix p.m. with
Messrs and ,esdames Hunt
Smock,Toy Alexander, A.
W.Simmt..is, Fred Wells, Sam
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W.
Housden, Ken Harrell, Ron
Farrell of Murray announce
Christopher, and George
the engagement and approaching marriage of their Oakley in charge.
daughter, Kathleen, to
Ladies of the Oaks Country
William W. Straub III of CinClub will meet at Perkins
cinnati, Ohio, son, of Mr. and
Mrs. William W. Straub II of Pancake House at ten a.m.
Fort Thomas.
"Shopping Day" for senior
The bride-elect is a 1967 citizens will be held. Call 753graduate of Murray High 9725 before 4:30 p.m. Friday
School and a 1971 graduate of for morning shopping at
Murray State University Central and downtown and
where she was a member of afternoon shopping at Bel Air
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority and downtown.
and Sigma Alpha Iota national
music fraternity for women.
Nature's Secrets, close-up
She is now a medical look at mysteries of nature in
secretary in Cincinnati.
a color slide presentation will
Mr. Straub is a graduate of be at Center Station, Land
Western State University, Between the Lakes at two p.m.
Bowling Green, and is now
Dewards Chapel Penfootball coach for Mohler High
tecostal Church will continue
School at Cincinnati.
A spring wedding is plan- its rummage sale at the
church starting at nine a.m.
ned.

TEACHER APPRECIATION WEEK was observed by the Robertson Elementary School during the week of February
28. In a variety of ways students and parents expressed their appreciation to the teaching staff. Each day throughout
the week brought some gesture of appreciation. Monday donuts were provided in the teachers' lounge, and on
other doys sizigatkoukloallae‘ersint,..,tbeytetsfAxss,.home.b.akedx.,akes prepared by mom mothers and cookies
iiiTsluidentsiii The room. Also each teacher was presented with a gift certificate for dining out.
This at least one way in which the children and parents at Robertson School said to the teachers,"Thanks, We Appreciate You." Pictured on the left is Lori Rogers, second grader, presenting a flower to her teacher, Jane Taylor, and
on the right is Dana Morton presenting a gift certificate for dining out to her teacher, Judy Baucum.

Creative Arts Group Hears Program
Hi lIrs. Armstrong-At Mar-Lane Shop
Members of the Creative with the dates to be given
Arts Department of the later.
Murray Woman's Club met at
The chairman, Mrs. Umar,
Mar-Lane Ceramics on the announced that a donation had
Rob Mason Road on Monday, been received from Mrs.
February 28, for the lesson Bernice Morehead to the
workshop for the month.
Annette Schmidt scholarship
Mrs. Martha Armstrong of fund.
th,e ceramics firm presented
the lesson for the members.
.11
Prior to going to the .710
1M,1
ceramics firm, the group met
at the club house at 9:30 a.m.
NOW AT HOME
for the business meeting with
Mts. Max (Wanda) Bailey is
Dee Ann Umar, chairman,
presiding, and Ann Brooks, now at her home after having
secretary, giving her reports. been a patient at the VanSue Archer reported on the derbilt Hospital, Nashville,
High School Art Contest for Tn., after suffering burns in
the summer art workshop as an accident here earlier this
to the rules and guidelines year.

United &nets

Ky. Lake Music Barn
New Concord, Ky.

Big Square Dance
Every Friday - 8:00 p.m.
Gen. Admission Adults-62.00 Children (6-12)$1.00
'
Come Dance, Look or Liston

Country Music Show
Nashville Recording
Star' Wayne Marshall
Every Saturday - 8:00 p.m.
Gen. Admission-Adults42.50 Children (6-12)$1.50

SPECIAL DRAWINGS EVERY WEEKEND
For Information Call 502-436-8806

Tcu1t41PttLi1?OtUh Ottre4461.mte IGJ•Botelm.Azi

Central Shopping Plaza, MurraN
•

CLEAN SWEEP
414
SALE
HANDBAGS
Choose from a wide assortment of our best

JUMPSUIT

SALE

999
Reg. 33.99

selling styles

A super

selection of 100%
polyester jumpsuits in
all the most popular
styles and colors.

399

JR. & MISSES DRESSES
100's to choose from. I and 2-piece, locket
and long dresses included.

599 799

999

Below our cost!

COAT
SALE
]999
Reg. up to 79.99

End-of-theseason coat sale.

DENIM JEANS
Save on your favorite denim and prewashed
ie.ans. Popular styles & simes

899

Reg 7999

Tremendous saving&.
on short, long,
hooded, and fur
trimmed coots.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.

SWEATERS! SWEATERS!

Insurance —Bonds—Reul Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

All in

the most recent
fashion styles.

, Select from cardigans, slipovers and novelty

Now Has A Local Number

sweaters. All in your favorite colors.

For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

753-M34

E

Reg. 9.99

Reg. 1 7 99
to 37.99

Farrell-Straub
tows Pldnned

Held Over!

[poi

Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World will meet at six p. m. at
the Murray Woman's Club
House.

Reg. 15444o 22.99

g99
• '499
to %.)
%,)

BEHR S ChlkliGE•MASTER CHARGE•BANK AMER1CARD•
V-

Netepatt

Open I0-913aoly•Sunday 12 30-5 30

cutd,stounk,Rotal•Hdog PatA4,4)
&47a-Tcui10-14vt/h1?tra4
4

PAU 3 TN MURRAY, Ny., MG.*&/IMES,•ThOrsdrriialwal

itn—

The Murray
Ledger to Times

eetAi8
-AMERICA'S BEST PORTRAIT BUY"

Lifer Wants to
Donate Kidney

24 COLOR PORTRIUTS
SPECIAL

By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by C5.,-.00 Tr$bone N

2 — 8 x 10
4— 3 x 5
18 -- WALLET SIZE

NoosSiend

DE.AR ABBY: I am a-36-year old man who is in Rutland,
Vt., doing 30 years to life for second degree murder.I killed
.a 15 year-old girl. No reason. I just 1%*-1,1 off my rocker.
Now the' problem: I read in your column that a lot of people need kidneys. I koow that. kidneys have been transplanted successfully, and I want you to put me in touch with

MINIMUM $ir DEPOSIT

_mum altrzimsioad..1„mt..-th right...maw tkriow.a tat:I-suns:an
live with only one kidney so if I could give one of mine now
maybe I could sleep better.
I realize I can't bring hack that poor little girl 1A' host. We1 took. biu_Lcuuld givers/woe caber ;Jerson
:ince the scales: but it would give some meaning to my life,
hieh is practically useless now.
This letter was not written in haste. I've thought about it
for a long time.
I'm not very religious, but God knows this is a sirn:ere request. Can sou help me get it gramed....Abby?
•
GEORGE 11,

_
Pack 57, Cub Scouts of Carter School, held its Blue and Gold Banquet at the school
with Dubmaster Gerald Carter announcing plans for a-Kite Derbv on a Saturday afternoon in March and-the-Pinewood Derby Race Ofi-Maff-11-24-E-ommittee chairman—
Forrest Priddy gave a brief history about Cub Scouting and how it started. Calendars
were given to the boys by the Peoples Bank A meal was served to the boys and their
parents.Boys receiving awards were, left to right, front row, Harr) Coles, Billy Barnett,
Robert LaMastus, Phillip Carter, Richard Jones, Brett Proctor, back row, Philip
Witherington, Chris Franklin, Steve Bogard, David Randolph Brad Skierkowski, Jay Watson, Terry Elkins, and Will Futrell.
Photo Gerald Carter

DEAR GEORGE: I don't know the laws covering such a .
•
donation, but if you're sincere land I believe you are) tell
the chaplain of the correctional institution what you've told
me,and he will advise you. God bless.
.
DEAR ABBNi:. A friend has asked nit. to play -Dear who
received
Murray piano students U. Campus on Saturday, 1.,rflitTS
Abby- and mediate a fuss bet ween, her and her husband
superior ratings were Audrey
fared well in the Keyboard March 5.
•
and I honestly don't know what to tel her.
Festival:Contest, sponsored
Those , receiving superior Conley and Anne Gregory.
It seems that 11(4: husband is bugged because she is al
annually by the Kentucky ratings in the junior level were • Receiving "excellent" ratings
ways doing knitting needlepoint or some kind of handiwork
Music Teachers Association, Mark Austin, and Mark ere Brenda Conley in the
when they're watching TV 0i...it's( visiting.
He sass she has grilav To ifi-n.whatever Wt. wa-nts. aria- -which was held- in- the -Fine- Hubsung. Senior level per- Itlittn-level---and-iiirn--Alley-irr the senior level.
on the M. S. when,he comes home, she shouldxive him her undivided at
Arts Department .
,tention. He wants her to look at him while they're conyers
StuTents Yt,;Fo appear in the
I
K. M. T. A. Keyboard Festival
She says she can hear es try word he says, and she DOES
are required to perform two
look at him almost constantly.-so he has no legitimate beef.
.
selections from memory I can see his point. Abby. but I can also see hers. Do you ,
•
one from the Baroque period
"
think he has the right to ask her to quit doing needlework
music, and the other of the
in his face? And should she just to please him?
student's
choice 'from startof-the
The
Zeta
Department
collected
a
total
of
$1,038.00
to
IN THE MIDDLE
Murray Woman's Club met be used for Mental Health. hard piano literature. They
-DEAR IN: He hasn't the right to ask her to quit. HandiThursday, February 24, at the Eighty per cent of the .total .;so must take a written
work for many -(men as well as women) is therapeutic. It's
club house.
atnount will remain in teory examination. Students
relaxing and relityiles tension. Tell her I said she should
trom
Mayfield, Benton,
Mrs. Jack Bailey introduced Calloway County.
stick to her needlework-but look up a little more.
'Avert City, and Madisonville
Robert Valentine, Speech and
Hostesses
were
Mrs. appeared in the Festival here
Professor from
Dramp
DEAR ABBY: I have a small hut annoying problem I
Salvatore Matararzo, Mrs. A. tifl Saturday, in addition to
_University,
who
Murray
State_
need help with. It seems that whenever I telephone afriend
D. Wallace, Mrs: Dick Sykes, those from Murray, ahd engave a-dramatization of Mark
I haven't spoken to for some time, his or her first words are
Mrs. Ed Chrisman, Mrs. NI. C. " tnes. included. piano andsomething like, "Well, I don't believe I am actually hearing" Twain's WI-dings. Emphasis
Garrott_ _
. , cr-gan.
fronr you," or,"My goodneKs-,- I-thought you d. dropped (AT
was placed on three diffe t
the edge of - t he- earth--- The stioi in.-the senior
. etc_ frin: s
.you-gerthe idea: • Oases ofhis Wetk. A bby.)
•itvision chosen by the adAfter the program, memIt irks me to he put down with such a rirgatiS'e reception.
judicator to represent the
hers .truly felt they had spent
when I have finally taken the initiative and called someone.
.Murray region at the stateMark
Twain,
evening
with
an
as though it Were MY obligation'to do so.
c-ompetition -next fall
Mrs-Bak1
:Ti's the same kind of guilt some elderly fiiErS-nr shut ins
-PATIENT-AT pAriceAH
The chairman, Mrs, Mar- Herman Olswing, Sr., Nash which is held in conjunction
lay .on those who .havjn't been around to see them for a
with the annual K. M. T. A.
welcomed
shall
Jones,
while. In other words, how does one cope %% Rh people.w ho
Drive, Murray, is a patient in
Nadia
was
make you feel guilty?
members and conducted the Room 519, Lourdes Hospital. convention,
-Ingram of Paducah, with Jay
IRKED
business meeting.
Paducah, where he underwent
Fern. Calvert City, named as
MrS. Donald Jones reported surkery last week
DEAR IRKED: No one can make you feel "guilty" unless
alternate that the Zeta "Read-A-Thon"
you've earned the guilt. (Irritated, put down and even outraged perhaps, but not guilty.) There'S no way to. prevent
others from needling you. Develop a tougher itide.

BALANCE PAID UPON DELIVERY
ADULTS WELCOME•GROUPS EXTRA • NO LIMIT PER FAMILY

Uncle Jeff's

Piano Students In Contest

•
it. ark Twain Program
tven At Zeta Meet

1

PACKAGE

SIMEITS
Fresh-as-Spring
dresses
for an exciting
change-of-pace!

PERSONALS1

For Abby's booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send Si to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, seh addressed, stamped
(240 envelope_

SRIGITS

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY, MARCH 11, 1977
What kind of day will with intelligent self-discipline,
tomorrow be? To find out what moderation. Avoid extremes.
the liars say, read the forecast
SAGITTARIUS
given for your birth Sign.
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Neither fear to step into a new
ARLES
or changed picture, nor step too
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
• Don't be impulsive about quickly before you are ready.
making changes unless you are Know your ground sufficiently
certain they will prove and that of associates, too.
beneficial. -Business pursuits
CAPRICORN
highly favored. •
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
TAURUS
Speak in discreet words, with
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
A fair day. You can manage temperance and compassion
in better-than-average fashion, foremost-it will work wonders
yet must take precautions now. Opposition? It egn be a
neither to underestimate nor healthy challenge: Self-control!.
----overevaluate new propositions. AQUARIUS
GEMINI
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
(May 22 to June 21)
Give careful tliought to
Your know-how and ability to decisions you must make soon.
handle the unexpected could - Try- to understand thoroughly
result in outstanding ad- the jobs and involvements of the
vantpges. Spend time and next few days. And be obtalents constructively. This day jective!
''will be rich in Opportunity.
CANCER
PISCES
(June 22 to July 23)
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(Q
.
Stress your innate, enInfluences highly stimulating,
thusiasm and eagerness to do Overzealousness, overreaching
well but, be willing, also, to may -tempt. Hasty words and
WAIT out results, -4e-- accept deeds could r:ause endless
temporary setbacks with inner redoing and undoing; leave
scars, too.
calm.
LEO
Hair24-tcrAur-211-14144k -------TULT-110RIkl7rODKV-are You're in the spotlight now, endowed with a high order of
,with special emphasis on intellect which, coupled with a
response to your efforts and strong intensity of emotion, fits.
presentation of ideas. Curb any you Ira life of creativity. You - Ita
tendency toward express yourself best in music
aggressiveness. Win your way and literature, but you could also excel in the ministry, as a
_
through tact, diplomacy.
teacher of metaphysics, in the
VIRGO
entertainment field, or as an
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%
A day for action! Don't slow actor or painter. Your intuition
up progress boy being overly is outstanding, but you do not
meticulous, 'fussy, looking for always-make the most of these
nonexistent defects in your intuitive powers - sometimes
to ill effect. Governed by
program.
Neptune, you are strongly atLIBRA
tracted to professions or ac-nE
'Sept -24 to Oct. 231 AWhile you await - new tivities dealing with the sea;
developments or results of could also make a suc,pess of
efforts, proceed wit,h other good physics and chemisdy plans, ideas. Don't sit back; especially in the mixing and
satisfied with, previous en- „Wending of liquids. You are not
a good businessman, so don't
deavors - or gains.
look to success along those
SCORPIO'
lobes. Birthdate of: Lawrence
Oct. 24 tø Nov. 22) n
A day in which to curb your Welk, musical conductor and
natural Martian aggressiveness TV personality.

Junior
Moods.

e

OPEN
FRIDAYS
'TIL 8

t$,W

Beautifully fashioned dresses that know
no limits for city,for traveling time!
These are the dresses you've been
waiting for.,the exciting new Spring
dresses from Bright's.aurry in and
see the season's newest looks just for
▪
you in junior, missy and half-sizes
Moderately priced at 24.00 to 92.00
• 1 Remember, we're open Fridays 'til'8 p.m.

IsRaGars

n45 4"

490

,

a

Long and_lacy,sheer and shawled..
pure natural dressing for Spring '77. ,
Juniors, we've got your styles in
/
refreshing new textures and colors
that are sure to mAke a big hit on
the fashion scene this season! See '
our entire collection of:romantic
longsin sizes 3to 13; 36.005. 50.00

When'Dressy's
too much
and casual's
not
enough.

ELITE,

Iblack patent or
white kid: 26.00
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Dr. Kline .And Jim Younts Speak
On Tornadoes And Earthquakes

S

Dr. James Kline of the earthquakes in this section, and Mrs. Eva Ross as new
members.
Physics and Astronotny members said.
The hostesses were Mrs. M.
Department, Murray State
Dr. Hatcher presided over P. Christopher, Miss Mary
University was introduced by
Hatcher, the business session. She Lassiter, Mrs. Max Hurt, and
Mildred
Dr.
program chairman, at a welcomed Mrs. Charles May Mrs. Eva Ross.
on
meeting
luncheon
February 26 of the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club. She stated he
is a most experienced speaker
Peggy' Billington, president cleaning of the club house
and teacher and has been a
member of Murray State's of the Murray Woman's Club, yard with each department
presided at the meeting of the being responsible for a part in
faculty since 1964.
Board of the Club this program.
Executive
.
Jim Younts was Introduced
Mrs. LaFollette urged
Kline . as, a held on Monday, March 7, at
10 Dr.
the
with
house
to support Beverly
members
club
the
in
knowledgable person
dev6tional thoughts being Benifield of Boaz as a canmeteorology.
Brenda didate for third vice-president
by
He spoke first concerning presented
_tornadoes and the difference Marquardt, recording of the Kentucky State
Federation, and also
between a tornado watch and secretary.
- Announcement was made of support of the magazine;
SlOrnado warning. He Said a
tornado watch takes place the general meeting of the "Kentucky Club Woman."
were
present
_Others
--when -conditionsare favorable club to he held Monday.
for the formation of a tornado. March 21, at 9:30 a. m. at the Dorothy McKenzie, Desiree
A tornado yarning is given./ club house with the featured Hosick, Helen Kline, Sina
when a tornado has been speaker to be Lois Keller, Richardson, Oneida Boyd,
Safety Anna Ruth Harris, Virginia
State
sighted, and people should Murray,
take cover in the safest places Chairman of the Kentucky Strohecker, Virginia Jones, Jo
they can find and lie down Federation of Women's Clubs. Burkeen, Beryl Whaley, and
The various contestants in the Betty Boston.
with heads covered.
Mr. Younts showed a film of music, arts and crafts,
a tornado striking the city of sewing, etc., will be parNeosho, Missouri and the ticipating in the program.
results of having a disaster Reservations for the brunch
plan which saved many lives. should be made with the
This was an interesting various department chairmen
Several prenuptial events
demonstration of cooperation by March 18, according to
have been held in honor of
vicefirst
Jones,
Bonnie
communications.
and good
Miss Cindy Smith, daughter of
Everyone knew where he was president.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford W.
Cecelia Brock, second vicesupposed to go and what he
Smith. of Murray Route Five,
the
that
was supposed to do, Younts president, announced
who will be married to Robert
district meeting will be held at
said.
Mohundro, son of Mr. and
on
Paducah,
Hotel,
Ritz
earthe
on
Dr. Kline spoke
Mrs. Harold Mohundro of
thquakes in this section of the Saturday. March 26, at 8:30 a.
Murray Route Eight, on
country. He displayed maps m. Reservations for the meal
•
17.
March
Mrs.
on which were indicated the should be made with
first was a personal
The
several earthquake areas in Brock by March 24. Irma
shower held by Mrs. Cresti
our continent. He told of the LaFollette, Murray, governor
Mitchell, friend of the
New Madrid earthquakes and of the first district, will
Tuesday,
on
honoree,
the meaning of measuring preside.
at
Mitchell
15,
the
February
Plans were discussed for a
severity of tremors by
mobile home in Riviera
work day to be held for the
seismographs.
Courts, Murray.
His interesting disfussion
Nine persons were present
ended with a question session,
or sent gifts.
and he was able to clarify
Mrs. Reda Williams;cousin
many false ideas concerning
of the bride-elect, was hostess
for a neighborhood shower

Look OfSpring Is Given

I he Murray
lip, 1.rtlger • intr.
r il

0

Mrs. Major Presents
Program,PEO Meet

and Sudan.
Mrs. Major, the former
Marjorie McElrath, is a
native of Murray. She is
manager for Far Lands
Travel Agency, an active
member of First United
Methodist Church and the
Magazine Club. She is the
mother of a distinguished son,
a Mineral Economist in
Chicago, and a talented
daughter, the wife of an
in
minister
Episcopal
'4aeasisbar-g, West Va.
8`"
"ftreletlet4
f
The speakers Agrees are
and their village, homes, and
many animal pictures were from Brenau College, Gainincluded in the slide-talk. The sville, Ga., and University of
Pittsburgh. Stre was initiated
shrub, into Chapter AA in Pittsburgh
the
especially,
bougainvillaea, with its in 1968,- where she was an
massive blossoms were im- active member. Mr. and Mrs.
pressive city scenes. Mr. and Major returned to Murray in
Mrs. Major visited sections of March, 1976.
The devotion was given by
Kenya, Tanzania, Ethiopia
Mrs. A. H. Titsworth who read
from the 15th chapter of John.
During the business meeting
officers for 1977-78 were
elected and installed. With
Mrs. Henry McKenzie former
state president as the inheld at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Hafford Smith on stalling officer, the following
will lead the organization the
Thursday, February 24.
Both Miss Smith and her next year: Mrs. Olga
Freeman, president; Mrs.
mother were presented with
novelty corsages of kitchen Paul Sturm, vice-president;
gadgets. Nineteen persons Mrs. Maurice Christopher,
recording secretary; Mrs.
were present or sent gifts-.
Mrs. Nancy McClure, Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, corresLavelle McClure, Mrs. Donna ponding secretary; Mrs.
Smith, Mrs. Lorene Smith, Lewis Bossing, treasurer;
Major,
William
Mrs. Opal Crowell, and Mrs. Mrs.
Sue Roberts entertained with chaplain; and Mrs. A. C.
a shower at the home of Mr. I aFollette, guard.
The following delegates to
and Mrs. Hafford Smith on
the Kentucky State P. E. 0.
Saturday. March 5.
Special corsages were ('onvention, May 16-17, in
presented to the honoree and Jenny Wiley State Park,
her mother. She.opened her Prestonsburg, were elected:
gifts. Mrs. Freeman, first delegate
lovel
many
Approximately seventy-five and Mrs. Sturm, second.
persons attended or sent gifts. A!ternates named were Mrs.
LaFollette and Mrs. Sisk.
Mrs. Freeman was also
selected to represent the local
chapter in Supreme Convention in Chicago in the Fall.
Mrs. George S. Hart .was
elected alternate._By virtue, of
_
Murray Star Chapter NO. Irene Tucker, associate
her past offices,- Mrs.
.433 Order of the Eastern Star conductress, Brenda
McKenzie is eligible to attend
met on Tuesday, March 8, at Newberry, chaplain, Bea
both meetings.'
Henry, marshalL Louise
the Masonic Hall.
A meringue-whipped cream
The degrees of the Order Short, organist, Sandra Jones, dessert and coffee 'were
were conferred to Phyllis Adah, Eva Lamb, Ruth, Opal served by Mrs. Sisk. Other
Emerine,Esther, luta Hutson. members
Rowland.
not
present
Patricia Hendley, worthy Martha, Euldene Robinson, previously
noted
were
Members of the Murray matron, and Eunice Henry, Electa, Bobbie Evans, war- Mesdames John C. QuerHigh School Chapter of the ' worthy patron, presided in the der, and Bill Moffett, sentinel termous, L. J. Hortin, H. L.
protem.
Future Homemakers of East.
Oakley, and Miss Ann Herron.
Doris Bradley, deputy
Other officers filling the
America recently decorated
The next meeting will be -a
the doors of the residents' respective stations were Twila grand matron of District 22, luncheon in the home of Mrs.
and Paul Sturm, March 19, at 12
introduced
rooms at Fern Terrace Lodge Colesman, associate matron, was
and the Westview Nursing Dee Lamb, associate patron, welcomed. Worthy matrons o'clock.
Home. Each month the Frances Churchill, secretary, also introduced and welcomed
chapter has a special project Howard McNeely, treasurer, were Audie Mae Alexander,
conductress, Cuba Chapter No. 519 and
for the elderly as a part of Paula Arnett,
Ruby Byers, Hardin Chapter
impact
long
year
their
No. 277. Vickie Jones,
project of which Jan Outland
Mayfield Chapter No. 443, was
picam
the
In
chairman.
is
also present.
ture are Janet Smith, left, Jan
Hostesses for the-(meeting
Outland, and Delaine Honwere Alma McNeely, Opal
chul at Fern Terrace, and in
Susie Scott opened her home Emerine, Bea Henry, Marilyn
the bottom picture are
for
the meeting of•the Gladys Weatherford.
Teresa Cunningham and Kim
Williamson Group of the The next slated meeting will
Suiter at Westview.
Sulking Spring Baptist Church be April 12.

.SpeciiaPrograms Planned Executive
Board Meet Of Murray Woman's Club

Members of Chapter M of P.
E.0. were given a picture tour
of Southern Aftth Monday
evening, March 7, by Mrs.
William Major. The meeting
was in the home of Mrs.
Morgan Sisk.
A fluent commentary accompanied the pictures which
were taken by Mr. 'and Mrs.
Major on their trip to Africa in
1974 Government buildings
and homes of officials, a gold
mine, monuments, street

Miss Cindy Smith Honored
At Several Bridal Events

Slings
16'

17"

Initiation Is Held At
Eastern Star Meeting

Jewelry remains a cleanedup look with good simple
jewelry used in gold and
silver. You will find gold
chains, gold-filled jewelry,
enimel and semi-precious
stones and hypo-allergenic
This is the second in a series
or
products. Porcelain
on the Look of Spring 1977 in
ceramic jewelry is a good
fashions:
choice. Bangles are treated
NEW NECKLINES FOR
with glazes to-have the look of
EVENING WEAR: New
old ivory or antique Egyptian
necklines were dominant
copper Of gold. Fabric
features for evening wear.
necklaces and chokers are
Satin piping edges a softly
featuring seashells or Vermeil
draped shoulder - interest
abstract designs.
creation by designer pin
Turbans, sporty brims and
Blass. Gloria Vanderbilt
hats are still
spectator
an
with
sheath
navy
a
creates
standard headgear for early
spring.
Look for lots of maillots
(one-piece) in swimwear.
Knotted rope belts make for
as on news.
03-04-77
Courtney and Baby Boy, Rt. 3, - FABRICS AND COLORS:
natural
Union City, Tn., Mrs. Laura The emphasis is on the
linem
and
silks
with
fibers
Girl.
126
Bahy
ADULTS
M. Taylor and
of
NURSERY 9
Hamlin, Mrs. -Isetricia 0. leading the cotton crop
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Cooper, 411 N. 10th., Murray, guaze, muslin, burlap, trash,
Baby Boy Blakely (mother Mrs. Jane H. Stations, 1115 dishcloth looks, eyelet, and
Shirley), Rt. 2, Murray, Baby Fairlane, Murray, Edwin B. madras. Wools are making a
Boy Hendrick (mother Lin- Knight, Box 73, Hazel, Mrs. comeback for spring. Taffeta
), Rt. 1, Benton.
Deborah J. Harris, Box 6281 will' remain on the fashion
with
DISMISSALS
Hester Hall, Murray, Mrs. scene. Silk will be teamed
de
crepe
and
burlaps,
knits,
5,
Rt.
Robert E. Madden,
L. Sykes, Box 221,
*Cynthia
Paris, Tn., Miss Jamie J. Dover,Tn., L. D. Downs, Rt. 1, chine. Knits will still be
Walker, Rt. 6, Paris, Tn., Miss Mayfield, Buddy D. Work- popular, especially clingy,
Lisa G. Rickman, 1907 man, Rt. 1, Almo, Galon E. cotton knits.
The French designers are
Coldwater Rd., Murray, Mrs. Burkeen, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Faye F. Hill, Rt. 5, Murray, Murlene Crouch, Rt. 1, taking two fabric directions:
Mrs. Donna J. Tynes, Rt. 1, Murray, Rosevelt Paschall, stiff and crisp; soft tactile.
Murray, William E. Barnhill, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn., Homer L. For stiff and crisp fabrics, the
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tn., Joe S. England, 809 Broad, Murray, choices are taffeta in tiered,
Oldham, Rt. 1, Alm°, Mrs. Mrs. Mary L. Balentine, Rt. 3, full, flounced skirts, eyelet,
Carolyn J. Phillips, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Hattie L. raffia - weave cottons for long,"
Benton, Mrs. Dana H. Bazzell, Scherffius, 502"2 S. 13th., full beachy skirts with bare
Rt. 1, Farmington, Gordon R. Murray, Toy Jones, Rt. 1, tops.
For soft and tactile fabrics,
Crouch, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Dexter, Wilson R. Charlton,
Malissa B. Broach, Rt. 2, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs. Maud terry cloth, silk crepe de
Puryear, In., Telus L. Wilson, Box 53, Sedalia, Gou chine, sheer cotton voiles and
Broach, Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn., E. Wynn, Box 484, Paris, Tn., brushed lightweight wools are
Mrs. Lottie Pendergrass, Rt. Walter L. Todd, Rt. 7, Murray. used.
Important pattern news is
1, Farmington, Walton D.
from subtle and
stripes
M.
Henry
Hazel,
1,
Rt.
Sykes,
narrow to bold and bright.
Young,. Rt. 1, Murray,
Handkerchief and border
Broadus Creekmur, Kirksey, 03-06-77
prints also are important
Artell M. Wright, Rt. 9,
looks.
Benton, Garvice Paschall ADULTS 129
Solids will appear in in.
(expired), Rt. 4, Murray.
NURSERY 5
teresting color combinations.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Colors range from the
Baby Boy Vanover (mother
and whites to the
June), 905 N. 18th., Murray. naturals
of red,
03-05-77
combinations
powder
DISMISSALS
and-teal,--turqueisev-eepper-Mrs. Shirley S. Sheppard,
ADULTS 120
Bright colors wilt also be
Rt. 1, Dexter, Carlos C. Byars,
NURSERY 7
found.
Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs. Martha E.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Adams, Rt. 2, Murray, John C.
Baby Girl Williams (mother
Divito, Rt. 5, Paris, In.,
Deloris), Rt. 1, Springville, Frelon Pierce, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Tn., Baby Boy Bowen (mother
Mrs. Clysta M. Evett, P. 0.
Vickie), Rt. 8, Benton.
.Box 41, Kirksey, Mrs. Kathy
DISMISSALS
A. Bailey and Baby Boy, Rt. 2,
Mrs. Dorothy S. Bingham
Murray, Mrs. Jerretta L.
and Baby Boy, 716 College
Hardison and Baby Girl, Rt. 8,
Out of
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Iva N.
Warranty Only
Mayfield, Mrs. Shirley A.
Burton, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Blakely and Baby Boy, Rt. 2,
Vera L. Jackson and Baby
Murray, Mrs. Polly E. Erwin.
Girl, Rt. 5, Murray, Miss
MICHELSON'S
515 S. 8th., Murray, Ruble
Janet L. Rowland, Rt. 1,
Lockhart, Fern Terrace
7)1mo, Mrs. Opal B. Black, Rt.
r
'
Ldge., Murray.
.0.••••
3, Murray, Mrs. Louetta F.

HOSPITAL NEWS

•

TIMEX
REPAIR

'Seventh Annual

Susie Scott Opens
Home For Gladys
rf-illiamson Meet

Pumps

Women held on Tuesday,
March 1, with the president,
Marketia Cain, presiding.
Members voted to sponsor a
-box for the church kitchen
with each one at the church to
donate to the project.
Denecia Lovins presented
the program reading from the
sixth chapter of Acts and a
story entitled "The Challenge
of ebirth."
Names were drawn for
prayer partners and each one
was asked to pray especially
for the Annie Armstrong
mission offering.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Scott.

OPEN DAILY 9:30-8PN
SUNDAYS 1-5 PM
13COM.litC41‘._
OLYMPIC P,_LAZA

Dixieland Shopping Center

..%

angular neckline piped with
white. The halter neckline is
still on the fashion scene as is
the cowl neckline.
Again, the fabrics are soft
and drape easily.
For new evening Look, wear
a V-neck vest with no blouse
with skirt, pants, or gauchos
and a blazer as a wrap.
ACCESSORY STORY
REMAINS CONSTANT:
Accessories remain constant
for Spring '77. The higher heel
shoe continues in a pump or
sandal. Handbags continue
with the shoulder and envelope bag.

From The Desk Of
JEAN W. CLOAR
Calloway County Extension
Agent for Home
Economics

- Antique Show & Sale
March 19th & 20th, Sat.9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sun. 12 Noon - 6 p.m.
Paducah, Kentucky
Civic Center - Beltline at Park Ave.,
Dealers Contact: Bill Schroeder, Box 3009 Paducah, Ky.42001

KELSQ BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Kelso
of Murray Route Seven are the
parents of a baby boy, Jody
Craig, weighing seven pounds
7'2 ounces, measuring 21
inches, born on Saturday.
February 26, at 5:15 p. rn: at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have two other sons.
John. age ten, and Justin. age
21 2. /he'Ifather,is_sejf emploAkci as a farmer and the
mother is a hairdresser.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Glenn Kelso of Lynn
Grove and Mr.land Mrs. Pat
Coleman- of Murray. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hertle Craig of Hazel,
Mrs. Ruth Kelso of Lynn
Grove, and Mrs. Alice Steely
of Hazel.

TUCKER BOY
Dr. and Mrs. Steven It
Tucker of Lexington are (he
parents of a baby boy, Ryan
Steven, weighing four pounds
fourteen ounces, -born on
Thursday, March 3, at 5:19
a.m, at the University of
Kentucky 'Medical Center.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs:Billy Edmonds,
502 Meadow Lane, Murray,
and paternal grandparents
are Mrs. J. R. Tucker and the
late J.R. Tucker, 216 E, Noel
Avenue, Madisonville.
a

Barbara Gail Smotherman,
a senior at Calloway County
High School, has been
named to appear in "Who's
Who Among American High
School-Students" for 19761977. Gail is the eighteen
year old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Max Srnotherman of
Lynn Grove. She was also
named for this publication in
1975-1976. Gail is a member
of the Laker Annual Staff,
Pep Club, SAE Club, and
Beta Club. She has held
three offices in FHA,
received her Junior and
Chapter Degrees, and has
beenelitmed Family Leader
of Tomorrow. Gail attends
the Williams Chapel Church
of Christ.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Steven Warren of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Great Furniture Values!
Queen Size
Love Seat
H
Hide-A-Beds
Hide-A-Beds

$229®

Herculon Covers$25995

Full Size

$119®

Mattress & Box Springs

As Low As

Queen Sire As Low As S249.00
Full Size

Nylon & Herculon Covered

Hide-A-Beds

i CAhsairs
Sofas witFhorMAastcLhitirt

For As Little As$199®

$289®

_
.x.,
90Days
Same As
%
Cash
On The
Spot
Financing

II

New Group

Velvets
)1

Best Selection
Ever

Remembec)
$
1

We

Trade
-----/-:_i:

Murray
Furniture Mart
,

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. John Smith of Murray
has been dismissed'from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Court Square
•

753-8676

,

The Murray Ledger & Times
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EDITORIAL

sales in

Calloway* County

dtiring 1976 of$115
This record sales total was
accomplished despite the strike
by union employes at Tappan,
the community's- major industrial employer, for the entire year.
The ability of our business
community to weather the adverse' effects of this strike
speaks well for our economy as
a whole.
Murray and Calloway County
is the fastest growing business
and industrial community in
the Jackson Purchase. We offer
more to consumers than any
other surrounding community
and these consumers, much to
our pleasure, are shopping in
our community. And they will
continue to shop here if we continue to promote our community and let the shoppers
know what is offered on the
shelves of Murray stores.
All in all, the chamber's
report paints a bright picture
for Murray and Calloway County. In the past year, local individual income increased by
some $12 million to $122,116,000

re...hlurs Aft,
hh• I h‘

R. Gene McCutcheon,editor

uith .6a
.• lh • :r1 t
:tot!
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The Editor's
Notebook

Hey, Mr. Firemen!Please
Come Quickly But Quietly!

go to a fire without their equipment.
By M.C.Garrott
Few things frighten me more than to
"Okay," I said, "but can we keep it
in Calloway County. And in- suddenly suspect the house is on fire. quiet. No siren,or red lights?"
Talk about something that sends me
"Okay," they said as two or three
dividual income is projected to into
started pulling on their fighting togs.
high gear! That does! The speed
increase another $10.5 million
with which can check out the place "We'll follow you." Back in my car and
during 1977 to a record resembles an old Keystone Kops movie ready to leave, I saw not one but twd of
run at full speed.
the station's big doors go up and out
$132,897,000.
rolled two trucks. A white rescue van
I have had considerable practice at
Couple this with the predicthesis and our little
tion that local reiiiirsaies will -thia of init. 1\vice within the lastcouple d.,piu in behind
_ headedt_ lo flIpiubile
of years it has happened to me. The
Increase1 $126,437,000 during first time, we were quietly watching -Cara
and Cvialirca.quirameall.Y
1977 and we see a pretty secure television about 10 o'clock one night
They practically tiptoed out there.
futureforailloway County.
wher-we noticed thin-layers of-smoke
--ene-meighbor.--who-happerred- to
look out a window, ever realized the
Our community offers more forming in the room.
"Something's on fire!" I exclaimed. trucks were at our place.
and better services and merthe Fire Department while I see if
+++
chandise to the consumer and "Call
Yes, they, too, could detect the odor
I can find what it is!" Up into the attic I
that is why it is more-and-more scrambled. Under the house I crawled. of something burning, and throughout
being recognized as the hub of Then the fuse box, behind the washer the house they scattered. N. L.(Toopie
the region. The Murray Ledger and dryer, the refrigerator, the TV. I Rowland, an electrical expert, also was
& Times, with daily curculation checked everything and everywhere, on hand, haying been summoned by
someone at the fire station. He was
and all within a matter of seconds. I
at an all-time high, will con- couldn't
checking out the fuse box and the
find a thing, but the smoke was
tinue, as in the past, to promote getting thicker and thicker.
electrical system.
the local community and its
After about 10 minutes of this, one
+++
Within minutes, the street outside
called out,"Here it is! I've found it!"
assets both at home and in the
"It" turned out to be a small-plastic
was full of fire trucks and the yard full
neighboring counties.
But, while we feel secure of neighbors. Red lights flashed and soldier which our 11-year-old somehow
sirens whined into silence as the
had managed to drop down the chimney
about our future now, we also firemen trooped into the
of a lamp and went off and forgot. It had
house - big
recognize that if we expect to hats, boots,raincoats, axes and all. You melted, was running down the sides of
receive another rosy report at could have brushed Jeffrey's eyes off the blub and had cooked to a crispy_
with a whisk broom.
brown on top. A tiny wisp of smoke
this time next year on the
curled
Thank
goodness,
up from it.
they
found
the
business figures for 1977, we
problem
they had to use those
+++
cannot sit back and rest on our axes.Thebefore
I felt like a dope, and apologized
motorin the furnace, which is
laurels.
outside, apparently had caught fire and
profusely to the firemen for getting
We must continue to expand burned away some wires or something. them out as it was beginning to rain.
"No problem," one of them grinned.
our business and industrial It had to be replaced. Beyond that,
We're just glad there wasn't any fire.
base, as well as our agri- there was no damage.
We had much rather have them turnout
was all kind of embarrassing after
business interests, and we must it Itwas
thhin
asa
wly
. than to have a real fire on our
over, but it is certainly a good
continue to support and feeling to know that our firemen can
promote our community and its respond to a call so promptly.
Then they were gone, as quietly as
they came.
+++
businesses to the fullest in orAll was quiet until last Wednesday
der to maintain the leadership
night. We had been home only a few
of our region.
minutes from prayer meeting before
Cathryn said, "I smell something
By The Associated Press
- burning--'So-do-l4"-piped up-Jeffrey-.TddaY-13-- Thursdalr-Niztretr-10;"-the
Even With my red and bulbar nose-a
69th day of 1977. There are 296 days left
carryover from my bout with a virus-I
in the year.
could alsO detect it.
.
Today's highlight in history:
Away I went again! Up in-the attic on -- On this -date in 1876, the first clear
a rickety ladder, under the house,to the
teleplrone call was made when
fuse boir- -outside to----the- -furnace, - Alexander Graham-Bell sunuiioned his
everywhere. I couldril finda thing —no
assistant from another room-in Bell's
smoke, just the odor. We didn't dare go
house in Boston, saying:,"Come here,
to bed without locating the source, but,
Watson. I want you."
.
gosh, I hated to call out the firemen and
, On this date:
standards. The agency says in disturbe everyone in our end
of town
In 1785, Thomas Jefferson was named
many cases installing scrub- again.
the U.S. minister to France,succeeding
bers on the plants'smokestacks
"I'll just go get one and bring him out
Benjamin Franklin.
to remove sulfer dioxides here," I told Cathryn. "Maybe he can
In 1848, the U.S. Senate ratified a
treaty ending the Mexican War.
before they are passed into the find it. You keep -looking while I'm
gone." And
to the fire station I went.
In 1864, Ulysses Grant was named
air would cost more than the They were off
there - Ronnie Gardner,
Commander in Chief of Union forces in
plants themselves.
Richie Clark, James Spann, Harold
the Civil War.
Another side effect of the-- iii11:1Jackie Holt. Artie Haneline_and
__In _1941, President Franklin D.
EPA order would be the im- Ronriiellurnett.
Roosevelt signed the LendleaSe -Aet,
They listened closely as I explained
providing for transfer of military
pact on the coal industry.
my predicament. Sure, they would
equipment
to the Allies in World War IL
Spokesmen say a TVA decision check it out, they
said, .biit-severai----- In 1945, U.S. bombers began their
to opt :or low-sulphur coal would have to go and they would have to
first incendiary raids on Japan,setting
rather than install scrubber's take a truck. That's the law. They never
fire to a vast area of Tokyo.
could cost their industry $25
In 1969, in Memphis, Tenn., James
Earl Ray pleaded guilty to the
million a year. And, of course,
assassination of the civil rights leader,
it will also be the consumer who
Father, give me.. . . Luke 15:12.'
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
will ultimately pay this extra
Father... . make me. Luke 15:18-19.
Ten years ago: It was reported that
The Prodigal Son shows us how
$25 million.
Joseph Stalin's daughter, Svetlana
we may mature in our prayer lives
So what!si.he answer? We
Stalin, had defected from the Soviet
What
kind of prayers do you pra‘
can't shut down the steam planUnion and was seeking asylum in a
.European country.
ts to completely end air
Five years ago: Premier Lon Nol of
pollution because that would
Cambodia seized complete power as
shut off most of the electricity
head of state and nullified the country's
Light travels 180,000 miles per second
generated by TVA, which is until
nearly completed constitution. ,
it comes up against an obstacle.
having a difficult time meeting the human skull, for example, where
One year ago: Former President
Richard M. Nixon said that public
the demand now.
quite often, it will find absolutely
disclosure in 1969 of the secret U.S.
It seems that a common- nothing to illuminate.
bombing of Cambodia had forced him
.sense approach would be to
to ground the „pieties and had cost
negotiate some compromises
.
countless American lives.
until the energy crunch is
Today's birthday: Queen tlizabeth's
fourthchild, Prince Edward, is 13.
eased. With the nation on the
Thought for today: Revenge"' is
brink of running out of-power is
Federal Level
always
the weak pleasure of a little and
no time to put the clamps on
U.S. Son. Welter "Dee" Neddleston (D)
narrow mind. - Juvenal, Roman
TVA to clean up its smoke 3327 Dirksen teildhog
Lawyer and satirist, about 60 to 140 4D.
Washington, D. C. 20510
stacks or else.

Today In History

GUEST EDITORIAL

Consumer Caught
In EPA-TVA Flap
When two federal agencies
disagree, the public usually
gets caught in the middle.
A most recent case in point is
the dispute between the Tennessee Valley Authority and the
Environmental Protection
Agency. The EPA has ordered
the TVA to meet its clean air
standards at all coal-fired
generating plants within three
years, an order which TVA
says cannot possibly be met in
that time frame, and even if it
could it will cost TVA $375
million to accomplish. EPA
says it won't either cost that
much. It estimates the cost at
$225 million to install scrubbers
in smoke stacks or to change to
a more high-quality low sulfur
coal to reduce sulfur dioxide
pollution. Still a hefty figure.
Last month EPA rejected
TVA's proposal to meet the
limits at all but four of its older
plants ,Inicluding New Johnsville. TNrA operates 10 steam
plants, and it estimated that if
less stringent standards for the
four oldest plants could be permitted, it could bring the
others into compliance by spending $224 million. '
Dr. Peter Krenkel, TVA's
director of environmental planning, has estimated that the
cost of meeting the EPA orders
will increase residential electric bills about $15 a month. Not
so, claims EPA officials, who
say their orders would add only
about $3 a month to consumer's
bills. This is confusing, but we
are inclined to believe that TVA
is nearer correct than EPA.
And with electric bills already
spiraling out of sight, how is the
lowly consumer going to pay
$15 a month more? We doubt
seriously that -EPA is concerned about that.
TVA has indicated, it will
likely ask Congress for an
amendment to the federal
Clean Air Act to allow older
plants to meet less stringent
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Garrott's Galley

Local Economic
Conditions Bright
Our belief that the economy
of Murray and Calloway County is healthy is supported by the
Murray Chamber of Commerce's Business Barometer,
which revealed total retail
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Bible Thought

Isn't It The Truth

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials

We favor cleaning up the air
and cleaning up the TVA's
smoke stacks if they need it,
but not by dictatorial
bureaucratic fiat. There must
be a more reasonable way.
—The Paris Post-Intelligencer
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By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Two very unrelated events took place sale and use of saccharin, the only
in Washington, D. C., yesterday that artificial sweetner (sugar substitute)
frighten us for differentreasdns.
available to Americans since the FDA
One was the seizure of three buildings
banned cyclamates. In announcing the
in our nation's capitol by terrorists: the
W.\ .the ED4k eitati-a-roanactiasutkid
other the proposed ban on the use of that found that large doses of the
sarcharin by the federattodd ant-Drug- sweetener caused cancer
Administration(FDA),
0+0
The kex word ja_thatiast_lerafmrsjs
We'll take the terrorism first.
large.
Bands of machete-wielding, gunThe Canadian study revealed that the
toting renegades took over three
artificial sweetener caused bladder
buildings in Washington and are
cancers in. rats fed a diet of 5 per cent
holding as many as 100 persons
pure sac-char-in-for their entire lives. .
hostage. At least one person was
The study involved two groups of 100
in the raids and a dozen others were
rats with one group getting the Sacwounded.
charin diet and one group a regular
These acts; and others like them, 'diet. Fourteen of the rats on the diet
cannot be tolerated. We feel that those
supplemented /with
saccharin
who irstigate an act of terrorism should
developed cancel‘us• bladder tumors
he dealt with in the same manner. Let
compared with only two such tumors.
the terrorists' punishment fit his or her
found in the no-saccharin group.
crime rather than slapping their,hands
That's all well and good. And the FDA
and sending them back on the street to
may have grounds to ban the use of
be "rehabilitated."
saccharin. But we're not yet convinced.
Not that we're against rehabilitation,
To explain why we're not,-we'll got a bit
but we feel the line must be drawn
further.
somewhere.
A human would have to-drink 800 120+0-twee diet sodas-piirday-fora--tttellthe---Now for the saccharin ban.
to consume an amount of saccharin
The FDA has announced a On on the. equal to that fed the rats according to
acting FDA Commissioner Sherwin
Gardner.
That equals 75 gallons or diet ,soft
drink per day for a lifetime. Are they
kidding?
And there's another serious aspect to
be considered. What about Americans
who, through no desire of-their own,are
afflicted with diabetes or must restrict
The Murray Board of Education has
their intake of sugar for other reasons?
received a grant of $34,624 for a Head
The FDA says it would consider
Start project, according to the office of
allowing doctors to prescribe saccharin
Rep. Frank Albert Stubblefield in
for those who can't eat sugar: We
Washington, D.C.
wonder what that would do to the now
Cadet Larry J Garlovd, son of Mr
reasonable
.
. price_of„saccharin.
.
andlGri-sTlaines GaiTaiOUMUiriy ,The wisdom of Washington
has been selected as "Cadet of the
sometimes amazesus.
Week" of the 3rd Battalion, ROTC
Brigade, Murray StateUniversity,
._
Deaths reported include Mrs. Cora
Lee Hartley.
Gair:Smith, -Celia Taylor, Jane
Shoemdker, Debbie. Galloway, Kathy
Stubblefield, Aileen Palmer; . Cathy
Harris, . Susan Williams, Mike
ACCIDENTS
Wilkerson, and Mac Adams from
Calloway. County High School won
Grass Valley - Volunteer firemen
honors in the Speech Me&Lheld at
had nearly extinguished two small i
Grove High School, Paris,
storage building fires in this hilly
Heath beat Carlisle County and
California ckommunity Maday when
Tilghman beat Lowes in garries of the
they noticed an odd thing: their fire
First Regional Basketball Tournament
truck - with hoses still attached - was
played here last night.
moving. The firemen tried to catch it.
But it was no go; gathering .speed, the
pumper roared downhill, through the
..center of town. On the way,it-Injured
five of the volunteer firemen, who got
tangled in the hose.- Caused a woman
James T. Cook,.son of_Mr. and.Mrs.
onIociker to fall and break a knee,trying
Wayne Cook, has completed recruit
to
get out of the way.
Crushed the
training at the Marine Corps Recruit
side of a car owned by a fireman. -Depot, Parris Island, S. C. He is now at
Felled a power pole, cutting electricity
Camp Lejeune, N. C.
to most"ofthe town. -1- Slanuted into
Singers to be featured in the musical
another-parked ear, pushed it into two
production,"-Down South" by Murray
more parked cars, jumped a curb, and
Training School on March 19 include
finally came to rest with its front end in
Carolyn, Wood, Evelyn Oglesby, Benitu
the lisiingroorn of a' home at the end of
Maddox, Anita McDougal. John Darthe street. nall. flonstis Moubray, Michael
_
McCasey.and Ralph Oliver.
While in Prague, Czechoslovakia, an
Peggy'
Clarice
Rohwedder,
elderly man walked through a red light.
Outland,Glen Brewer, Mitt Miller. and
A car braked to avoid hitting hum When
Don Buxton Were members of the panel
it skidded, the back door flew open and
speaking on -Youth On Parade" at the'
a yOung girl with a shopping bag
meeting of the Murray High School
spilled
into the street. A spectator cried
Parent-Teacher Association.
out and rushed toward the car, which
The Fulton Bulldogs beat the North
Marshall Jets to become champions of stopped undamaged at the curb. An old
woman was crying and screaming in
the First Regional Basketball Tourthe
car. The careless pedestrian turned
nament and to play in the Kentucky
out-Lobe the father, the driver the sod,
Idurnatnent.
"You Can't Run *way From It" the girl who fell out the daughter, the
starring June Allyson and Jack Spectator another son arid the
Lerrap(h is showing at the Varsity lamenting Woman inside the mother of
the family.
Theatre,

10 Years Ago

Funny
Funny It

20 Years Ago

Let's Stay Well

Caffeine Pills No Substitute

amount of caffeine loupd in a
Q. Mr. T F. asks-whether the
cup of coffee., costs one or two
benefits of coffee could not he
cents A tablet could htt added to
more economically obtained by
a very diluted cup of coffee to
substituting
and
using less of it
make the caffeine content highpills of caffeine
er, though 'much of the usual
A. While caffeine is the active
satisfactory flavorrould he
stimulating ingedient in coffee. lacking
tea and certain colas, iiher inI have read that the nverage
gredients give the flavors and
American consumes about 800
odors that make such drinks cups of coffee per year If
popular
- many of as are -using the
Coffee is the mot complicated— bevesage excessively
The shift to sutistituting caf
of all drinks. It contains over
2.000 separate compounds and feint' pills will pmbabljrnot take
can never be prepared syn- Place because of the lack of the'
thencally. ft Will contagie to usual satisfaction derived friom
other ingredients in tile various
come only from coffee beans
Caffeine tablets are 'available . popular drinks
I would not recommend cafat moat pharmacies, and each
• tablet, which contains about the feine tablets in place of caffei,

nated drinks I suggest that a
pharmacist or physician tIFTINT'
Stated before one uses caffein
tablets as a sutistitute for Fli,s
usual beverages or as a means of
strengtherung their stimulating
,
effects
'Send Help' Sign
For Roof of Stalled Car
Q. Mr.PS recently saw on lop
of a stalled car on the higoway a
sign about one-by-two feet which
read "Send 'Help" It was apparently made to stick up
securely from the roof of the au
tornobile .
He thinks this is a great idea to
promote safety and a big im
provement on the old idea of

tying a riandkvetuef to a dcfor
handle or radio aerial
A. I -agree with vou :owl am
passing this idea ajneit ii, our
readers, •
l'erhaps. the American Alit
mobile AN444Ciat ton. a ot•imoht It
in.4urance companies iii)44 (idler
merchants will produci such
signs and encourage their gene
al use They could ,hie • arned it
the car's trunk and attar-hitt cc
the roof to attract atstention
especially if the color of the let
tenni: v. ere the cll-.1critti,
retie:11%e orange that °k' htt20'.
.‘.'n at night
.•
s,uIl 1iA4011% SW 4*-4•11
greater nurnher of people who
c.kild help -iranded dmer•
• s

rr"•.T.
•
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Tilghman Grabs 78-60 Win

Hot-Shooting Shumpert
Sinks Marshall County
LONG RANGE GUNNER—Jeff Copeland fires up a long jumper as big Richard Abraham (SO) of
Tilghman defends and ,Chris Davis 151) watches the sistiolt Abraham had II points .andJO.
rebounds for Tilghman.
(Stott Photos by Mills lirandon)

MIKE'BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
How do you stop a machine?
If you can't stop it any other
way, you may hope the
electricity goes off for a while.
The electricity did go off for a
few minutes Wednesday night
but then the machine,
Paducah Tilghman, came
back to life behind the electrifying_ jaliy of D,eI bert
crushed
and
Shumpert
Marshall -County 78-60.

halftime elefieit—and
tied the game up at 42 apiece
when Jeff Brandon hit from
five feet with 4:07 left in the
third period. Moss scored six
of the Marshall County points
in the rally.
Then with 3:18 left,

wo. kl,o. se George 'Phirispowered his way inside to
score and the Marshals went
up 44-42. After Abraham
crashed the offensive boards
to tie the score,, Shumpert got
hot and by the end of the
period, Tilghman had a 58-50

WV!'

The win by Tilghman will
put the second-rated-Tornado
in the semifinals Friday at the
MSU Sports Arena. And to
make things even more fun,
they'll be playing top-ranked
Symsonia, with the Winner
advancing to the championship game of the First
Region Tournament Saturday
night.
At one point in the first half,
Tilghman held a 32-16 lead
over Marshall County. In fact,
in the first quarter, Tilghman
hit 12 of 17 field goal attempts
in rolling to a 24-14 lead at the
end of the first period.
"We're both good shooting
teams and I knew it would boil
down to who made the fewest
mistakes and what team had
the ball more," Tilghman
coach Bernie Miller said.
SIXTH BEST IN NATION—The Murray State two-mile relay team has recorded a 7:30.2 this
year which ranks as the sixth best time in the nation. They will be running Friday night in the
preliminaries of the NCAA Indoor Track and Field Championships at Cobo Hall in Detroit. From
left to right are Martyn Brewer, Tony Keener, Dave Warren and Pat Chimes. Brewer is a junior
while the other three ore freshmen.

Anthony Roberts Scores 65 In
Loss, Indiana State Ousted
By The Associated Press
"Sixty-five points don't
mean a thing because we
lost," said a dejected Anthony
Roberts, whose record 65point output could not prevent
a-90-89 lost by Oral Roberts to
Oregon in an opening-round
game of the National
Invitation Tournament.
The 6-foot-6 senior connected on 25 field goals and 15
free throws Wednesday night,
breaking the NIT record of 53
points by George Mikan in
1945.
.In other NIT opening-round
games, Virginia Tech beat
Georgetown 83-79, Villanova
defeated Old Dominion 71-68 in
overtime and Houston edged
Indiana State 83-82.
Virginia Tech rallied from a
40-37 intermission deficit
against Georgetown, and
aking with the other winners,
earned a berth in next week's
NIT quarter-finals at Madison
Square Garden, against the
winner of tonight's AlabamaMemphis
State
game.
Virginia Tech won the NIT
title in 1973.

.
.„

Villanova
trailed Old Georgetown got a game-high
Dominion's Monarchs for 28 points from Derrick
most of the game before in- Johnson. The Hoyas twice
ching ahead late in the second closed the gap to two pointsin
half. The score was tied 65-65 the final three minutes.
Villanova, 21-9, trailed by as
at the end of regulation.
Houston's victory lifted the many as 11-points against the
Cougars into the quarter- Monarchs but pulled even on a
finals against Illinois State, field goal by Whitey Rigsby
which defeated Creighton 65- with 4:53 to go. A 20-footer by
Old Dominion's Jeff . Fuhr58 Tuesday night.
Oregon's Ernie Kent, one of mann with 1:05 left Gm Led the
four players assigned to game into overtime.
defense Anthony Roberts,
With one minute left,
shouted "Unbelievable!" as
he watched the Titans' star Indiana State's Larry Bird
continually fire the ball tied the score 82-82. With 37
seconds remaining, though,
through the basket.
Oregon took the,kad after a the Sycamores' Dan Rutledge
40-40 halftime tr"as forward fouled Mike Schultz, who
Greg Ballard scored 43 points, made his first shot but missed
helping offset Roberts' one- the second. Bird got the ball
under the basket but his jump
man show.
In the Virginia Tech- shot bounced off the rim as the
Georgetown
game, the buzzer sounded.
Houston goes to the quarterGobblers grabbed the lead on
a layup by Marshall Ashford finals 27-7.
In other college basketball
with 14:04 remaining. A drive
by Ron Bell and two free action, the University of North
throws by Phil Thienernan Carolina-Charlotte edged New
Orleans 71-70 for the chambuilt the margin to 55-50.
Ashford hit 16 of his 24 points pionship in the first Sun Belt
in
the
second
half. , Tournament.
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Carroll Tire
Service t---.New Store Hours
Monday thru Thursday
7 a.m. till 5 p.m.
Fridays
7 a.m. till 6:30 p.m.
Closed
Saturdays

'
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"At one point in the game,
we hit 17 of 25 shots. You just
can't play all night like that
against a good team," Miller
added.
They didn't. The electricity
went off for a while and
Marshall County actually
came back and at one point in
the third quarter, forged to a
44-42 lead.
And then the electricity
came back on. And the
"juice" was supplied by
Shumpert:
Mier the Marshals had
taken the lead, Shumpert
exploded and hit four consecutive field goals.
He was simply unstoppable.
Firing in jumpers from 20 and
25 feet, Shumpert looked like
one of the top guards in the
state, which he is supposed to
be.
•
Not only did he wind up
hitting 14 of 26 fleid goals and
finishing with 32 points but he
also had eight assists and
picked off seven rebounds.
And if that wasn't enough,
he held 6-3 Marshall County
guard Jeff Copeland to 12
points on just 5-16 shooting, far
below par for Copeland, who is
also one of the better guards in
the area.

Just Received

New Shipment

Spring
3 Piece

Vest
Suits
Solid,

-

TWO MORE—Delbert Shumpert (20) of Tilghman goes inside
and puts in two of his 32 point) while Jeff Copeland (33)pa
Chris Orr of the Marshals defend. Shumpert hit 14 of 26 from
the field.

Pastel Colors
and Stripes

(S41 Photos By Mixe Breeden)

76ers Edge Nuggets As
Dr. J. Explodes For 38

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
The red, white and blue ball
and the three-point basket are
things of the past, but the
American
Basketball
Association lives on.
Julius Erving squared off
against David Thompson
Wednesday night in a matchup of two of the old ABA's
brightest stars. Erving lost
the battle 40-38, but he won the
"We had Shumpert on war. t
Erving's Philadelphia 76ers
Copeland because we knew he
was one of their best shooters trimmed Thompson's Denver
and we felt we had to contain Nuggets 129-125 in a double
them from the outside. We overtime thriller between two
figured we could match up of the National Basketball
well with them inside," Miller Association's strongest. clubs.
And Erving said the victory
said.
"Whoever Shumpert guards might - have given Denver
isn't going to score many something to think about.
"They're definitely one of
points," Miller added with a
the best clubs in the league,
smile.
The Marshals were simply but they've got to respect us
intlipidated and frustrated in because we've beaten them
the first half. They were three out 91 four," said
beaten hogily on the boards ,Erving, who sent the game
and 6-3 Richard Abraham, one -MTO-Dvertirite-by-sccirthvon
of the most physical players in bank shot, a dunk and two free
western Kentucky and only a throwS in the final 70 seconds
junior, completed dominated of regulation play, wiping out
a six-point Denver lead.
the inside play.
Philadelphia took the lead
With Monty Moss supplying
ror
good on a juniper by Doug
the punch, the Marshals
chipped away at a 36.:28 'Collins with 2:42 to go in the
second overtime. A jumper by
Thompson that would have
tied the score with 15 seconds
left bounced off the rim.
By The Associated Press
Erving's 38 points were his
TOURNAMENTS
NIT
season's high, while ThomFirst Round
pson's 40 tied his top output of
Ftouston 83, Indiana St all
the season.
Oregon 90 Oral liotlerts80
Villanova 11, Old Dominion
The 76ers, playing before a
68. OT
near-sellout crowd of 18,021 at
Virginia Tech 83. Georgethe Spectrum in Philadelphia,
town, D.C. 79
fell bebind 60-46 at halftime.
NAIA
Second Round:,
Sonics 114, Celtics 86
Alcorn St 76, Alabama-Hunts- Slick Watts had 26 points as
ville 75
Campbell Col. N.C. 71, South- the Smiles took the lead early
and held-it the rest of the way.
western St 56
Central Washington 58, Nell - Bostoir's
Sidney Wicks,
berry, S.C. 57
meanwhile, reached the 1,000E Texas St 92, Emporia St 83
mark for the sixth
Grand ,Valley St 79, Clarion point
consecutive season with a
St 65
Henderson St 63, Powlini,, V-,ird-period basket.
N.V. 59
Bucks 100;-Bultets.187--Illinois Wes] 85, Hawan-Hile
The Bucks lad by 10 points
74. OT
Texas Southern 82, Wis-Park- midway through the second
half, then held off a late
side 80
Sun Belt
Washington rally. Bob DanChampionship
dridge led the way for
N Caro-C'harlotte 7. New Dr,
Milwaukee by scoring 20-of his
leans 70
game-high 26 points in the
Consolation
Jacksonville 102, Georgia St second fielf, inclujling a
72
clinching basket with 22

College Scores

•woveallgotting Alza•-ball inside .lead.
Rico Sutton hit the opening that much in the first half.
basket of the final quarter to Then in the second half, we
make it 60-50 before Brandon went back to our bread and
hit a free throw to trim the butter. Abraham really
Tilghman lead to nine points. controlled the boards for us,"
Then Sutton and Shumpert Miller added.
"We stood around too much
both hit short shots and Tilghman led 64-51 with 4:40 left in on defense-'I thought," Marthe game and it was all over. shall County coach Rick
The largest lead of the game Leeper said. ,
"We went full'court, man-tocame i the final minute when
man
and I had hoped it would
Shumpert hit from 15 feet to
get us- running up and down
put the Tornado up 78-57.
Following Shumpert's 32 the court. When a team jumps
was Abrahank, who had .18 out like that in the first
points and 10 rebounds. Sutton quader afinits 12- of I7-from
downtown,it has a tendency to
added 14 points.
For the Marshals, Phelps demoralize you," Leeper
had 18 points and 10 rebounds added.
Marshall County bows out at
in ending his fine career while
Copeland had 12, Brandon 11 15-12 while Tilghman will take
a 23-7 record into their
and Moss 10.
Tilghman hit 36 of 62 in the semifinal game Friday.
Iftesholl(Awry
game for-a .581 mark but the
fg-fga ft-Its rb pf tp
big key was the fact they Phelps ...... 6-8 64 10 1 18
S'hammer
.... 2-6
0-0 3 1 4
outrebounded the Marshals 37- Copeland
5-16
2-2 4 1 12
5-13
0-1 2 2 10
27, with many of the rebounds Moss
5-7
Brandon
1-3 4 2 11
being putbacks by Abraham. Schaper.,...., 1-6 1-2
2 1 3
Orr
1-3
0-0
1 0 2
that
the
An oddity was
Foust ......
0-0
0-0 1 0 0
Marshals had only one foul in Ford
0-1
8-0 0 0 0
25-56 10-14 27 8 60
Totals
the first half and only eight in
Mimi Upham
the game.
fg-fga ft-fta rb Pt tP
"They could afford to foul Shumpert. ... 14-26 4-9 7 132
Davis
3-6 0-0 6 2 6
some and play a little more Ateaharn
..
.9-12 0-0 10 3 18
7-10 0-2 5 2 14
aggressive in the second half
2-7 0-0 5 5 4 .
because of the foul situation," Kelly
Moss
1-1 2-2 3 1
Williams
0-0 o-o o 1 0
Miller said.
Gardner
0-0 0-0 1 0 0
"But it wasn't as much of a
Totals
36-62 6-9 37 15 78
14 14 22 10-60
factor as it normally would Marshall
Tilghman
have been simply because we Attendance: 6,800 24 12 22 2o—is

Good Selection Of...
Shirts & Ties
AH New (of.'

fr.-Spring Casual Slacks
Pre-Washed Jeans

seconds left.
ROAels-II:IL-Silas 100
Rudy Tomjanovich scored
21 of his 32 points in the first
half as Houston took a 49-43
lead, then the Rockets hit on 70
per cent of their shots in the
third quarter, boosting the
lead to 14 points. Moses
Malone grabbed 20 rebounds
as Houston handed injury
riddled Phoenix its fifth
straight loss.

r

4,3

214 No. 15th St.

s

The equity in your house
is like money in your pocket
Equity is the difference between how
your home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable aset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you

much

have in mind.
Real estate values are up. up.up.
So the house you bought just a few
years ago.probably wpuld,sell for a lot
more than you paid.
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the more
you can borrow in a large real-estate loan.

Right here. Right now.
Maybe the money you're looking for
is already in the house.

Large loans for homeowners.
Amount
Financed

Monthly
Payment

Months
To Pay

Total Of
Payments

APR•

$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,51 2.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41

60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%

$5,500 $124,41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 12.68%
•Annual Percentage Rate

KS'• 1

In Bet-Air Center, Murray
Phone 753
,
5573
Rnc- s vi'ttder. Mgr
CPFD131111RIFT
41, rtcv.esgpt

yourloan

4111
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Powerful Symsonia Coasts To
Easy Victory Over Fulton City.

TROPHIES PRESENTED—Trophies were presented by the state champion Mammy Middle Sdutel
Special Olympics' Basketball tearn—fb principal Robert Min Jeffrey. from left to right ore
assistant coach Bill Garnett, :event% grade representative Stacey Smith, principal Robert Glin
Jeffrey, eighth grade representative rintiosteimid coedit/0*k'Gallagher.
(sewn ruts by man arawawyo

'The Bird' Picks Up Where He
Left Off, Pete Rose Unhappy
The Associated Press
the Year who won 19 games holdout. Kingman is seeking
Mark Fidrych picked up last year. gave up only three $3 million over five years.
The Chicago White Sox
\vhere he left off last season_ hits in thee innings.
pitching three scoreless inAt Tampa, Fla., Rose said handed renewal contracts to
nings for the Detroit Tigers in he wouldn't sign, and decried Ken Brett, Jim Essian and
Wayne Nordhagen and club
3 5-4 exhibition Opener against what he called a lack of apRoland
President
the Boston Red Sox, but there, preciation by the Reds for his Vice
\vas discontent at Cincinnati's dedication. He said he might Hemond promised others
I'amp as the Reds' 10-time All- play out his option because of would be coming. For Brett, at
least, no salary cut was inStar third baseman Pete Rose the bitter salary dispute.
refused to sign his contract.
-Why are . they negotiating volved.
The Cleveland Indians
In the Detroit-Boston game on the date of my birth rather
Wednesday at Winter HaVen, than on my batting average?" completed their signings when
Fla.. Jason Thompson, Ben said the 36-year-old Rose, who Bill Melton came to terms on a
Ogilvie and Mickey Stanley has batted .300 in 11 of his last one-year contract. The
Phillies signed rookies Rick
cracked home *runs for the 12 years.
the
Tigers.
Fidrych,
Rose has played 2.184 games Bosetti, an outfielder, and Jim
American _League's Rookie of in his 17-year career with the Morrison, a third basen4n, to
three-year contracts, leaving
Reds,, organization.
,s-589 —
And there was just as much Philadelphia with eight un91"1".11
bitterness in Boston, where signed players.
pitching ace Luis Tiant said he
might go back to Mexico after
failing to come to terms, with
the Red Sox on his demand for
an extension of his contract
and a no-cut clause.
"The way I'm feeling right
now is I'll go home," he said. By WILL GRIMSLEY
I've had-ent;tigh•
•
Special C,orreipendeat'
__
His. contract runs through,,,.
WINTER HAVEN, Fla.
it
the 1977 season and he wants (APt —"The Bird" is back—
stretched another year. He flighty and flaky as ever but
had —asked for- a three-year- totally wispailed
contract but said he had "My head must have left my
negotiated most recently for body," said Mark "the Bird"
just two.
Fidrych, trying to explain an
At the Montreal Expos' uncharacteristic lapse into
spring
Fla.,
Daytona Beach,
absent-mindedness in his 1977
team
camp,
training
pitching debut for the Detroit
management invoked the Tigers.
automatic renewal clause on
The 22-year-old rookie of the
infielder Rodney Scott's year, whose strong right arm
the
contract, completing
and bizarre histrionics on the
team's 40-man roster for 1977. mound made him a national
Fla.,
Petersburg,
St.
At
(.UT 2b%
folk hero last seas46h-, pitched
veteran catcher Jerry Grote three scoreless innings,
mitea III...
signed a one-year contract allowing three hits, as the
our most
with the New York Mets for a Tigers beat the Boston Red
reported $125,000. Hisiikning Sox 5-4 Wednesday in
popular
1
leaves Dave Kingman the only baseball's spring opener.
sculptured

Sears •ekmvp

Carpet
SALE!

carpet
Was $777
*pow* vwd
110 111
vralt-to-wwi
• looped aid sheared
kilos dill
• Soil retardw
• bailable ,0 11 colors

SAVE 7% to 33%
on many other lines of
Carpet and floorcoyerings

Doug Taylor
Caialod Sales ledieseatal,ae

Let me help you plan
your carpet purchases
.and arrange tor Senrs
low cost Instillation

dial 753-2310
for an
appointment at
your convenience
P,re ezpires laid 16 1971
• PrItti aid Catalog Pratt
• De,Iel f 1115,4i1.11.11 [the
•

Ha, h

Scars
.41RAIIM ROFalr

41.413

o

Sears Ca'alog 'Alec Oce
Sm1666191401/64 COW 752310

game open. McManus hit from
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger 8c Times Sparta Editor 15, as he usually has no trouble
"I'm just so proud to be in doing, then Whittemore hit
here," Minnie Pearl always from five feet. McManus then
.Kreama_As she walks on the came baek and scored on a.
stage or in front of the l'it,stbreak after stealing the
television cameras to bring _ball and suddenly, it was 37-25.
Ragsdale again hit two free
her country comedy to
throws before the Rough
audiences.
Fulton City was the same Riders ran off the final seven
way Wednesday night in the points of the half and took a 44Murray State Sports Arena. 27 lead at intermission.
Symsonia came out running
They were proud to be there.
Afterall, not since 1970 had the and hit the first bucket of the
Bulldogs made it to the First second half. They never
stopped running eithr. At one
Region Tournament.
After taking an 00-55 licking point, the lead reached- 2P
from -top-ranked Syrimenia- in points before both. benches..
the opening game of Regional emptied in the final minutes of
play, the Bulldogs were the game.
probably lust- as -proud *— "Symsonia was • just-44e
leaving as they were in tough for us inside," Wood
said.
walking in the door.
"We just don't have the size
Afterall, the Bulldogs came
to
contend with people like
5-16
a
with
game
into the
record, the worst in the Whittemore and Tim Allred.
tournament. But for much of Trying to jump with them
the first half, the Bulldogs really took its toll," Wood
sank their teeth in Symsonia added.
Fulton produced ties of 2, 4,
and grabbed on while the
Rough Riders kept trying to 6 and 8 and 10 but then fell
behind 17-12 at the end of the
get away.
"We had some floor first period. After falling
mistakes that really hurt us behind by eight, the Bulldogs
toward the end of the second rallied and closed to within 31half," Fulton City coach Gwin 25 before Symsonia began to
pull away.
Wood said.
"They got about five fastEveryone had expected
Symsonia to be out in front by breaks on as toward the end of
at least 20 if not more at the half," Wood said.
"That's what got us behind.
halftime. But with only 3:05
left in the half, two free throws We tried concentrating on
by the Bulldogs' Brent their guards and I thought we
Ragsdale cut the Rough Rider closed off the big boys pretty
lead to just six points at 31-25. well in the first half.
"But when you don't have
Then Symsonia used its
much
height, you can't do both
James
leaper
6-4
extremes,
Whittemore and 5-7 guard for very long. We lose four
Mark McManus to break the guards off our team and other
than that, we have everyone
back next year so we're

Success Hasn't Made
'The Bird' Different

hoping we can make it back tp
Murray," Wood added.
Symsonia coach Don Butler
said he was somewhat fooled
by Fulton City.
"They had a lot more
quickness than we thought
they'd have. We hadn't seen
them play this year and really
didn't know how to prepare for

them. It's kind of hard to get a
team psyched up when they
know they are playing against
a 5-16 team.
"I think playing Murray
High in a regular season game
on this floor helped us some."
Butler added.
"We went ahead and tried to
break some with them, hoping

to wear them down and that's
what we did. I felt we rushed it
a little too much in the first—
half and made too many.
mistakes. We just weren't
taking enough time on our
penetration passes," Butler
added.
• Of course the key in the
game was Symsonia's talent.
The Rough Riders shot 31 of 51
for a .608 clip and had an
overwhelming 38-15 lead in the
rebound department.
Tim Allred's 21 points led
the Rough Riders while
Whittemore had 19-und--Mer4.
McManus. _ 14.1 For the.
Bulldogs, Anthony Parker
tossed in 14 while Ragsdale
had_12—
Symsonia is now 26-4 on the
season and will meet Paducah
Tilghman at 8:45 p.m. Friday
in the semifinals. Earlier in
the year, Tilghman won a 6964 game over Symsonia at the
Tilghman Christmas Tournament.
New Clay

ttagidaie
J Siallivan
1151slur
H Taylor
Parker
Huddlestori
Patton
King
P Sulbyan
Furgerson
M Taylor
Workman
Totals

fg-(ga It-fta rb of
11-11 0 3
2-9
0-0 2 1
2-5
0-0 3 4
3-7
3-7
12 4 3
0-1 4 4
7-H
1-2 0 2
1-4
1-2 1 3
0-0
00 0 0
1-1
2-2 2 1
0.0
1-2 0 0
0-0
1-2 0 1
0-0
0-0 0 0
1-1
20-50 15-21 15 21

tp
12
4
6
7
14
3
1
2
2
1
1
2
55

Allred
Whittemore
M Jones

' 012
8-11
1-4

rii pi
3-3 12 3
3-7 11 0
0-0 0 4
3-4' 1-2 2 3
2-4 3 2
11-12
3-4 6 4
2-6
2-3 2 0
2-2
1-2 0 0
0-0
2-3 3 2
0-0
1-2 0 0
0-0
0-0 0 1
0-0
3141 16-30 38 19

tp
21
II
2
7
14

R McManus

TOUGH TASK— FOG* City had a tough task in trying to stay
on the boards with hounds. Here, James Whittemore (SS)
mid-Jeff Downing (23)of the Rough Riders go after the bell us
do Wesley Haddletaii and Anthony Porker(31)of the Bulldogs.

M McManus
l)owning
McClure
Ramage
K Jones.
Long
Beach
Totals
Fulton
Syrnarinia

0
1
2
1
0
SD

12 15 8 213-55
17 27 15 51-411

GREAT ANNUAL GENERAL ELECTRIC

'Get your head screwed on,
dummy,".Pidrych 'said. "I
don't know what happened to
me. I guess I was too involved.
I was thinking too much about
the game. I was pumping too
hard."
"The Bird" is always
pumping — that's his
trademark.

More than 4,000 fans had
assembled at the Red Sox
Chain O'Lakes Park when
Fidrych and his teammates
arrived by bus from nearby
Lakeland an hour Vefore game
time. Traffic was jammed up
for miles, delaying the arrival
League
American
of
President Lee MacPhail.
Hand-made signs dotted the
stands: "Welcome to the
He forgot and left his cap in Bird," "Tht Bird is-tack,"
the dugout at the start of the "We love the Bird."
second inning. At the end of
In the lockerroom, the 6the inning he ran off the field
after the second out, thinking foot-2 stringbean with the
Two teams from Murray the side was retired. He shock of blond corkscrews for
Middle School fared well ire the grabbed the wrong cap when hair was greeted by a battery
Special Olympics Basketball he went to the mound in the of newsmen from all around
State Tournament held in third inning, and a bat boy the training circuit.
"No pictures, no interviews
Owensboro on March 5 and 6 rushed out to make the exbefore the game," the young
The two teams won first change.
place state titles in two
'I heard somebody yell, pitcher said. "I've got to
think."
categories of play. Boys AA
Once outside, however, he
116 years of age and older)
Bowling
•
could not turn his back on his
and Boys AA (15 years of age
adoring army, ranging from
and under).
Standings
kids to.grandpas, pleading-for
The team consisting of those
Magic Tri '
autographs.
players 16 years and older won
Bowling League
L
W
Team
the championship game by Corvette
38
54
lanes
"I've never seen anything
39
53
defeating Webster County 45- Bank of Murray
516x 401i like it — this kid is the greatest
Bank
22. Theyounger team beat the Peoples
41
51
Beauty Box
501,2 41 11 draw in baseball," said Hal
McLean County team to win, Murray Ins
42
50
Gro.
Johnson's
Middlesworth,- Detroit
the state title, 44-19.
42
50
Dennison Hunt
director of public relations.
'While the tournament Jerry's Restaurant
42
50
4861 431.: "He started 29 games for its
Murray Theaters .....
provided the members of the Hospital
51
41
Pharmacy ..
an
team with an opportunity to Shirley's. ...,
406x 51,
2 last year, drew 901,239
'54
38
.
average of 31,077 — a regular
western Paradise Kennels ..
travel through
57
35
Murray-Calloway Hosp
magnet." .
Kentucky, the banquet on the Dixie Cream Donuts.
61
31
SC
Game
Team
High
The free-spirited native of
last night of play enabled the Beauty Box.
791
boys to meet other members Murray Ins
f52 Worcester, Mass., has brought
736 a breath of fresh air to a game
Beauty Box.
from all over the state.
High Team Game HC
Other activities included Murray Ins
1027 bogged down with labor strife
1015 and lawsuits, putting on the
lanes ... .
swimming, sight seeing, and CorvetteBox
10177
.
Beauty
best show in town last year
roller skating. For some
High Team Series 'SC
2222
Hot
Beauty
while compiling a 19-9 record
their
provided
trip
players the
2150
Murray Theater
first experiences away from Corvette lanes
2107 and leading the major league
High Team Series RC I
with an earned run average of
Murray.
2775
Murray Theaters
A speical thanks goes to the Corvette Lanes
2947 2.34.
2930
Murray Civitan Club and the Murray Ins
High Ind Game SC
His father is Polish, his
Murray Moose Lodge number Connie Jones
212
206 mother Danish and he is the
2011 for generously sponsoring l.oisSmith
203 lone son among three Sisters.
Billie Hall
the trip.
High Ind Game HC
He drove a pickup thick to the
564
.
.
Hall
Billie
The teams are now eligible
257 ball park until a Detroit motor
Connie Jones ...
to enter into the Great Lakes Jeanette Williams
. 246 1
company—gave him a new
High Ind Series • SC I
Regional Tournament in April
538 sports car and the Tigers
Lois Smith
•
at Michigan City, Indiana.
. 530
Connie Jives
508 raised his salary from $16500
Members of the teams are: Mildred Hodge
' FTC'S
High Ind. Senesel
at the start of last year to a
Kenny Davis, Gary Walls, Connie Jcoes . .
665
613 three-year graduating scale of
Craig Perry, Mark Smith, Billie Hail .
635 $50,000475 000-$100,000.
.
Marsha Hargrove .. .
James Cavitt, David Reed,
High Averages\
.
Somebod
\asked him if he
171
•
Water Payne, Timmy Foster, lois Smith .
161
Marge Hinman
feared, bec use of his wide
\
Keith Beane, Timmy Pace, Ethe entMcCallon, .
. S. .. 160
might start
151 publicity, he
\
Ronnie Pace, Charles Cald- Nancy Weber .
149 getting hammy and cocky'.
Mary Hams.
well, Marcus Cavitt, Stacey Mildred Hodge
149
"Me? Not a chance. I've
148
Smith, Terry Baker, Vincent Flame Pittinger
146 been this way all my life.
Judy Hale
Walls, Billy Joe Lee, and Anita Goodman
145
145 can't change."
Connie Jones
Jonathan Crass.
•

SAVE'50

SAVE'30

SAVE'40

wILLIOlt
Cfrt•
10110141111,1 CIIIMILVINO SOLD

•.•

'ffe'4 I

,(111118.

Special Olympics
Team Wins Tourney

1400fl. 040440

30- RANGE WITH P-70
SELF-CLEANING OVEN
• Cleans entire oven
interior electrically
• Clock, oven timer,
reminder timer

MICROWAVE
COUNTERTOP OVEN
• 2-speed timer for fast
accurate setting •2
power levels, defrost
cycle • Big 1 3 Cu ft
interior

17.6 CU FT NO-FROST
REFRIGERATOR
• No defrosting required

CONVERTIBLE
POTSCRUBBEFI•
DISHWASHER
• Use as portable now

built-in later • Poster
Scrubs cycle for pots
and pans• 3-level west'

• Big 4 65 Cu ft freezer
• Automatic icemalrer
available at extra cost

BUILT-IN FIVE CYCLE
POTSCRUBBER•
DISHWASHER
• Normal Power Sever
cycle for economical n
heat drying • Powerful
3-level Wash Action

action

'39995 329" 21995 '44995 529995
To see The New
Naturals'. from General
Eiót,icr Starting now,
GE malor Sp011anCOS
,Jme In sla soh natural
cOhDrt for yOu lo nra Of
Almond Orly'.
match

Harvest
Wheat, Coffee:SO.0w
Yet ',env as they are you

Fresn Ayocedo

don t have 10 redecorate
The New
to eniov them

Natures hanhoniz• beautifully with whatever

DIAGONAL
COLOR TELEVISION
• li)0•4 Solid-State
25

MODE!.
DDE6200

MODEL WWA7400
MULTI-SPEED, LARGE
CAPACITY WASHER
• Filter-Flost system
traps lent • Four cycles
including Permanent
Press

OUALITY-BUILT
AUTOMATIC DRYER

hassis • had Matrix
n Line picture tube system • One Touch Colons
'-iystern • Cabinet of
hardwood Solids With

• Four drying selections
Normal Permanent
Press Delicate and No
Heal Fluff • Five cycle

DIAGONAL BLACK
WOITE TELEVISION

12'

side

and fir'Weis of simulated woodgrain composition board and
decorative drawer panel
of simulated wood()rained molded polymers

• AC-DC play -anywhere
TV • Plays On 12 roil
battery power or regular
AC house current (External battery pacligicit
included)• 1 ommptid
State • High impact

plastic cabinet•Cigarette
ear-

lighter cord and
phone included

29995 '19995 $599" 149
Atimiam

04

041•1!:14e
"
49,40
livesocc

'Ile et
reikteto•
:tie06•`6

0

‘i

,

O'

c,i0
s° es
„,.
96cs

brands and colors you
already own ,

Namwwwwomommif

Co.
e
PPlianc
Murray
211 East Mate

lelipitone 1531536

Up To 24 Months To Pay - Bank Rates
10 Days Same As Cash - No-Money Down
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Plumbing Code Committee Recommends
Adopting Use Of Composting Toilets
The Kentucky Plumbing
has
Committee
Code
recommended to the State
department
environmental
that the Clivus Multrum
composting toilet be adopted
for use. Adoption will make
Kentucky the third state,
behind Maine and New
Hampshire, to approve the
toilet.
' The Clivus Multrum (Latin
for "inclining," Swedish for
"compost room"), is a nonmechanical, waterless toilet
that reduces human waste and
organic kitchen waste to
humus suitable for garden
fertilizer.

The move followed a
recommendation by the state
Division of Water Quality that
the Clivus Multrum "roughing
filter," a separate system
from the toilet, that protects
leach pipes from clogging, be
approved by the committee.
had
committee
The
questioned how graywater
(bath, wash and dish water)
would be handled if the system
were put into operation.
The sdivision, in a memo to
the committee, also advised
that a 40 per cent reduction in
drain field size be considered
since no toilet water will enter
a drain field. Toilet water
-atcounts for 4e -per-cent -of

Commission Hears Progress
Reports On Ohio River Basin
The Environmental Quality
Commission heard three
progress reports recently on
Ohio River Basin power plant
siting. All stressed the
necessity of both inter- and
intra-state coordination.
Frank Harscher, a Kentucky representative to the
National Governor's Conference (NGC), told the
commission that information
on power plant siting is being
gathered nationwide. A
detailed report won't be
available for several months,
but it's already clear that
states must cooperate and
coordinate ' their efforts,
Harscher said.
Harscher works with the
NGC's committee on natural
resources and environmental
management, which Gov.
Carroll chairs.
Fred Moor, chairman of the
Ohio River Basin Commission, reported that his
group is studying the power
plant situation from another
angle
Li — the effect power
will have on water
plan
quality and, thus, on fish,
wildlife and people.
Moor's group is responsible
for all water-related planning,
which -also- emphasizes
coordinated, comprehensive

efforts.
Damon Harrison, acting
head of the Policy and Advisory Committee on Energy,
said that his group provides
still another approach. "We're
projecting poulation and
economic growth in order to
determine energy needs,"
said Harrison, who also
directs Kentucky's Energy
Department.
In other action,' the commission:
— Received an update on
Maxey Flats studies. Dames
and Moore Consultants have
been hired by the state
Department of Finance and
Administration at a cost of
$125,000 to do a literature
search of information already
compiled on Maxey Flats.
— Re-elected Jackie
Swigart chairperson; Bill
Gorman, vice-chairman; and
Oscar Geralds, secretary.

Castle & Cooke of Hawaii is
the world's biggest supplier of
pineapples, with about 48 per
cent of the exports going to the
U. S. The firm also supplies 39
per cent of this country's
bananas, both under the Dole
label.

Second'In A Series

water used in the(average chamber is large enough to
store up to 10 years worth of
household.
The committee's only other compost produced by a family
question on the Clivus of four to six persons.
Environmentalists have
Multrum,about possible odor,
the compost toilet
advocated
Deluca
Lou
was answered by
of Lawrenceburg in Anderson as a means of saving water.
County, who has been using a Larry Jones,representative of
Clivus Multrum for the past Clivus Multrum in Kentucky,
reports that the average
one and one-half years.
He told the committee that, person contaminates 13,000
"if the vent pipe is installed gallons of water annually.
"The market for this device,
properly there is really no
odor in the bathroom itself and I'm sure will be people conthere is no odor around the cerned about the ecology and
hatch (covering the storage the environment that feel
area where the humus there is no need to concollects,) whic'h seems taminate perfectly usable
drinking water."
remarkable to me."
cost albs system runs from
Ho added, "If dacom.
position is being done approximately $900 to $1,500
properly, then there is no odor for the. Clivus Multrum and
and apparently mine is the grayWater filtering
system. •
working properly."
.
eomm4ttee'-o--fee0111,
A natural draft,-Illte-thatIn-a-Robert
D.
will
go
to
mendation
chimney, causes a suction
effect at the vent pipe opening Bell, secretary of the
above the roof. This causes all Department for Natural
The dass for elementary art teachers of Murray State University, taught by Richard Jackson,. is shown making
air to be drawn down the toilet Resources and Environmental
decorations for the dinner and show to be held in the private dining room of the Colonial House Smorgasbord on Thurand kitchen chutes when ,the Protection. If the department
lids to either chute are open. approves the Clivus Multrum, sday, March 10, and Friday, March 11, at 7:30 p. m. The evening is being planned by sponsors of the newly formed Community Children's Theatre in order that the public may meet the theatre director, Richard Valentine. A limited number of
The result is natural ven- it will be added to the approved plumbing parts and
tickets are now on sale at the Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank, and the Public library. Some of the decorations will be sold
tilation.
The system itself is a three- materials list and will become each evening with the proceeds going to the Children's Theatre. Pictured, left to right, are Lelda Morris, Susan Shelton,
stage tank piaceu in me part of the plumbing code.
and Lisa Little.
basement of a home. Human
waste goes down a chute from
s
Prices
Goal
the toilet into the first stage of
the tank while a counter-top
Thru Sunday
garbage inlet in the kitchen
sends food wastes to the tank's
second stage.
The tank, which is usually
lined with peat moss or top
soil, is set at a 30-degree angle
causing the waste to slide into
the sloping bottom of the tank
and the third stage at a rate
that allows decomposition.
The humus, described as
smelling like rich topsoil, is
only five to 10 per cent of the
volume of the original waste,
since 90 to 95 per cent of the
waste is given off in the form
of harmless gas that goes up
through the vent.
Because of the reduction in
waste volume achieved in
decomposition, it is only
necessary to partially empty
the storage chamber after two
to four years of use. The excrement and kitchen waste
chambers_ are never emptied
Geometries.... ttorals,
and, according to the
and novelties in pretmanufacturers, the storage
ty Spring colors. Machine washable and
first quality.

Fabri

54"-60"
WIDE

JERSEY KNIT
PRINTS

9

European Trains
By JIM BRAVARD, JR.
This past summer, while
attending the Kentucky In.stitute for European Studies in
Bregenz, Austria, I was able
to do an extensive amount of
traveling in Austria and the
adjoining ,countries of continental Europe.
The interesting part about
traveling in Austria is that it
isn't necessary to leave the
country by boat or plane, as
Austria is a landlocked nation.
andftraveling by plane can be
expensive. All of Europe is
veined with an elaborate
network of trains. The
European train system is wellorganized with almost all of its
services uniform throughout
Europe.
To begin an excursion by
train one first locates a train
station, checks the departure
schedule and then chOeses his
destination. I bought a
Eurailpass, which avoided the
inConvWcience of waiting in
line to buy a ticket, and which
allowed me to simply board
any second-class train in
Europe.
The typical train car is
divided into four or five
compartments, each with

seating for six to eight people.
/el empty compartment offers
a choice of three seats: by the
window, by the door or in the
center. Smoking and nonsmoking cars are available,
which are well-marked in
English, French and German.
The compartments generally
offer pleasant travel, except
under certain adverse conditions, as when the train is
overcrowed or the weather is
hot and humid.
There are two types of
compartments on European
trains. One type has a vinyl
bench-style seat on either side
of the compartment which
seats four people to each
bench, eight in a compartment. The other type has
three seats on either side of
the compartment that are
very similar to airline seats
covered with cloth material
and equipped with headrests.
These seats slide down
towards each other, forming a
make-shift bed that is much
appreciated by tired travelers
throughout Europe.
The simplest and least attractive train car in Europe
has acquired a popular
misnomer - the "cattle car."
.•

•••

This building in Bregenz, Austria served a the
headquarters of the Murray in Bregenz Institute. Classes
were held here from Monday through Thursday during
the six weeks of the Institute, with the weekends being
reserved for individual traveling, directed study courses,
or individual pursuits.
•

YARD

r
100%

58"/60" Wide

100% Polyester
This car doesn't have compartments, only vinyl bench
seats with an isle in the
middle. Etch bench seats two
people and faces each other.
The car's label is misleading,
except perhaps during rushhour commuting, when people
worldwide seem to,experience
some degree of a "herded"
feeling.
A somewhat smaller version
of a regular train, the "narrow
gauge" train, reaches small
towns and villages which the
curious traveler is so eager to
visit.- The tracks are closer
together with a narrower
wheelbase and a rather
rickety, swaying ride.
Another valuable use of the
train system in Europe is the
inexpensive night travel it
provides. With a Eurailpass
sleeping on trains provides
free lodging for the night,
although sleeping with two
other people in a compartment, each with a makeshift bed, is not always
possible. Also, sometimes all
the people in the compartment
don't want to sleep at the same
time. The amount of sleep also
depends on the lengths of the
trip. Special sleeping compartments are available at an
extra charge. Sleeping on the
train allows the traveler to be
well-prepared for a full day of
sightseeing.
Day trips are the most
enjoyable, however, for the
trains wind through the
countrysides of Europe, far
from most of civilization. The
traveler can simply sit and
watch the beautiful scenery go
by, ranging from steep,
breathtaking Alpine mountain
views to fields of 'Tops and
flowers, dotted with ancient,
picturesque castles, farm
houses and churdhes.
The train system in Europe
is by far the people's mode of
travel for any long distance
trips. For many of the older
people and most tourists it is
the chearst and most convenient form of travel.

Assorted Colors
Reg. 1.97 to 2.97

yard

All full bolts. First
quality 100°'o polyester double knits.

Assorted Sizes
L Colors

12

Repeat of a sell out!" All first
twat-it y intertock and Prque prints,
Ponti and crepe stitch solids, in
fashion lengths and Spring 'colors.

AND

GABARDINES

9

YARD

Great for pants and sportswear--all bottom weight. Unbrushed and brushed in fashion lengths.

Zippers

POLYESTER
PRINTS

cp_7Y4ARD
,

45"
WIDE

TWILLS
DENIM S

60" WIDE
INTERLOCK MOCK I97
OR
YARD
PIQUE PRINTS

60" WIDE

0

45"
WIDE
DAN RIVER
POLYESTER/COTTON

00
For1

BROADCLOTH

Assorted

Sewing Notions

YARD

First quality. 6535
polyester-cotton. Solid pastel colors in
fhion lengths. Ma-chine washable.

.

60" WIDE

F.
88

PONTE DE ROMA
DOUBLE KNITS

Plastic

Tote
Super
Savings
at
Big K!
master charge
S

,

Shopping—Beach
or Sewing Bag

2

297

00

Spring pastels and
classic shades to
mix or match with
Spring prints.

For 1

•aka AL A. AL aka.•A,
A •

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Equal Oppprtunity Employer
9-9 Mon.-Set.
Limit Rights Resefiffed Acres of Free Parking
1-6 Sun.

753-8777

PM.
ilANKAMERICARO

yard

•

.010

•••
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These State Employes
Are Not Typical Ones
Chris Haid and David Rose
are both state government
employes, but they aren't
exactly typical ones.
They. are both college
seniors participating in the
Administrative Intern
Program, which is designed
both to let students know
about state government and to
attract well-qualified, select
students into state government careers.
The interns are placed
throughout state government
departments, but Chris and
Dave both happen to work for
the water quality division,
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection.
Chris, a bilsYess anil administration major from
Florence, works in administrative services and
deals w1th. a number of different things. Por exaniPle,
since Jan. 17 when the internship started, he's worked
on a space-needs evaluation,
taken charge of the car fleet
and done physical inventory of
equipment, Chris said.
According to Mike Kimmel,
intern supervisor, Chris is
selling himself short with his
description. Actually, says
Mike, Chris has designed an
inventory system, compatible
with both state and federal
regulations, which will be
computerized.
Dave,a biology and political
from
major
science
Elizabethtown, works with
water quality's planning
His
primary
section.
responsibility has been
working on programs to get

people involved in water
quality planning.
eImages public
David enl
showing
particIpatio
people that y_ pre affected
by,'and thus involved in,
anything that happens to
water.
In addition to working at
jobs comparable to those held
by professional career employees, Chris ahd David take
courses, engage in extensive
field trips and prepare major
papers on some phase of their
work.
In order to become interns,
they first had to be nominated
from their respective campuses- Chris from Morehead
and Dave from Murray.
—AcEbrillig-10- ---Wt11111rri
Strunk; coordinator -of the
program, students are then
chosen on the basis of their
interest in public service
irrade
point average of 2.6 in a 4point system and on the basis
of intangible qualities such as
maturity, self-confidence and
initiative.
No subject major is ex-.
eluded, Strunk said, adding
that intelligence and ability to
learn are considered more
important.
Both Chris and Dave say
they like the intern program a
great deal so far. And so does
Mike, judging from his
comments about their work.
"Both Chris and Davechave
really been assets," he says.
"Some sections have had
interns and not utilized them-.
We made up our minds to use
them here, and I think we got
a terribly good deal."

Radio thaek

by,

COMPARES-TO TV ANTENNAS COSTING 35% MORE'

3ANTENNAS IN
UHF-VHF-FM
ONLY

40 CHANNEL CB!

•
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebecabers vas lave ea
received flair beaso-dellatred
copy of The Marra Lodger
Tinos by 5:30 p. a. lIeetioyfriday er by 3:30p. at at Saw.
/ITS ere urged to cell 753-1414
wad p.
or 3:30 p. a.
eel Op. at. Savaleys, to insure
dolivery itills-aerapapor. calk
nest be pieced by a p... weekbetween 5:30 p.

Momuley-frkkey,

days or 4p. on. Saturdays to
guerarte• delivery. t

and the loan satisfied. This
means that most veterans
with service since Sept. 19,
1940, are potentially eligible
for a GI loan.
The law also provided that
the original veteran's liability
be removed automatically and
entitlement restored if
another veteran purchases the
property and substitutes his
VA loan eligibility for that of
the seller.
Since 1944, more than 9.5
million veterans and service
members have borrowed $129
billion under the VA loan
guaranty program. The VA
guarantees a loan up to 60 per
rant-or-a-maximum of $17.500.
The • loan guaranty is
available to veterans and
active-duty personnel with at
least 181 days service. Also
eligible are unmarried surviving spouses of these
veterans and spouses of
service members listed as
missing in action for more
than 90 days.
Complete information on VA
home--toan- benefits- -can be
obtained at any VA office or
from service officers in the
veterans'
major
organizations.

New set? Damaged antenna?
Poor reception? Radio Shack's
Archer Super Color
Antenna fights interference
pulls in clear B&W and color
-pictures plus FM signals Snap
elements in place- install it
- yourself -save a bundle'

SIGNAL SPLITTER INCLUDED

359

VALUE

• Separates VHF. UHF and
FM signals at your set

ARCHER TV ANTENNA ACCESSORIES
HEAVY DUTY
ANTENNA MAST
5
FT

100 T
15-12F03

• 14-0.f,

16-Ga. Stool

No crystals to buy -advanced PLL circuit for
stable modulation on ALL 40 channels Squelch ANL lighted dial. porfer lamp
Impressive value by Radio Shack

INDOOR COUPLERS

50 FT ;49
1S-1202'

R79
'"" 15-843

999
'

REALISTIC TRC-468 CB RADIO

300 OHM
CABLE

215-842

10
FT

-..assawash..

STAND-OFF
INSULATORS

°
2 55
FOR
15 823

429--

2
1501
SET 2
09 is
15 1 502/
ST 249

42%

21-1520

CUT 62%

FEATURE-PACKED
40 CHANNEL CB!

CUT

3-WAY WIRELESS
jnife,Will,'",0:
INTERCOM SYSTEM
Reg. 69.95
SET OF 3

95

6-CHANNEL MOBILE CB

43 226

Save $30 on Realistic 2-channel wireless inty-com system' No
inter-connections-just plug in AC outlet Cal-Key beeps
stations on same channel Locking Talk-Bar ideal for baby-sitting.
Super Radio Shack value'

TRC-4521 PL,L
circuit lighted
S. RF meter and 13995
ial suelch RF
dial
gain. switched
21-1521
ANL and PA

CUT $15

SAVE

P,JSSeb,on

y offlef-than poi,ce of 0-4y
efroomzeo
nci,eck,ais .s oror,tpted r .1 '
,
tate
Lae '(IRS 432 570

3995

Reg
54-95

12-750

• Tunes UHF, VHF-Hi, VHF Lo, Aviation. A m,
FM
WARN INC..

$50

CLOCK RADIO

8995

Reg. 99.95

95
21-141

REALISTIC 8-TRACK
RECORD/PLAY DECK

Stereo Tapes From Any Source
YOU, Owny
• Digital Timer Shows Minutes It Seconds Used
• Fast Forward Auto Stop. Pause. Program Change

12 1504

to FM AM and or Alarm
Snooze Bar Sleep Switch

SAVE s13

Reg.
149.95

9995

$499

Reg Separate
Items Price .. . 638 90

MULTITESTER
4.4

Reg. 34.95

21

14-843

Condenser Mike
• Includes 4 "C- Batteries

• Built-In

Reduced horn our 1 7 Spring Big Book

CUT 23%

Was
$339.95

0111 19*
010
•i*M *

• STA 235 AM FM Stereo Receiver
• Two MC 1500 Walnut Veneer Speaker Systems
• LAB 54 Autor Turntable With May Cart ,dge
22 204

• 43 Ranges

SAVE $30" SAVE

• 4'4" Mirrored Scale
• With Leads Batteries. Complete Instructions

2-KEY MEMORY
CALCULATOR
Reg. 12.95

995
65-611

•8-Digits, Auto-Constant, % Key

BURGLAR
CAR ALARM
AIck95
Reg
39 95
QIF 275 482

CUT

TAPE PRINTOUT
CALCULATOR
Reg.
119.95
65-64

•7ch95

• AC Adapter and
Case Included
• Only .211.x4'1.x634- and 24,0z. Light

.9g5
8R9e

Reg 59

39;

$59

4P0'

8-TRACK
RECORD

SAVE 35%
METAL
LOCATOR
KIT

id qor ran

Reg
19 95

do,

ClIARR iT

Rad. Shibtl.

two c•sa, ra,a
• (
at
•
410:
7,4.
5,41E6 1.3•••
< ,•0.,
O4.•••• ,
be we...*
fter
Ito.•
Oors. e. veto

ri,..(1,11•114.

METRIC SLIDE

RULE CONVERTER
Reg
1 00

23 151

12th Street Ext.

Phone 753-7100

Olympic
Plaza

(DEALER

STORE HOURS:
.i • 4-1,1

10-7 Mon. thru

Thurs., Sat,
10-9 Friday 1-4 Sunday

• Now on sale
• Delivery listalleliol Etna

4

Sears Sears Catalog Sales Office
Soilbside Shopping Center

153-2310

MA TANDY COOPORATION COMPANY

•

QIF 1,5

lhaek

65Bf16151i
Wt. 125 lbs.

• Deices ne

lac

Radio

50180.
, ,ti)0

Pekes

Reg 199 95

SAVE
81'

RADIO SHACK'S 1977 PRICES ARE ON AVERAGE WITHIN 1% OF OUR LOW 1975 PRICES

Hevy-duty Pots 'ti Pans cycle washes dishes
3 -fimes. Plus 3 spray arms make sere each
dish gets thoroughly drenched. Fits in space
of mostother built-ins for easy replacement.
Interchangeable color panels.

j

95
EO 139
EFM
TR
AM
S

40 2005
Massive TO Woofer and Two
Midrange Tweeter Speakers

33%
9 VOLT
BATTERY

s60

HI-FIDELITY
SPEAKER

SAVE s10

SAVE s40

Sears BEST Undercounter Dishwasher

14 925

REALISTIC STEREO
SYSTEM BARGAIN

i .

MICRONTAJCASSETTE
TAPE RECORDER 50,0002 /V
Reg. 29.95

2

• Make

• Wake

SAVE $5

TRC-11 ready to
use on one
crianrieLadd
crystals for ANY
of five more
channel-.'

Reg. 79.95

PRICE
SLASHED

REALISTIC
BATTERY-AC
6-BAND RADIO

2495

CUT *110
Sears
239"

NO REDUCTION IN POWER OR MODULATION!
GO 40 AND GET AWAY FROM THE CROWDS!

15-1707

Veterans, Members Gain
New GI Loans Recently
Nearly 100,000 veterans and
active-duty service members
gained new GI loans during
the past two years after once
using their entitlement and
having it restored.
Prior to Jan. 1, 1975,
restoration of home loan
eligibility could be gained only
if the VA had been relieved of
liability and the property was
disposed of for "compellingreasons," the Veterans Administration explained today.
Congress removed the
"compelling reasons"
restriction, allowing entitlement to be restored if the
property has been disposed of

NATIONWIDE

SPECIAL PURCHASE

PP cr5 VA' lA Ada'

oAt
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C:
753 1441
153-1621
753-6952
153-9332

fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospiial
Emergency
Humane Seemly

753-5131
753-3994

fomprebensoe
Care
Poison Control
Senior Citizens
*redline
Learn To Read

753-6622
753-7588
753-0929
753-NEE1
753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
TimeJ
Crossword PLizzler
ACROSS
1 Cul 01 mr.ir
4 Sefwef
9 Base
It Gundo s fhgn
note
I 2 Conceal I

Pronoun
21R...rage
E avert
4 Pronoun
5 Free of
6 pa,d noilce
7 Long Or
1, c4elol
8:f

ease

News Society and
753 19 18
Sports
RetailDisplay advertising 753 19 19
Classified Display
Class)ited Orculati
on and the Business
be
may
Oir,ce
reached on 753
1916 and 73.1917

•
•

-

Rernainedf

th

•;•0
I ?River .slab
Bash-anrest
19 Marden
around
by
vtolentiy
Zeus
14-Vast ages
mammal
Honor' I
20 Old Pronoun --rg A
I
e
41 Intellect
21 WorthleSt
31 Stroke
18 Pronoun
43 Preposition
leav.ng
32 Sailor
21 FrutIpI
44 Rude cabins
22 Hostelry
Ic 08043 I
22 Elechlhed
46 Perform
23 Merrrrnent
33 Dance step
parhcle
47 Greek letter
Acger
25 Sea eagle
34
23.hbelan
h to,
26 Marshes
35 ncountererl 484
gazelle
nrrke,
27 Possess.ve
r'1 Titre&
24 Haul rr,1
k
pronoun
t
effort
St CF f,ese
28 Resort
.18 Barracuda
25 Slender
79 Shallow
39 Per Lhn,nq
lima!
11141,44,
vessel
10
26 Protnb.I
411,1-ohung
purr shment
10 Syrnboi tof
28 Declare
silver
40 Aquatic
29 Vrgo
34 Ar-bs4 - 33 Greek letter
,•••••kr
35 A mono
16 Octemn
17 Detace
38 Barracuda
40 Above
poet)
41 Sagacious
42 Fondle
41 Possessive
pronoun
14 P,crrrouv
IS Pr. r,Ier s
measure
lb Emmet
47 Goll club
50
52 Drrectron
SA Greek (eller
55 illdyninated
56 Unit of
41,
For
currency
/
'pt
51 Co1ded

loved

DO YOU blieve the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would.you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 7530984. It is not a recording. This is also our
business phone.

SHOULD JAY DIAMOND
be taken off WKYQFM93 because of his
foot-in-mouth disease?
WKYQ_ management
has told Mr. Diamond,
morning personality 5 a.
m.-10 a. m. that if
enough listeners tell us
him from the
to remove
,
airwaves, we will take
proper action even
though he was voted
Country Disc Jockey of
the Year by the Country
Music Association in
Nashville. Just because
Loretta Lynn writes him
love letters is no reason
knows'
he
that
about
everything
everything. It is kinda
interesting that Mr.
Diamond rarely ever
gives his name on his
show. Is he afraid of
WKYQsomething?
SAM-10AM.
FM93.
Listen at your own risk.

On Sale
Alovv!
Robyn 40 Channel
C.B. Radio .....,
Murray Home
Auto Store

FACTORY
BELTONE
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE
753-6333.
NOTICE - SPECIAL
drawings every
weekend at Ky. Lake
Music Barn. Come join
the fun and be a winner.
For information call 502436-8806.

Gold & Yellow
in the
Kountry Kitchen

T

New Shipment

Mann
Jeans

Ends March 14th
Stark's Hardware

Youth
Shop

12th.S. Poplar
"Our Mill Year"

-

504 Mein

3-10-11

DOAN

4

1'• •

CANT

Cj.fl

.AJE' THOUGHT
rOL,,
3E ABLE TO
LP uS

5

••

.-.E

- •.
_ _
y

-.4=-,..--,TE-..C4i2Z•
E

's:-;Z•••
:

\

ivF PE
r_ae-cr 1,.

f

Chestnut St
40

Special 10% Off

Soapstone

.--,-----

NOTICE - SPECIAL
drawings every
weekend at Ky. Lake
Music Barn. Come join
the fun and be a winner.
For information call 502436-8806.

All display ads,
displays
classified
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
before
day
the
publication.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

ttER...1

*HI R R A G E
COUNSELOR '

E

R

Beetle Bailey
,ARE•E
TALK To 74E VEN"
ABOJT NC7
TC
ORDER5,

AN, DC 't1C%-•
TELL ZERO TC
-ruCk o4,5
1 4•51C'E
'500E7 ,
as PAINTS,Z

ENOLlok-i 2

THE PHANTOM
I DON'T

THEN, Ir OLI
NO
1.16,07.ENDS
T 13,1-1

'-5

NAvE

rot.ms 5omer‘o ?ARE
tictj RA151,46 6E6
TO TAKE ram
PLACE g

WANT THAT

DIANA...t

THE

LINE

MUST,,
K,.

As

e

Blondie
1•10`./ COULD "30
SUCO-1 A
S-UP-O

--•DkJ5-1-

PORC70- TO N./ s.)
CAL_EN,AR

AKE

in'onc

3 to

- -

LIT AENER
,

;
r-

_

k_,

r.r-

1\1%

L

---

WE ST IL_ LPO IT TI--1/
HA RE)WAY

t

C:2,2 r-12-p-p-- --3

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

2 Notice

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

2. Notice

If You
Need Them:

Nis X la 1:0

M
WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
The City of Murray
Street Department is
accepting Applications
for Temporary Em•
ployment until March
14, 1977.
Applications may be
picked up at the City
Clerk's Office, City
Hall.
OpEqual
An
portunity Employer

POSITION AVAILABLE
immediately for
secretary with good
typing and shorthand
skills. Legal experience
preferred. Experience
in bookkeeping helpful.
Salary open. Good
fringe benefits. Please
submit written applications to Box 32Y, co Murray Ledger and
Times, Murray.• .

14 Want To Buy
16 OR 20 FT. Mark Twain
tri-huhi with inboard.
Call 436-5676.
COINS AMERICAN ana
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
WILL BUY STANDING
timber. Large or small
tracks. Top prices paid.
Up to $400 per thousand
b. f. for clear white oak
20" and above. Pay cash
or work on shares. Will
also buy logs. Call (502)
753-2359, call collect.

16 Home Furnishings

20. Sports Equipment

14' ALUMINUM boat, 20
ONE
h. p. Johnson and
MEDITERRANEAN
trailer. A new sea scope
couch and chair, good
trolling
condition. $125. One • fish finder and
motor. Call 753-1981.
dining room suite, excellent condition. $80.
_j4' FABUGLAS.S boat, 35
Call 753-0497.
h. p. Johnson motor,
depth finder,
trailer,
ONE TWIN BED, washer
trolling motor. $850. Call
One
cheap.
dryer,
and
474-9740.
leather, swivel chair
and odds and ends. Call
14' CHEROKEE V bow,
after 5 p. m. or Fridays
25 h. p. Evinrude
after 10 a. m., 753-6790.
electric start, tilt Moody
trailer, trolling motor,
AMERICAN
EARLY
crappie rig and carpeted
suite.
living room
bass platform. Call 753Dining room suite and
after 5;34.
1556
buffet. -Good- condition.

197

a

C.
A

"NATIONALLY KNOWN
advertising firm desires
person familiar with
Murray to serve as
-welgorning_boctnss You
will be calling on new
couraged to apply.
WOODED LAND, 1' or
Call 753-0302.
40 H. P.ELECTRIC Start
fa-mitres moving to
more acre;-. Call 753Johnson, 15' Richliste V
be
will
Murray and
3717.
USED MAYTAG Skinny
boat and trailer. All for
3 Card Of Thanks
representing some of
Mini, washer and dryer
$800. Call 436-5676.
Jading merchant$,.. -FEATHERBEDS - wan. .
eombination. Greet-Fer-WOMD-Iike-to-theftlt
car
have
Must
ted. Goose. Highest
and
small apartment or
all the friends
available. Ideal Opprices paid. Write Box
trailers. No special
neighbors who sent food
CONRAD'S PIANOS portunity for person
required.
13, Route 1, Almo, Ky.
plumbing
and flowers and who
Organs, Kimball and
interesting
desiring
42020. Give location. Will
Price,$150 for both. Call
helped in any Way at the
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
nt.
employme
part-time
Call.
753-6127.
sudden death of my
Clark. Largest
and
2
Prefer person with
beloved husband and
selection in Western
or
college
years
AMERICAN
EARLY
father, L. L. Roby.
speed
3
WANTED
Kentucky, 753-1424,
business experience.
couch and chair, $125.
Thanks to Blalock
a
for
sion
transmis
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
or
566
502-842-5
Call
$25
tables,
end
Formica
Coleman Funeral Home.
lawn mower. Call
riding
Ky.
ity
Commun
Write:
each. Occasional table,
God bless each and
753-7581 after 4:30 p. m.
0.
P.
Service,
Greeting
Call
$20.
top,
formica
everyone of you. Lorene
BALDWIN PIANOS and
- Box 1092, Bowling
•
753-7841.
Roby and Children.
organs. Rent to pur42101."
Green, Kentucky
WANTED: B-J Auto
chase plan. Lonardo
SEAT,
and
LOVE
Junked
Salvage.
COUCH,
4. In Memory
Piano Company, across
is
DE
.
STOCKA
condition
SIRLOIN
excellent
wrecked cars needed.
from Post Office, Paris,
now accepting apIN MEMORY OF LUCY
Breakfast, sewing
Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
Jar
Tennessee.
plications for em=chine, king bed,
H. Colson who passed
Di
the
in
ployment
away 5 years ago,
linens, chest. Call 753ALE
WHOLES
FREE:
AUDWN CHORD organ
following areas. Ap8622.
March 10, 1972. Our
Jewelry Catalog! Exconsole, major, minor
plications are being
dearest little mother, we
clusive Designers'
17 Vacuum Cleaners
base. Instruction books,
accepted for cooks, bus
love you so even though
Bargains
s!
Collection
,
barely used. Price
personnel
line
ago.
years
persons,
5
us
you left
KIRBY VACUUM, 500
1824,
Box
galore!
$45.00. Call 436-5351.
hostesses. Apply in
Dear Morn you suffered
Maple Street. Rebuilt
Celveland, Ohio 44106.
Sirloin
at
person
so much pain and grief
24 Miscellaneous
, starting at
vacuums
nt,
'Rbstaura
Stockade
in your days here on
your
rebuild
We
$45.00.
between 8 and 5.
FIVE H. P. JOHNSON
earth. We know you are
15 Articles For Sale
vacuum for $29.95. Call
motor, excellent confree from pain in your
753-0359, Mike Hutchens.
$150. 9 ft. garage
dition.
new birth with Jesus, HELP WANTED. Apply
NOW.
AVAILABLE
in person, Racer Oil Co.
door, wood with three
dear Mom as you rest
Urethane foam. All ELECTROLUX SALES
,
Chestnut.
lights, $50. 10 ft. frost
each day with friends
sizes, all densities. Cut
and service. Call Tony
and loved ones as you go
refrigerator,
free
specs. West Ky.
your
to
Montgomery, 753-6760
LOCAL RESIDENT for
use, $50. Call
on your way and guard
Westingho
Story
1203
Cabinet Co.,
day or -night.
full time sales position. us in your angel form.
436-5676.
Avenue. 753-6767.
Over $20,000 potential
' And we will see you
19 Farm Equipment
plus benefits. Send
some sweet day, when
ENGLISH SADDLE and
infants
CLOTHING, size
resume to P. 0. Box 193,
you Rome to our new
6'SIDEWINDER Bushog,
bridle, $90. Large
_ talent% Baby swing,_16"_ _ lift-type, perfeet conPaducah, Ky. 42001.
heavenly home-. The
woorkn deSk,-60" x 36"x
walker,
baby
tricycle,
children
dition. Call 436-5870.
$75. Call 753-9312
30",
.
etc. Call 753-2609 after
OPCAREER
after 4.
m.
p.
5:00
area
PORTUNITY
5 lost And Found
_
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
of National
Office
CUSTOM MATTRESS
grain dryer, a new steel
FOUND FEMALE Boxer
Clippie
Company will add 1
WEED EATERS,
made any size for ancleaner
grain
building,
with black collar and no
person to staff in order
$25.99, Snippy $43.95,
tique beds or campers.
or new spray equipment
name tag. Found by
to serve the Murray
Needle model 500-$59.95.
AgriBuy direct and save on
spring.
for
DeVanti's. Call 753-0083
area. If you want to be
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
Call
all
them.
mattresses,
has
Products
your own boss and want
Tenn.
Healthopedic or foam.
753-2958.
earyour
LOST1 20 ALUMINUM
to
no limit
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
extension ladder betnings, call between 10 a.
MILLIONS OF RUGS
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
fencing
YOUR
4LL
FOR
ween Murray Lumber
m. and 2 p. m. collect if
have been cleaned with
Phone 1-443-7323.
needs. Call AAA Fence
Company and North
necessary, 502-443-8293.
It's
Lustre.
• Blue
,
1-4446865
Co.,
Supply
School.
Elementary
America's finest. Rent
26 TV-Radio
Paducah, Ky.
Notify R. W. Nicks, 7,53electric shampooer. Big
WANTED A SALES
2955
K. Bel Aire Shopping
OVERSTOCK
person to sell Jim
FERGUSON
MASSEY
Center.
REDUCTION sale.
Walter Homes in the
300 combine. Like new.
Drive to Cut% and save.
LOST PAIR of bifocals in
Murray area. This is
Ford tractor mower.
APPROXIMATELY
We he'Ve the lowest
leather cr.ase. If found
your opportunity to
John Deere 2 row, corn
50,000 used brick for sale.
please return to Bill
prices on all Zenith
make good money 'as a
drill with spray rig.
in Murray. Cheap. Call
TV's. Shop around and
Cutchin, 1504 Chestnut
sales person. If inRotary hoe. Call 4351-442-5781.
Sisson's
compare.
St.. Murray, Ky.
terested call Gene Allen
4232.
• Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
502-442-7368, Paducah,
EN6. help Wanted
TUB
382-2426.
BATH
Ky.
CLOSURE kits. Mar- CASE TRACTOR, 530
27. Mobile Home Sales
NEED EXPERIENCED
9 Situations Wanted
diesel with Freeman
bleized and solid colors
auto body man. Call 753loader. $4000.
3000
by
installed
be
can
1972 SAHARA 12 x 65, 3
WILL SIT OR STAY with
6038 or 753-8470.
Tuffline pickup disc,
amateur. Murray
bedroom, bath and half,
elderly people day or
$400. Call 436-2139.
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
central air, blocked and
753-6936.
Call
night.
ENCED
EXPERI
NEED
100 amp box.
steps.
car clean-up help. Call
1963 CHEVROLET truck,
FIVE HORSE POWER
Partially furnished.
10 Business Opportunity
753-6038 or 753-8470.
2 ton, grain bed and twin
chain drive garden
Color TV antenna and
30
Used
hoist. $2,000. Call 753tractor.
WELL ESTABLISHED
pole. Call 437-4596.
9502.
minutes. $200. Can be
$2.000.00 MONTHLY!
local and mail-order
seen 407 South 8th. UnBait
SPARETIME!
wholesale
FOR SALE 1974 12 x 65,
CONTACT WEST KY.
unbelievably, excitingly
heat,
business. 25 local accentral
ng
Grain Handli
selfSend
easy'
counts. Absolutely
THOUSANDS USED
derpinning, and 2 years
Equipment, 1-345-2120 or
potential.
unlimited
paperbacks. 1-2 price,
addressed and stamped
old. Nice furniture.
for Farm Fan
345-2633
1824,
and
bookrack.
Box
all
stock
1
to
for
2
Includes
envelope
trade
Priced to sell. Call 753Dryers. Dealer for
interests. Ideal family
3861. Sell fast.
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
808 Chestnut, formerly
Baughman Grain Bins.
business: Owner will
Christian Book Store.
your Read bin and
also
sale
for
train. Property
Call 753-4821.
LADIES - WOULD you
FOR SALE - 1974
long bin. Early season
together.
y
or
separatel
home
private
like
Schultz 14 x 70, 3
on Baughman during
Serious inquiries only.
fashion showing and get
TOBACCO STICKS for
bedroom, all electric
March.
753-2418.
free clothing or a part
sale. Call 489-2126 or 435central air condition,
t
time job with high
4263.
and heat, steps, deck,
FOUR ROW John Deere,
earnings. Call 753-8797
underpinning, and 10 x
WANTED corn drill. Call 437-4495.
or !-l'7-8935.
10 metal outbuilding.
AUTOMOBILE Clean- ONE HYbRAULIC chair Phone 753-8428.
Up and detail man. If
and hair dryer. Call 435FORD post hole digger
SPREADER drivers
you're good - give me a
4554.
a
with 3 point hitch, and
wanted. Excellent pay,
1970 NORRIS mobile
call. • Excellent opPlymouth ro10 tiller.
insurance and pension
home., $6,000. Call 753portunity for right man. MATERNITY CLOTHES,
Call 753-2987.
Ttplan_ Inquire at Hutson
Call Humboldt, tenn.
3047.
size 12. Regular size 12.
20 Sports Equipment
Chemical Co.
901-784-2002.
Clothes spring and
1972 CHALLENGER
summer, Excellent
14' pOLARCRAFT boat,
12 Insurance
WEEKLY
$200.00
mobile home. Furnished
condition. Call 753-5890.
motor and trailer. 200
lots of extras: Good
possible stuffing enpole.
amo
trailer
velopes. Send a selfcondition. Good price.
Camper topper for long
SALE - CHAINSAW
stamped
Call 1-527-8012 or 1-527addressed
wheel base pickup. Call
chains, as" or 404 pitch.
8403.
envelope to Fischer
437-4846.
Enough for 12" bar,
Enterprises, Box 127 •
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
-2 H. P. Johnson for sail
Eureka, South Dakota
15' SWISS SIX Runabout.
bar, $10.95. Wallin
40 h. p. Johnson electric
boat. 13ra1ica1ly-freN47
57437
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
start motor. Dilly
Heavy duty trolling
trailer, also 2 year -old
motor. 35 h. p. Evinrude.
ONP•mliISED Remington
Saddle horse. Call 753Call 753-8127.•
SL11 chainsaw with 24
3194.
4
inch bar. New bar, roller
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x- -703
nose and Chain. Saw in
bedroom mobile home,
fl AND STEREO
HOUSEBOAT 33
Price
.
condition
good
electric heat and central
sleeps 6, electric head.
Technician to tote
$110. Call 753-7580 after
air. - 28 x 32 heated
Plenty of starage. Air
over good going service
5.
workshop. New 4" deep
conditioner, Depth
business. Right party
s
st‘'ell.
Water pipe to all 8
locatot.
Furnishing
Fish
finder.
Home
16
to
ion overage 12
acres. All within 2 years
Very clean. 1975 Mer515,000 a year. WRITE
old. Beautiful location.
2e41ELUXE Signature
cury 50 h. p. Outboard
LEER & TIMES, Bo:
Call after 6 p. m.901-247Iasi fall. Slip
deep freeze. $175. Call
installed
32Z.
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
437-4195.
72. Call 753-8056.
•

WANTED
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311E.0.44%..MMI3PIEMIa
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
1973 DOUBLE WIDE ,Call 753-3280.
Homette, 24x62, 3
28. Heating & Cooling
bedroom, 2 bath, stove
.
refrigerator
and
FEDDERS air conCentral air and heat.
ditioner. 18,000 BTU.
Call 753-4827.
Call 753-3349.
EVERYTHING GOES•

ANTIQUESHOP

AUCTION!
Saturday, March 12, 1977 10:00 a.m.
Location: Nester's Antique Shop at old bank
building, Rumpus Mills, Tn.
Reason for Sale: The Nesters have lost lease on
building. Satire stock being sold. Antiques, collectibles, furniture. Something for everyone.
Noorwood pitcher, Iron stone platters, Green
goblets, Opalascent green glasses, Cracker glass
glasses, China dolls, Indian dolls, Jelly stands,
Several dated lamps, 2 Piece aladdin lamp,
Green aladdin lamp, Wood spoons, Iron kettle,
Wash kettle, Marked platters, Old ice crusher,
defier knives; Clock caseTtrik--difEng tb1e & chairs, Love seat, Walnut beds, 2 Dressers,
Preserve stands, Celery stand, Pink glassware,
Depression glass, Cambridge glass, Lee mfg.
glass, Carnival pitcher, Punch bowl, Satin glass
pitcher & glasses, Drape aladdin lamp, Cream
cans,Stone jugs, Cut glass, Ass't. cane baskets,
Marked tureens, Wood dough bowl, Side saddle,
Sewing rocker, Small vanity, Trunk, Roman
chair, Vanity & stool. Special: Beautiful glass
door china cabinet, along with 2 very,rare lamps.
BOGARD REALTY AUCTION CO.
Dover, Tn. 232-5150
Ed "Bogie" Bogard, lie. 548
Dover, Tn. 232-6221
James B. Cathay, lic. 394
Dicks**, h.4464742

Alvin E. Cretcher, lic. 601
DOW,T14232-123-

in

Dr
S,

MURRAY H
MONTGOMERY I
I
WARD
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Catalog Agency

I FOR SALE

ind

I
I
1

7ge

1312

ESS
aners.
!on
e.s,
am.

"Serving America for lop Years"

Here is an exciting opportunity to
be your own. boss and share in i
the growth of our business in this V
area.
OpportUnity for an aggressive man, woman
or husband-wife team in a full time Franchise
Catalog Store in Murray, Ky. Here is an opportunity to own your own business with a
chance to earn a substantial year around income as a full time authorized representative
in return for a future in your own business.

ile.

Contact Store Owner,
Murray
753-1966

rest
ith
and
n's
Ky.

wallaMw-

43 Real Estate

41 P.::

27 Mobile Home Sales

43 Real Estate

43 Rea! Fstate

43 Real Estate

EAST Y MANOR - 3
1 AlTS-LOTS- LOTS- PANORAMA SHORES.
bedroom brick. 2 baths
We still have several,.
1008 sq. ft. 3 bedroom
with central electric
desirable lots left in
lake house for rentheat and air. Beautiful
Westwood Subdivision.
annual_ least, $195. lake
fireplace in family
Pay§ng. city water and
access -large lot. Call
room. Lots of closets
sewlr included in price
Phillips' 502-924-5421
and storage
,of lots. Prices start at
after 6 502-924-5307.
Large lot with woods on
83.300. Some wooded lots
Unfurnished. Water
back boundary line.
still available. Owner
furnished.
Country living almost in
with
will 'finance
town, city water. Also
doun
Minimum
;4 lots For Saie
new outbuilding with
payment. Guy Spann
electricity. Call us
Realty. 901 Sycamore. NICE BUILDING Lan
one 641 Highway South.
today, Fulton Young
753-7724.
Also 5 acre tract which
Realty, phone 753-7333,
could be used for
home 753-4946.
187 ACRES, four miles
business or residence.
south of Puryear. Tn.
Fulton Young Realty,
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING
115-120 acres of open
753-7333, home 753-4946.
lot on Johnny Robertson
land. $500 per acre. Call
492;459 or 751-17S1 nr
nnwrIL Vwry Large jot fnr
45. Farms for Sale
nice home. Fulton
see Tom Scruggs.
-Yining Realty, 7537333;
BY OWNER faint farm on
r. ALT 005
home 753-4946.
large residential lot.
Three acres located 3k2
BY
miles East of M urriirtlfrmini farm with nearthe Squire Workman
ly new modern brick
Road. Has water and is
South 12th at Sycamore
home,- 8 miles from Ky.
in a restricted area. Call
Lake on Highway 94.
TELfPHONE 753-1651
753-8355.
Approximately 2500 sq. ft. living are-0.;:plus large
2 car garage and
T
workshop. This home
N1.4
has many appealing
appointments that must
be seen to appreciate.
Phone for appointment,
753-2957.

LOTS OF NICE -house
plants at the Garage and
Yard Sale, 1103 Fairland
.Dirve. Saturday. March
i2, 1977. 8:30-4:30.

NEW LIVING - Nice
duplex It 607 Elm
Street. Two bedroom,
built-in kitchen, living
comroom-dinette
bination, one -bath on
both sides, wall to wall
YARD SALE-Saturday,
carpet. Stove.
March 12, 9 a. m. to 3 p.
refrigerator 'freezer
m. 503 Meadow Lane.
combination. All drapes
and two,bedspreads on
23 CENTS AND 10 cents
one side included.
Rummage Sale conCarport and brick
tinues Saturday, 9-4.
garage and 10 x 12 metal
Bargain Barn, 13th and
storage building. Two
M.ain.
•
paved drives on nice
SALE,
lot. Near downtown,
CARPORT
school, hospital, church
Saturday 10-5. 1015 Story
and grocery. A real
Ave.
apny
bargatn
po
nun t
GARAGE AND.... YARD
Galloway Realty, 505
Sale: Saturday, March
12,8:30to4:30p. m. Lots
Main Street, phone 75334. Houses for Rent
29. Mobile Home Rentals
.
5842.
of good things plus usual
7011 RENTttlt-13AltE-gar----amount of . Inn ry
TRAILER, $95.00 per
Two bedroom, big living
treasures. 1103 Fairlane SOUTH OF HAZEL - A
month. Call 753-3473.
room and big- kitchen.
fine farm with 55 level,
Drive. Call 753-1206.
Carport and front porch.
productive acres, 35 in
43 Real Estate
31 Want To Rent
In Hardin. Call 753-6791.
timber. Nice mobile
home and 28 x 32
20 ACRE-FARM located
COUPLE
MARRIED
workshop with electric
East
94
Highway
BEDROOM
off
wants to rent 1 or 2 THREE
heat. Good well. Owner
4 strand barbed
house. 3'2 miles from
bedroom house in the
moving north. Call 753wire fence with steel
city limits. Deposit and
country off the main
8080 or come by 105 N.
post. Call for more
references required.
highways. Call after
12th Boyd-Majors Real
details, Fulton Young
Call 43-6753.
4:30 498-8637, John Boyd.
Estate.
phone
753-7333,
Realty,
36 For Rent Or lease
753-4946.
32 Apartments For Rent
BUSINESS LOT - 60 x
TOBACCO acreage for
320, rented hoUse, good
GARAGE APARTMENT,
rent. All three types. THINK
THE
OF
4 rooms up, 2 down.
location, only $11,000. THREE BEDROOM
Call 345-2114 or see
possibilities! Do
home • in
BRICK
Good three bedroom
Water furnished and
Herman Hunter,. Route
own &mobile home, but
b31-e.wdo %lane
2.3
Iroube
oil
yard mowect.-eall-/53r, Mayfield, Ky.
long for a home of your
and
Justtisted
water, 5 miles out 121
5733.
own?
priced at rntly-127-,500-.
South. only $17,500. Also
of
tract
this
buy
to
you
Let us show you this
FOR
LEASE
Building,
1969 4 door Chevelle,
APARTMENT 1600
almost five acres. It is.
phoning
by
home
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
0.
Bondurant
C.
$600.
WISWELL Road across
equipped to handle three
753Realty,
Kopperud
753-5881
753or
753-9954,
Realty,
from West View Nursing
mobiel homes, with well
on
depend
can
You
1222.
3460.
Home. Carpet, air
and septic system
comtime
full
for
us
FOR
LEASE,
OR
RENT
condition, stove, garalready in place. You
petkoi4 Real Estate
retail store building on
bage disposal,
could live in the mobile
BUSINESS PROPERTY.
Service.
south side court square
refrigerator; dishhome while you build
Grocery store and
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
washer, 2 bedrooms,
the home., of your
restaurant combined_ CoMMERCIA I.
utility and- bath. $175.L;;„1.Ca1l- Dal Boyd,-T:24fthe
on
dreams
New range and ice
PROPERTY for sale i
2833.
month. Call 753-3865.
remaining acreage You *
maker in -restaurant.
thr oity and ceunty.
37 livestock Supplies
could either rent the
Upstairs apartment
Several listings suitable
EFROOM
ONE
mobile home pads or sell
renting for $135 per
tor small 'business inFICIENCY. Olive Street STANDING AT STUD:
the acreage you uould
month. Large lot with
cluding auto clean-up
gaited
5
Registered
Apartments. Close to
not need. John C.
trailer . and. repair, retail store
for
room
Saddle horse. Room for
campus. Call Van
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
parking, or store exand residence cornvisiting mares. Call 753Haverstock, at 753-4451
Main St., 753-0101 or
pansion. Also good gas _lunation. Phone us today
9390.
' Pain itbdger8;-713--71-16:and
at RopperurReally il
fixtures included. Price
1222. We provide a
$125
saddle,
HORN
BIG
TWO BEDROOM unNEW LISTING . .
in very low 30's. Don't
complete range of Real
753-5464.
Call
furnished apartment at
, .Minutes from town, 4
miss this opportunity to
cutte Seryke
Call 733
- edrooms,2 baths, large
go in business for
38 Pets Supplies
3554.
utility room, comyourself. Fulton Young
ACRES 1W land
FOR SALE German
fortable living room,
Realty, phone 753-7333, TWO 'east of Alm on blacktop
Shepherd, P2 years old.
FOR RENT one bedroom
kitchen. Completely- - 'home 753-4946.
road. Call 753.4418.
with
Registered
unfurnished apartment.
carpeted, electric heat,
pedigree. Call 753-5923.
Water furnished? 5,2
storm windows, located
Vine Street. Call 753on 2 wooded acres. . .
AUCTION
CHIHUAHUA for sale.
2818.
Low 30's... Call 753-1492
March 12th
Saturday,
Call
Five months old.
today. Loretta Jobs
at 10:00 A.M 600 Olive, at Wesly Kemper, forBEDROOM
436-5450.
quickly
is
TWO
Realtors
mally the Elise Robertson home.
apartment. Stove and
becoming a hoik•eSOLD
41. Public. Sales
PARTIAL LIST, choir & couch, bookcase, end tables, old odd
refrigerator furnished.
word.
tables, stereo, floor limp, TV. Imps, old radios, sewing
Central heat and air.
YARD SALE, Friday and
machine, very old dining table & choirs, ourrors, store
Call 753-9741 after 5.
Saturday. 9.a-m.-4 p. m.
refrigenstor, weshstend, dishes, infirm* dresser S. washstand,
Wilson
113 N. 9th..
choirs, 2 old helf beds, motel closets, on. bedroom sun Other
33. Rooms For Rent
too numerous to mention Not responsible us case of in,
items
Rail
and
Insurance
cident If reining, sole will be fallowing Saturday
RUMMAGE SALE, 11
Inc.
Agency,
Estate
ROOMS FOR RENT(in
Wilson IL Thompson Auction Service
and 120. East Highway
202 Seuth etto Street
the country. -Call-436at Deward Chapel
Wayne Wilson nod Cherie' Thompson, Aectionerirs
Phew, 7S3 3263
2510.
Church. a. m.- ?

Saturday, March 12, 3:00 P.M.
Rain or Shine
LOCATION: 8'r miles Southeast of iCaylield on Vealsburg load. iust oft
klighwayll. 1 mile Northwest of Tn-City at the Charles letton farm.

HOUSE AND 33.75 ACRES

.
VIEW Of HOUSE
This farm is improved with a good seven room frame house with
aluminum siding Mater is lurnished by a good well the house is
heated by electric and gas There is a stock barn tool shed and garage

111101111aw...
•

`•

VIEW Of LAND
This'land lays level and is all 'de1? and
t,re farm and is ideal for row crop ng

fhisis an absolute auction saip
Selling agents will be happr '
and to %how property any Oar .

V

be venar., • •

TERMS: 20% does Oat .
before April iSts
..

6

. Sheitvn
)
)1
e0
Rani Estate4.Auction Ca
2(71315
110 Pp's Newt

j•
3

•

This Week's Featured Homes At Kopperud Realty

5, 3
and
lox.
led.
and

Murray's Fastest Growing Realty
4

5
65,
un!ars
Lire.
753-

lie!

-1974
1, 3
Aric
Lion,
leek,
10 x
ling.

A4111111.1
509 Whitnell Avenue

1565 Oxford

Canton Shores

114 North 14th Street

Quality-built 4 bedroom home in Canterbury Estates. Home has many outstanding features,including large den with
wood-burning fireplace, formal dining
room, large bedrooms, and exquisite
design and decorthroughout. Low 60's.

Well constructed, country home with 5
bedrooms, locatdd on large lot onjy 2
blocks from Barkley Lake. Good garden
spot, several rustic outbuildings; Priced at
only $27,500.

Located near the University, this large 10
room home has over 2500 square feet of
living area,central heat and air,large fenced-back yard, outside storage building,
and large wooden deck,Priced in the 40's.

The price has just been reduced and
owners want offer on this comfortable and
roomy- home in quiit residential neighbOrhood. Very convenient to shopping
areas. Priced at $25,600.

4 Miles N.W. of Murray
Partially -restored country burnt. and 30
.acres with 19 acres of prime tendable land.
8 acres timber,tobacco barn. 8-stall horse
barn, and other outbuildings Priced at
only $39,500.'•

^

()bile
753-

G ER
ished
Good
ince.
1-527-

1618 Loch Lomond

1644 Olive

Eirgeptionally well constructed home
located on quiet street near Robertson
Elementary School and the University.
Outstanding features include oak-pegged
floor in entry foyer, extra closets, formal
dining room, redwood trim on outside,
1r2ge 2-car garage and extra insulation.
Priced in the mid 40's.

Lots Of living area at a modest price in this
new listing located near the University.
Downstairs has 6 rooms with private entrance which would be ideal for use as pental. Upstairs has three bedrooms and entire house has recently been re-decorated.
Priced at only $33,900:

1515 Chaucer Drive
Outstanding 4 bedroom home in Canterbury Estates. Private-dressing room off
of master. bedroom, family room, living%ditiiiig room and kitchen-breakfast room
combinations. All appliances-are included.
$55.000.

r sail
'VFWfiling
rude.

x 703
home,
entre!
leated
'deep
o all 8
years
!ation.
11-247m.
•

Everything We Touch Turns To SOLD!

Evenings Call
George Gallagher
Bill Kopperud
Regena Baggett
Harry Patterson
Geri Andersen
•
•-•-•••

•

4 Miles From Murray

1500 Johnson

Elegant home on lovely 1 acre Wooded lot.
Home features 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, den
with fireplace, living room, formal dining
room, kitchen, utility room, large 24-ar
garage, concrete and brick patio. Horne
has Andel•sen windows. central vacuum.
central heat and air, and is beautifull
decorated with quality throughout . Attractively landscaped yard with brick well
house.

3- Bedroom brick hiirrIC iiiM•W11/11.• ha tie
SUbdiviston Large attracti%r FarnIlY
room. kr t( hen(1)1111)in:1'0in Nicc garden,
spot in back ready for spring planting Just
listed arid priced at only S'.!".•

711 Main
753-8129
753-1222
753-7333

492-8302
753-7932

KOPPERUD
REA TV

White House Building

Ph. 753-1222
(24 Hour Phone)

.
•

,

-
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45. Farms For Sale
ASsUME PAYMENTS 40 acre ranch near St.
Johns, Arizona. Pay 2
back payments $129.
Was $17,000 -- Balance
Due $14,300. Call Tom
collect 602-947-8011.
IDEAL SO ACRE farm for
sale by owner.. Approximately 60 acres
tillable, road frontage,
priced less than $700 per
acre. Call David King,
- 753-8355.
SMALL FARM - 14
acres located on highway 94 East. Lots of
road frontag_e__tobacco
barn and pond. A
beautiful location to
build a new home. Call
us today for details,
ulton Young Realty,
753-7333, home 753-4946.
46. Homes For Sale
WILL SELL for $19,950.or
trade for house in
Mayfield. Two bedroom
frame house with 2 lots
in Lynn Grove. Call 7534953 from 8-4:30.

PA
19 Used Cars & Trucks

44e#a*VaPaimafteTHE WANT ADS
AM140:410rod64

46 Homes For Sale
SPACIOUS HOUSE
University.
adjoining
Excellent for rental,
nursery or family. Call
753-9799.
NEW HOME. We have a
beautiful 3 bedroom
brick home in Lynnwood
Estates. This house has
central electric heat and
air, with a beautiful
view of the country side.
Only two miles from
town, and on City water.
Call for details, Fulton
Young Realty, 753-7333,
home 753-4946.
NICE HOME ON Ky.
Lake"' in Panorama
two
with
Shores
bedrooms, and fireplace

46 Homes For Sale

47 Motorcycles

49 Used Cars & Trucks

49 Used Cars & Trucks

FIVE ACRES with 3
bedroom brick home,
plenty of outbuildings
with shade trees in yard.
kt miles from town.
Mid 30's. Call 753-8500.

1975 HONDA CB 550-4
with extras and in great
shape. Call after 5:30 p.
m. 767-6154.

1966 GMC Pickup. Six
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 492-8644.

CONVERTIBLE
1969
Pontiac, Custom S.
Automatic, 0. H. C.-6,
rare. Will somebody
take this turkey out of
my way for $700? Bob
Cook, Hazel, 492-8165.

NEW FOUR BEDROOM,
242 bath house. Has
formal diking room, also
breakfast room. Large
den with fireplace, and a
double garage. Call 7533903 to see this new
home.
MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
appi oximately -2000-sq.
ft. living space. Phone
753-7857.
47 Motorcycles

--F00411-

three beautiful building
Panorama
in
lots
Shores. Call today
Fulton Young Realty,
753-7333, home 753-4946.

YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 7532226.

tatis
DMobile Homes int.

1975 HONDA CB-550.
Excellent condition.
Only 1500 miles. Call
after 4 p. in. 753-3143.
HONDA TRAIL 70. Newly
rebuilt engine. Looks
and runs good. $150. Call
753-2263.
1975 HONDA XL250, with
one
helmets,
set
niiiTlicross tread; miry
940 miles. Call 753-9407.
1972 HONDA 350 runs
great, looks good. $450.
"
--CAIT-7510189.
1975 ELECTRIC minibike. Ride all day for
pennies. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
commuting to town or to
classes. Priced to sell.
Call 753-6564.
49 Used Cars -8 Trucks
1972 CADILLAC Sedan De
Ville. Four door hardtop, blue with white
vinyl top. $2,595. Call
753-4445.

LakeKly.791. Paris,Tenn.

1962 WHITE STANDARD
. Chevrolet. $175. Call 7537461 after 5.
1968 CADILLAC 2 door
hard top. All power and
air, car is in real good
condition. 8800.00. Phone
354-6247.

90

*Tr.

1172 BLAZER,lour wheel
drive for sale. Call 4892570.

Lookin9 For a home?
!2ide-1%1de- Double uies-Trik wides
We have +Ile konie loFit Tut- neects.
'or
* lale selection
* low prices
,.
construction
*
See fhe Ft-iendl. folks a+
DINKINS
90 -L42.- 09/

1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 4928441.

1974 FIREBIRD, gold, 350
two barrel, 37,000 miles.
Excellent condition. Call
753-7853.

1971 BUICK ELECTRA
225, 4 door hardtop, air
and all power. Price
$1475. Call after 5:f0 p.
m. 753-4974.

STATION WAGON-1964
Mercury with air, 12,000
miles_ wii1 have to see ta
believe. You can buy
this everyday transportation for $725. Call
Bob Cook, Hazel, 492. .
3165.
1968 FORD pickup, 302 V8, 3 speed, extra clean.
Call 436-2427.
1969 CHEVY TRUCK
topper. Good condition.
Call 753-2776.
FOR SALE OR WILL
TRADE for older truck.
1975 Chevy pickup.
Steering and brakes.
Call 474-9740.
1973 BUICK ELECTRA,
tires.AM-FM
radial
stereo, cruise control.
$2650. Call 753-4445.

240 2 DATSUN, red with
white interior. Air
conditioner, 4 speed
transmission. Wheels.
Low mileage $3,500. Call
1-527-1983.

CHEVROLET
1976
Caprice Classic, cruise
control, red with white
vinyl top. Price $4450.
Call 753-4445.

Will sell large stock of canned goods, dry
goods, clothes, shoes, hardware, tools; some
store fixtures, some antique items that have
been piled back in side rooms since 1902. Coffee,
Canned goods, cosmetics, drugs, pots, pans, underwear, socks, hats, wolverine shoes, hand
tools and handles, small appliances, B and W.
T.V. platform scales, gro. store scales, bolts,
nails, cleavices, nail kegs, flour barrels, antique
plug tobacco cutter, gas irons, nail grabs, pipes,
tobacco, hundreds of other items would be impossible to itemize all of it.
For Information Call
Chester and Miller
Sixties Service
435-4126w 415-4144
Lyme Greve

1970 MONTE CARLO,
new paint job. $1275.
Call 753-9766.

(Thanks for a teriffic week)Exclusive fisting.Jiwome property _ Comfortable 2 story
frame house just a block from the university. 2 complete
festrithrib with one furnished or the 6 bedrooms could
be rented separately. Central gas heat, air conditioned,2
Car garage.

SOLO

Two bedroom Ira
itight for your family.
Come on out to th
room, built-in kitchen
with plenty of stora, again,r.

we

,

See the difference between ho-hum and WOW.This very
special home is located on 2 wooded acres in a quiet,
peaceful neighborhood. k's many features are just as you
dreamed. The 5 bedrooms and 4 baths provide a room
for each member of your family. You can entertain your
guest in the living room while the youngsters have the
family room and the rec room. Call us today and let us
describe the many other fine qualities in this home.

sof.°
A ge with approximately

We have a farm with
half tendable. Over 5
Nature today.

Arils

a date with Mother

•

again."

1973 BUICK ELECTRA.
Well taken care of.
Cruise control. tilt
steering wheel, power
seat and windows. Call
436-2152 after 5.

Mad 111 se Selma,sod Gram es Use is guy. Ng.

We're Putting It All Together For You!

Commercial lot_50 x 358_ near city park_ ideal for sport
store.
Home in the county _
bedroom, living roorr •*.
Price right

And
•

home with possibly 4
recently remodeled

agal"

Come on in _ Let us show the many outstanding features
of this home that is just perfect for those teenagers - this
home has a lovely lying room with dining area, 4
bedrooms, 2 baths and a large rec room - approx. 4000
sq.ft. of comfortable living, all on a lovely wooded be

Household Auction

Owner moving _ miss' dikilid painted house on 15.i
_...airliro3m, kitchen and 2
acres - living rooi
bedrooms, paneled, p.819....apeted.Just listed-Only 1% mies from town-3 bedrooms, large
living room,dining room,large kitchen,2 utility rooms.12'
v. SO" basement over 2900 sq. ft. on 2'n wooded acres _
less than 30.
A rid
Lot on the lake for ye dr,- ijoyment. Out of state
Sell
"Must
says
owner

•.agein„

Low price will surprise you _ 2 bedroom home completely carpeted, living room, kitchen, drapes and range
stay _ ideal investment property.
If you march to a different drummer-if you recognize and
value the distinction of fine design - We just may have
YOUR house. Selected use of natural woods and
decorator bricks _ archways - master bedroom suite
with double bath and private patio - plus 3 other
bedrfsonm-2% baths, lots of glass for viewing secluded
fields from family room with fireplace.
Country atmosphere-4 bedroom brick with 2 complete
baths completely carpeted, with nice comfortable Ewing
room, kitchen with lots of storage plus large utility room,
tastefully decorated - all this on a beautiful wooded 2
acre lot and only 4 miles from town _ low 30's.
First time offered-a kitchen where the whole family can
sit down and eat together - then step down to the large
family room with a warm, friendly fireplace with
economical glass doors. Add 4 bedrooms, 25s baths,
dining room, double garage to this tri-level of
spaciousness-heat pump makes utilities economical.
Handy man's investment property_4 bedroom, 1% story
frame near universityJess than 39,000_owner will finance.

we
Being a real estate broker is like working a puzzle. And as you can see from the sold signs above,
purhave mastered a few puzzles this week. We were happy we were able,to help these people
come by
chase property and invest in their future. If we can be of service to you, fell free to call or
our office. Loretta lobs Realtors is quickly becoming a houseSOLD word

Saturday, March 12, 10:00 a.m. rain or
shine at Mrs. Shelton Conody home 1104
Olive Street one block east of North 12th
(641 North).

Woodmen Building
753-1492
Residence
753-6079

Offering the cleanest furnishing we have ever
sold. Duplex full of refrigerators, electric stoves,
a heater, dryer, nice bedroom suite, chests, odd
beds, springs and mattresses, 6 chair dining
room suite, couch makes a bed, metal table and
cabinets, bookcase, cabinet T.V., recliner and
other chairs, large antique handmade chest, 4
drawers and glass doors, high chair, quilt box,
paper rack, venitian blinds, flower pots, grill,
wheel barrow,large cooker, mixer, pictures and
frames, and many boxes. Not responsible for accidents. Dial 753-3375 Douglas Shoemaker.

229-1tc

[n

1970 V. W. low mileage,
AM-FM casette stereo,
excellent condition,
must sell. Will take best
offer. Call 753-8216.

1975 BLAZER Cheyenne,
power stetring, brakes,
air, tilt steering wheel,
AM-FM radio. Call 7535464.

Auction Sale
Saturday, Marsh the 12th 11
It 1b* late NA. Jeirdae gesend 11w., hall war Mame Owl.

Boyd-Majors Real Estate

BOYD -MAJORS

REAL ESTATE „
The Friendly Office
RESIDENTIAL
1631 OLIVE EXTENDED - Beautifully
decorated 3 bedroom home with spacious kitchen
and dining area. Good outside storage. Extremely well-built and well-kept home in good
neighborhood. Must be seen to be appreciated.
1512 KIRKWOOD DRIVE - Need room to expand - Four bedrooms, 3 bath home with central heat and air. Full walkout basement. Big
recreation and game room. Two _car semienclosed garage. Large sun porch. Over 4500 sq.
ft. under roof. Close to shoppipg.
CAMELOT DRIVE - Boomy 4 bedroom, 2 bath
tri-level with central as heat, central electric
air, carport, wall-to-wall carpeting, pella windows, and fenced backyard. Includes an additional lot.
4th & GII.BERT, HAZEL - Comfortable and
economical older home that has been modernized. Four bedrooms, corner lot with large garden area. Close to shopping.
HWY 299, TWO MILES.NQRTH OF STELLA Spacious 3 or 4 bedroom house offers all the advantages .of country living. House has been
recently tretited for termites and moisture with

With The Professional Touch"

automatic vents installed. Aluminum siding offers carefree maintenance.
HWY 641, ONE MILE NORTH OF ALMO
HEIGHTS - Two bedroom, 1 bath house on
shaded lot. Two storage buildings on 1 acres of
land. Good frontage.
1-11Ary 94 E - Neat two-bedroom, 1 bath home
near lake has extra highway frontage for additional building sites.
809 BROAD STREET - Three bedrooms,
bath home with unique features - cathedral
ceiling in living and dining room, recessed
lighting over kitchen and living room divider.
Garage is panelled and could be made into den
very easily. Lot is nicely landscaped. Only
$31,900.
BAILEY ROAD - Beautifully spacious 4
bedroom, 3 bath home in rustic setting within
two miles of city limits. Central heat and air, 2.
fireplaces, wall-to-wall carpet. Kitchen equipped
with range, dishwasher, disposal, and compactor. Full eight ft. ceiling in first floor with
walkout to patio. Insulation between floors of this
most attractive bi-level home. Situated on 16.5
acres. Take a look at this one today!

2208. 13th STREET Nice stone home with 3 or
,2 baths, central gas heat,
4 bedr JMS, 2'
fireplace, and 34 basement. Approx. 3000 sq. ft.
of living area. Located in good neighborhood convenient to schools and shopping centers.

105 N. 12th St.
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-8080

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY in choice location.
Growing business offers unlimited potential for
income. Call today for details.

LAKE

HIGHWAY 1836 - 48 Acres, 33 cropland. Tobacco barn. Level, excellent cropland. In tobacco
and corn last year. On blacktop 2 miles north of
Goldwater.

PANORAMA SHORES - The swimming,
fishing, and boating season is here. Get your own
lake home. Two bedroom 10 x 52 mobile home
furnished with electric heat and air and electric
fireplace. Underpinned, concrete porch with
wrought iron rails, sidewalk. Community water
system at $5 per month.

JUST LLSTED, SOUTH OF HAZEL - A fine
farm with 55 level, prauctive acres, 35 in timber. Nice mobile home and 28 x 32 workshop with
electric heat. Good well. Owner moving north.
Check this one soon.

PANORAMA SHORES - Perfect year-round
home or vacation cottage in one of the lake's
nicest subdivisions. Three bedroom, 1 bath home
is in excellent condition and is priced
realistically.

DAIRY FARM, NEAR DEXTER - Approx. 90
abres completely fenced. Includes 2 bedroom, 1
bath house, buildings, milk barn equipment,
unloaders and automatic feeder in silos. Running
water Wall portions of farm. Approx. 54 head of
Holstein cattle. Everything you need to get started in this income product% venture. Reduced to
$116,000.

PINE BLUFF SHORES- Be ready for summer.
This is the,perfect vacation cottage on secluded,
wooded lot with lake view most of the year.
Spacious deck expands living area for surnmer
living. Economically priced at 89500.

FARMS

"The Problem Solvers in Real Estate"
Audra Moody - 753-9036
Homer Miller - 753-7519
Barbara Erwin - 753-4136
Reuben Moody - 753-9036
B. B. Hook - 753-2387

753-8080
Member of Multiple Listing
•

BOYD -MAJORS

REAL ESTATE
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49. Used Cars & Trucks

49. Used Cars & Trucks

-MUSTANG
CONVERTIBLES. One 1966
automatic, one 1967
stick, priced right to
move fast. See Bob cook
at Hazel, Ky. No phone
calls.

1972
BARRACUDA,
power, air, automatic,
bucket seats, new tires,
E. T. wheels, blue,
black. Excellent condition inside and out.
Call 436-5584.

j969
CHEVROLET
HARDTOP
Impala.
Good oondition. Low
mileage. Call 753-1439.

1968 CHEVY PICKUP 6
cyl. straight shift, with
tool box. LQW miles in
good condition. $875.00.
Phone 354-6217.

49. Used Cars S Trucks
1969 FORD GALAXIE 500
station wagon, full
power, runs good. Looks
good. $725. Call 753-6505.
1976_ GRAND PRIX,
24,000 miles. $4,900. Call
753-9563.
1975 RED CORVETTE,
350 automatic, T-top, all
power, AM-FM radio,
tilt telescopic wheel,
luggage rack. Phone
753-7408 or 753-5006 after
5.

f

IP X 3IE

49. Used Cars I Trucks
1966 WILDCAT - 4-door
with air. Call Gunner
Nance at 753-.8300.
50 Campers
15' CAMPER
sleeps
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 753-4015 or 7538300.
18' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1969 STARCRAFT
-camper for sale. Call
753-3798.

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

WILL DO inside or outside painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating. Call 474-8841.

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN prompt 'efficient service. NO job
too' small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completelye
guaranteed Call Or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2.
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

FOR A ,FREE estimate
on all stump removal,
Contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
753-9490:
.

FREE TWO EIGHT week
old puppies. Male and
female. Will make
lqyable pets. Call 7539931.

CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 7534090.

PART COLLIE, male
pup. Call 753-4981.

FOR YOUR -SEPTIC
TANK • and backhoe
work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.

4
LICENSE
ELECTRICIAN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203. ,

AND
UPHOLSTERY
wood refinishing.
Kirksey
Furniture
Store, 489-2752.

111711 RIIICK Skylark CS

DRIVEWAYS
whit..
W
FIBERGLASS camper
455 automatic with
rocked. Sand and lime
Fitt
irciaecl.anclgrad.esi._
r - double power and air. - - top. Fits -Ford---pickup.-hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
estimates. Call Clifford
One row tobacco setter.
Has factory wheels and
753-8381.
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
Call 436-5505.
AM-FM radio. Needs a
p. 111.
grille. $850.00. Phone
EXPERT BUILDING
--TR4V-EL.--TRAILER524'
-354T27.and rein-O&M "ICOR
N- PCEM Franklin, air concabinet to complete
MERZELL Service and
ditioned,
stereo
AM-FM
CHEVROLET
1973
home - planning to
repair. Plumbing tape system, automatic
Delux-e
CUSTOM
completion. Call now
Electric, Heating jack, roll out awning,
pickup, power, air, 350
Roy Harmon's CarCooling. Electric
sleeps
6.
Call
753-8072.
automatic, in excellent
penter Shop, 753-4124.
sewerooter. Call 436condition. Call 489-2289
2490.
after 6 p. m.
CARPET CLEANING
experienCed; " Very
TAX SERVICE
1968
BONNEVILLE
reasonable rates,
Brougham, $150. Call
for
references, free
753-9675 after 4:30.
ypimer
Indlyrdual
estimates. Quick drying.
Sesames
Sell Employed
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
DUNE -BUGGY. Call
John 0. Pasco
after 3:00 p. m. 753-9407.
COLSON
ELECTRIC
1650 Ryon Avenue
ANb Plumbing fleet
90,., 5 p m
1971 -FORD VAN, rocket
Located 4 miles
Colson, licensed elec.
753 5791
wheels, sylvel• seats,

Once in a lifetime a bargain like this comes
along! On main floor is two bedrooms, kitchen,
bath, and living roomwith beautiful fireplace.
Walkout basement has bedroom and double car
garage. House is complete with carpet, drapes,
intercom,,air conditioning and electric heat. AU
exterior is aluminum. Concrete drive and
parking. Located one block from Kentucky Lake
in Panorama Shores. House, lot and ALL THE
FURNITURE is priced at only $30,000.00!!! Why.
pay rent when a value like this is waiting for
you?

White's •"/.
Camper
Sales

tunilition. See
at 1308 Poplar or call
753-6781.
CHEVROLET
1964
pickup 283 engine,
standard shift. Call days
753-8116 ask for Mike,
night 753-4304.

Never lived in and just waiting for you is the
rustom built home in Cantebury Subdivision.
Central heat and air, pella windows, beautiful
fireplace and built-ins, carpet, closets galore,
two baths. You must see the inside!!!$46,800.00.

1966 MUSTANG, black
with red interior, 6
cylinder, standard
transmission. New
clutch and battery. $725.
Call 753-9228.

NEED SOME TAX DEDUCTIONS: Three apartment building close to campus. Make us a
reasonable offer.
A first time offering is this ten acres of land, all
-wooded, within -five miles of Murray,
overlooking the watershed lake! A beautiful
view and ideal location for that new- house!
$17,500.00.
Your business ts always appreciated at Rosters REALTY.

4091 00640I5 153-3924
RAY 004f115 134-5650
412 South 12th Street

Pal ARMSTRONG 434-2114
INNA RfOUARTM 753-2177
C COUN 153-5122

_1989 Z.-28 Camaro. four
speed. 327 motor. Call
- 753-0689.
_1973_ MAZDA FtX-3. Two
door hardtop. Low
• mileage. Call 753-5577:
1972 DODGE DART
Swinger, 8 cylinder
automatic, good condition. $1250. Call 4892156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
m.

EDNA 01116147 753-1910
HU PAM 7534016
SAM 10116111 1531910
Phone 753-1651

east of Murray on
Highway
94
toward Ken-Lake.
Authorized dealer
for Fan Travel
Trailers - Starcraft
Pop-ups.
Used campers all brands.
Owners and Operators
Ernest S. Virginia White
Call 753-0605.

trieisw

and

51. Services Offered

PAINTING interior and
exterior. Texture ceiling and sheetrock finishing.
Ralph•Worley,-7530708.

NEED TREES cut,
firewood, land clearing.
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
- --

PAINTING AND PAPER
hanging, interior or
exterior, by the hour or
job. iIree estimate.
Phone 7534343.

QUALITY
TREE
SERVICE. Expert tree
seirV1ce on top jobs and
Jake down.Pruner work,
and dead wooding. Call
753-6256.
DOZER, LOADER,
back hoe work, Grading,
hauling, and bush- Free
estimates_ Call 436-2382,

SEARS, Sears seamless
gutters installed per
your specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.

SPEEDWAY GARAGE

RENT RINSENVAC

Highway 641 North

Ile ether 'do tt sserse15 method
ethane carpels as

EASILY301 Pound Peutah,e power

753-8521
Now under new management

house does all the work

EFFECJIVELYdeans, rinses and vitayrn,
Out Peep down dm and
orrentiall SnIqte Sweep'

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
11W-urnight•

-

ECONOMICALLY-

Complete auto repair,.tune-ups, heavy truck
repair,road service-,truck tires,truck wdshilig
and steaming. Night phone - 753-0370 or 489-2787.

C leans the sat
0•0111s.onalS do -a!
a frac-hen 01 the LOSt
1YOU &SwF UP TO

12550 PER 000M+

SAVE
NOW

•

KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8130. Call Mike Hutchens, 753-0359:

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
Rest for °sty $1200 a day
Bel-Air Decor Store
Seta* Crump 7133.42

JAP SEED. Call 435-4426,
Terrell Tidwell.

54 Free Column

For Sale or Lease
At
13th & Poplar

FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doing
Tailor at 75X2310-ToT
free estimates for your
needs.

lironcort

master plumber Alm°,
Ky. 753-8549.
,

53. Feed And Seed

5425.00 up, floored, ready to use. Also precut, you build. as
low as 5300.00 8 a. 8 up to 24 a 60 standard, but will precut
any site needed. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-091.4

Zoned B-2; Ideal for any Professional M"cal
practice, Insurance or Real Estate office. Over
2,000 sq.ft. of usable space,newly redecora ed.

Coll David King - 753-8355
Auction Sale
Friday, Atarair1-1-,-10 amt rain or shins
At the late Garvis Paschall farm, 4mite.i. _
Southwest of Murray on Highway 1828.
Turn west off 641 at Midway go 2 miles. Will
sell lots of furniture, appliances,glass china,and
cooking utensils. Choice antique items-,- farm
machinery, shop tools, pickup truck, like brand
new G.E. refrigerator, Frigidaire range, living
room and bedroom furniture, odd chairs, lamps
and small appliances.- Antique, oak washstand
and dresser, glass and tini door pie safes, fancy
kitchen cabinet, picture frames, treadle sewing
machine, too many good pieces of antiques to list
and itemize separate. Antique poster corded bed
and chest .typehome freezer, Quilts, cast iron
and stoneware, primitive hand tools, lots of
mechanic tools, 1965 GMC pickup, short. wide- -bed, one-owner,sharp Like brand-neve-l964 It-17
Series 4, Allis Chalmer tractor. Only 700 hours.
10 ft. wheel disk, four bottom plow, hardly been
used, 1959 red belly ford tractor, with all equip-inen47-extra-5harp.--Rubber-44red -wagon,rotary-.-k
hoe, nurnerouxother pieces of farm equipment. '
Air compressor, grinders, drills, portable
blacksmiths forge, lots more. This is just a partial listing.
For information call
Chester and Miller
Auction Service
435 4128 or 435 4144 Lynn Grose ky.

Choice Listings From Guy Spann Realty
"WM

PERFECT LOCATION and perfect condition
both inside and out. Lovely 3 bedroom brick on
corner of 16th and Glendale Road. Has all builtins, big fireplace in family room,2 baths,central
heat and air, large lot with nice view. Carpet and
draperies. This is an extra nice home with over
2200 sq. feet of living area. Call for appointment
to see.

A FINE BUY. This 3 bedroom brick in Biigwell
Manor has large kitchen-ramily room. Kitchen
has cabinets galore, built-in range, disposal and
refrigerator. There are 2 tiled baths, large
covered patio, outside storage building, landscaped yard. Extra good quality carpet. Central gas beat and air. Utility bills are almost unbelievable. Must see to appreciate. Only $32,500.

,
PICTURESQUE RANCH HOUSE of brick and
stone on quiet cul-de-sac in Circarama. Convenient location is at 703 Earl Court. Has double
garage,family-room, carpet, kitchen with builtins, central heat and air. 3 bedrooms, bath and a
half. Must see!

QUIET COUNTRY SETTING inside city limits
on 3 acres is this attractive 3 bedroom brick with
lovely tree studded lawn. Has workshop and 2
outside storage buildings. Located- on old 641
North. Bea city farmer!

RANCHERO. Picturesque ranch home on 81,2
acres is located on 121 South. Has 4 large
bedrooms,' fireplace with circulating heat.
Beautiful setting overlooking the highway has
trees, shrubs and flowers galore. Owner has left
the area and priced the property to sell.

20 ACRE FARM AND HOME. This brick and
frame home has been newly decorated and many
improvements have been made. Has family
room with fireplace, carpet. New 24 x 34 cleanup
shop, 24 x 30 pole barn. Circular driveway. Call
to see.

OUTSIDE THE .CITY .on_Wiswell Road is the
location of this lovely new brick home. Has 3
bedrooms,2 baths, central heat and air, all builtins in convenient. kitchen, all carpet. patio and
large double garage with paved driveway.

he.

•

COZY BUT ROOMY 2 bedroom frame at 903 North 18th. St. Has electric heat and air conditioner.
Large utility room and an extra deep lot...A real
good "starter" home or for retired people.

FAILMErTE.in edge of Kirksey. Nice 3 bedroom
-brick home on 3 acres of level and fertile land.
Has paneled family room and large kitchen with
loads of cabinets, large utility room, electric
heat and air conditioner. 2 good outbuildings plus
a small barn. Plenty of elbow room here. Shown
by appointment only.

Office Hours: 8-5 Monday through Saturday

Guy Spann Realty
CHARMING WHITE BRICK home in East Y
Manor. Has 3 bedrooms and cozy kitchen-den
combination, carpet, modern kitchen with built- 4in range and refrigerator. Lot is 100 x 200. Plenty
of garden space.

901 Sycamore Street

Member of Multiple Listings

Phone 753-7724

"Your Key People In Real Estate"

t.
ROOMY is the word for this 3 bedroom and 2
bath home in excelle<17'tca ion at 1611 Kirksood
Drive. Large living room and large family room:
Kitchen with built-ins'. •Wasber and dryer included with sale. Central gas heat and central
air\ nice carpet throughout. On 90 K11501ot.(lean
and,sharp; Cal!to see,

\We at Guy Spann Realty
are here le assist you in buying a home
to fit your particular needs or selling your property.
Guy Spann, 753-2406
Prentice Dunn, 753-5725
Jack Person, 753-8961

Leal D. Cole, 753-9723
Louise Baker, 753-2409
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I Deaths and Funerals 1
Services Are Today
At Local Church

Final Rites Held
For L W. Glass

Machete-Wielding Terrorists Holding 100
Hostages In Three Buildings In Washington

service organization; the , they found it offensive.
Messenger of God," which other Moslems have objected guns of the invaders and was
Islamic Center, 'a Moslem. -In Camden, N.J., officials was scheduled for its to it.
thought to be dead, but
mosque; and the District of at the county jail increased American
In Chicago, Wallace rescuers.found him alive when
premiere on
security for Ronald Harvey, Wednesday in New York and Muhammad denied respon- they evacuated him. His
Columbia city hall.
The funeral for Mrs. Cordie
During the takeover of city one of those convicted of the Los Angeles. The distributor sibility for the 1973 Hanafi condition was not known.
Paschall of Hazel Route One is
hall, a black reporter for a 1973- Hanafi slayings. "They immediately stopPed the film slayings and said he deplored
President Carter ordered
being held today at two p.m. at
Washington radio station was are guarding him very in mid-screening ,after tear- Wednesday's violence.
the FBI' onto the case in
the South Pleasant Grove
shot to death and a city closely," said a spokesman. ning of Abdul -(Khaalis' • Four to six gunmen, midafternoon, and director
United Methodist Church,
councilman and three other Harvey ' is one of those demand. Abdul Khaalis said including Khaalis, stormed 'Clarence Kelley and Atty.
where' she was a member,
persons were wounded Eight demanded to be served up to the film was "a fairy tale" the B'nai B'rith headquarters Gen. Griffin Bell shuttled to
with the Rev. A. H._McLeod,
other persons were injured the tertorista
Jr.. and the Rev. Dr. W. P.
that demeaned and distorted around 11 a.m., wounding and from police headquarters
-In Chicago, a friend_ of the Islamic faith,although few eight persons and heeding 100 during the night.
during the takeover of the
Mullins, Jr., officiating. .
Police said all three groups
B'nai B'rith building. Three of Muhammad All said he had.
Mrs. Otto Erwin and Mrs. L.
.or snore hostages ono the top
remained spoken to, the heavyweight
those
•
eight
D. Cook, Jr., are providing the
floor of the eight-story appeared to be . in CQMboxing champion today and %,
hostages.
•
music and song service.
building. Police said 43 per- munication by telephone,
One hostage at the District quoted Ali as saying he has no
Serving ae pallbearers are
sons either were released or although they could not say
of going to (Continued From Page 1)
building telephoned radio intention
William Gerald Paschall,
the terrorista by with certainty that the city
station WTOP and reported Washington. Ali is among,the The purpose of the seminar hidesZed
hall group was related to the
Othel Paschall Bert Taylor.
Aubrey Jones, Lenon Hall,
There were indications the that the group was being high-ranking Muslin-is ,whom ,isito educate_local geyernment - Of the. wounded, twa were others._Hewever, the.city_hell _
__and wain Janes,
_
we
-- and
were" AbdiltIthealia - hords officials, plant managers and hospitalized overnight, three gunmen made no independent
terrorists -- had- -- sufficient -treated - welt
Interment wilt follow in the
supplies to hold out for a time. provided with cigarettes, food respOnsible for the slaying of engineers to the concept of were treated and. released, demands.
Abdul Khaalis told reporters ..
church cemetery with the Max
During i tense night, a man and newspapers this morning, his children.
noise and its control, Jackson and three still were being held
Terrorists at B'nai B'rith
The siege continued through said, but he added that the by the 'terrorists. The con- that the city hall ifuunen were
Churchill Funeral Home in
who identified himself as
charge of the arrangements.
Khalifa Hamaas Abdul were based in a cafeteria. the night with police uncertain eneral public would find the dition of the wounded hostages part of h,(s group.
O.;
' • -said - they---were-Mrs. PirehWarEd-448-wiferthe4memer4ftelttielin- Ithailif,Teader orthe gunmen --Terraris
seminar useful—M—fir- wash-a-Mown.
Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. at the Crabtree, to whom he was - who invaded and occupied Center asked that food be sent being held and how many formative-also. _
An hour after the first negtitiating with the terrorists
terrorists were in t the "The seminar 4von't be too invasion, up to three more but they would not describe
Westview Nursing Home. She married Septelrnber 26, 1959. three buildings, talked in.
Other survivors include one frequently with reporters by
One official said a package buildings.
was the wife of Albert
140
technical for general un- gunmen took the Islamic the "discussions. There were
of drugs was being prepared
Gripp's report to.__,WTOP derstanding," Jackson said. Center on Embassy Row, reports that Dr. Rauf had
Sylvester Paschall who died son, Loy William Glass, Jr.,. telephone.
April 13, 1959. Born July 7, Whiting, Ind.; two brothers,
Asked if he expected his to be sent into the B'nai B'rith indicated that one of the "They're designed to provide apparently without violence or asked diplomats from Moslem
1886, in Graves County, she Tommy Glass, Portage, Ind., demand that Black Muslim building for persons requiring gunmen in the District practical information.. for injury. They retained 14 countries to intercede, _and
_was the daughter of- the late- and James Glass, .Chicago, - leaders be delivered -to him regular medication. A trickle building is- a son of Abdul identifying and analyzing hostages, including Center that this was being done.
William Francis Sims and Ill.;grandinnther, Yetis: Nuton would be met, the terrorist of hostages continued to ,be Khaalis.
Abdul Khaalis was born
director Dr. Abdul Rauf, the
noise problems."
Bryant, LaSalle, Ill.; 'half said, "If they don't, the worst released for medical reasons.
The largest group of Generally, the seminar will
Jane Jetton Sims.
F
Ernest McGhee in Gary,Ind.
city's
highest-ranknigThe phone report from the hostages was being held in the include the following:
The deceased is survived by sister, Miss Joy Miller, and is to come, yet, the worst is to
The Hanafi Moslems are a
Moslem.
two daughters, Mrs. Connie half brother, Bobby Miller, come ... I'm prepared to die." District building hostage, eighth-floor cafeteria of the - Background information
small mostly black group
city's
highestranking
Moslem.
Wilson 816 Hurt Drive, both of Murray. One sister,
before blamed for
At mid-morning, however, Allan Gripp, an aide to .the B'nai B'rith headquarters, on noise and noise control;
.
One of the gunmen told a _ never
Murray, and Mrs. Merl Baker, Barbara Jean Glass, died in District of Columbia Mayor president Of the D.C. city seven blocks north of the - The effect of noise on
violence in the United States.
reporter
by
telephone
that
April
1965.
Hazel Route One; six grandWalter Washington said council, was the first from. White House. An official there humans;
their actions were coordinated They number perhaps 1,000
children; twenty-one great
hostages were "not suffering, that group and quoted one estimated that as many as 118 - Complaint procedures withiChaalis' group, and"that and consider themselves the
_grandchildren; twenty-three
other than being confined."• terrorist as shouting: We are people Were in thehands of the dealing with noise;
"heads will roll" unless dile true followers of Islam_
Pat great rariclohildeen;
•
City official&
They are not part of the Black_
How-muels-St-eeets-44--dernandtatemet.
several nieces and nephews.
Another eight to nine control noise;
diplomats were involved in If the police have any idea of
At 2:30 in the afternoon two Muslims, a--much—larger
efforts to negotiate with the stormingethis room, it puts all hostages were being held at - The legal ramification of more gunmen opened fire on organization.
terrorists. Abdul Khaalis Of ,our lives in immediate the Islamic Center on noise pollution;
the fifth floor of the District
confirmed he had talked to danger, as well As the Washington''s Embassy Row,
Building, where Mayor Walter
Fast Film Service
according to police. This was periods.
Rubel Herron Austin of representatives of foreign hostages at the B'nai B'rith."
Washington and the city
At
Big Discount
five
to
six
lower
than
an
nations.
As
police
sought
to
calm
the
died
Dexter Route One
The seminar may also in- council were at Work.
A spokesman for the Iranian situation, they asked the earlier figure. Seven were elude exhibits, slide shows or
Wednesday at the Madison
They
killed
Maurice
County General Hospital, Embassy said today that White House to forego a inside the District building, tours.
Williams, 24, an employe of,
located
on
Pennsylvania,
The cost of the seminar, WHUR-FM. City Councilman
Funeral services for Guy Jackson, Tn. He was 72 years ambassadors of three Moslem ceremonial gun salute on the
countries - Iran, Egypt and mansion's teem two blocks Avenue within sight of the including lunch and* two
Lash of 111 South 13th Street, of age.and a steel worker.
Marion Barry was wounded in
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Pakistan - had spoken to from the District building. It White House"grounds.
refreshment breaks,is $10.FILM, FLASH CUBES,
Murtay, are being held today
the chest by a ricochet bullet,
In a telephone conversation
CAMERAS, FRAMES
In Western Kentucky, the and two security guards were
at 1:30 p. m. at the chapel of Mary F. Austin; one daughter, Khaalis_ae the Carter ad- was to herald the arrival of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral Mrs. Dorothy Stroup, Mem- ministration's request to urge Brittal-Prime Minister James from the B'nai B'rith building, seminars will be held at wounded, one critically. A
Artcraft
Studios
Home with Bro. John Dale phis, Tn.; one sister, Mrs. the gunmen to be "corn- Callaghan, but was canceled one of the terrorists, Khalafi Madisonville Community fourth man, identified only as
118 St. 12th. 753-0035
officjating. The song service is George Jordan, Parsons, Tn.; passionate and to see reason." -because of concern it might Hamaas Abdul Khaalis, was College, Wednesday, April 27, a building guard, lay
Free Parking At Rear Door
being led by Jerry Bolls with two brothers, Farris Austin, The spokesman said Khaalis be misunderstood" by the asked if he would hold out and at Murray State motionless for hours under the
y
He tad an -University, Thursdaf-,-,-NOM singersfrom the Seventh and - -PatiOnS,Tn.,and H. Austin, -had not-responded-resitiveir-terroristter---- Protocol
to the appeal.
Evan Dobellesaid.•
Associated Press .reporter, 28.
Poplar Church of Christ where Decaturville, Tn.
Police said the men were , In developments outside "Don't worry, when the heads
The funeral is being held
For further information,
he was a member.
start dropping out the window, write to Tommy Jackson,
today at the chapel of the armed with rifles, sholguns, Washington:
Serving as -pallbearers are Parsons Mortuary, parsons, automatic weapons: and
-Moustepha Akkad, who thenyou worry." .._ _NoiseControl, Departmentfor
Earl - Nanny,- Charles- Stub- Tn., with burial to folio* in the machetes.
produced a film about Islamic
Abdul Khaalis -described Natural Resources and
Brent
Higgins,
Keith
blefield,
, The gunmen all were prophet Mohammad which the himself as the leader of the Environmental
Parsons Cemetery.
Protection,
Morris, Buddy White, and
believed to be members of the terrorists demanded be Hanafi Moslems.
U.S. 127 South, Frankfort, Ky.,
Gene Jones. Burial will follow
tiny, predominantly black withdrawn from distribution,
His son-in-laiv, Abdul Aziz, 40601.
LAKE DATA
in the Green Plain Cemetery.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. Hanafe_hdoslem_ _sect- They offered .today in New York was contacted in the nor- •
seized the headquarters of City to show the film to the th west
Mr. Lash, age 75, died 356.3, down 0.5.
Washington
The United States has a
Tuesday afternoon at Lourdes
B'nai B'rith, a Jewish social Hanafis and to destroy it if headquarters of the Hanafi higher infant death rate than
Below dam 324.9, up 0.1.'
-Hospital, Paducah. His wife,
oslems where the murders 16 other nations, 'partly
Barkley Lake,7 a. m. 356.4,
Mrs. Lottie White Lash, died down 0.3.
to 'place four years ago. b"ecause we have a higher
in 1965. Born December
A''..,Aziz told reporters that proportion of low-birthweight
Below dam 327.5, down 1.9.
1902, in Illinois, he was the son
if the demands of the babies, according to the
Sunset 5:58. Sunrise 6:15.
of the late Eber and Susan
terrorists were not met, March of Dimes. Half of our
Spade Lash. He formerly
"heads will be chopped off. A infant deaths are attributed to
operated Lash's Barbecue
killing room will be set up at low birthweight,and is a much
Restaurant on West Main Federal State Market News Service
B'nai B'rith and heads will be more frequent cause of infant
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — where it should be located.
March 10,1977
_ Street, Murray. ,
mortality than any other
-Although the money was -thrown out of windows."
Kentucky Purchase Area ffog -Markel State - C-Of-FeetiOftS COMMayor Walter Washington, condition.
Report Includes8 Buying Stations
David Bland says appropriated to relieve
missioner
The Murray man is survived Receipts:
Act, 377 Eat. 500 Barrows &
the transfer of 190 inmates overcrowded conditions at the who had been barricaded in
by one daughter, Mrs. Harry Gilts .25 higher Sowssteady..50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. ..$38.00-38.Z few 38.50 from the Kentucky State maximum
security his city hall office for several
Anna Bell) Russell," 1408 US 14 200440 lbs.
P7.75-38.00
00.37 75 Penitentiary to the medium penitentiary
at Eddyville, hours early in the takeover but
Poplar Street, Murray; two US 2-4 240-26016s
US 34 260-230 lbs
$36-0047.00 security reformatory at Bland said the state is starting later escaped the building,
sons, Teddy Lash, Pataskala, Sows
$31.50.32.00 LaGrange won't . help reduce to see more prisoners who said early today that foreign
Ohio, and Charles Lash, Rich- US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
in
US 14 300-450 lbs
02
.00-33-00 overcrowding in the state's would benefit from a medium diplomats were involved
mond; ten grandchildren; one US 14 45O-&O 1b.
133.00-34.00
Hanafi
discussions
with
the
inmate
po.5041.50
prisons
because
the
security type of prison such as
US 24 300-500 lbs.
Manufacturer's Price
_.
great grandchild.
gunmn: Boars 15.00-20.50
population already is 35 per the one at LaGrange.
69.95
Abdul . Khaalis denied any
centabove capacity.
He said the number of
such
knowledge
of
In 1911--interview—on—Wed—priseners-entering the-system
Our Price
nesday, the commissioner is increasing by about 12 per negotiations.
Revenge for the brutal 1973
- said that a new prison must be cent every year.
$4995
constructed.
----Bland said the inmate murders of seven Hanafis, six
The 1974 General Assembly transfer from Eddyville to La- of whom were Abdul Khaalis'
appropriated $15 million to Grange,
which
began children, appeared to be the
build a new maximum Tuesday, will be.completed in ceincipal motive for the
sudden invasion of the three
security prison, but the matter about two weeks.
has been under study since
The prisoners are being- - buildings late Wedesday
then and no structure has been transported- by - car ac- morning. Five Philadelphia
built.
companied by a caravan of Black Muslims were conBland said he plans to meet corrections" officers and state victed of the 1973 slayings and
each was sentenced to 140
with Gem. Julian Carroll and police.
' • •
his staff before the end of the
While the transfer will help years in Orison.
All Types Of
In telephone conversations
month to decide what kind of thin out the prison population
-prison Kentucky needs and at the state's only maximum with newsmen, Abdul Khaalis
Black
Muslim
security institution, the State blamed
including
lea ers,„
penitentiary still will hcl
For All Our Unfinished
1,040 prisoners after the heavyweight boxing champion
Furniture Line and Shutters
transfer, about,200 more than Muhammad Ali, for the
The lowest
Prices of stock of local interest at nodn
slayings of his children and
its
listed
capacity.
-4
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
priced pickup
A number of other transfers demanded that authorities
Times by First of mulligan, Corp., of
Murray,
are
as
follows
i
built in America.
are in the works to free beds in turn the Muslims over to him.
• I
Heublein Inc
38% -4
various institutions, including In addition to Ali, he listed as
By Cannon Craft
McDonalds Corp.
43% +4 the
'Price and itrice comparison based on
assignment of about 125 Muslim leaders Wallace D.
Ponderosa Systems
7 +4
All Sizes
manufacturers' suggested rctail prices
Kimberly Clark
men from LaGrange to Muhammad, now head of the
43% unc
FIN!
4
Union
Carbide
50%
-4
brother,
movement;
his
WOOD
...for base six-cylinder half-ton models, .
minimum security institutions
A Window Size 4 x 32 Can Be
W.R. Grace
30 -4
*Herbert 'Muhammad, and
POODuCtS
not including destination charges, taxes,
Texaco
27% +4
around the state.
General Elec.
50% +4
covered for only $2000
and title. (Whitewalls, $43-extra cost.).
The state's gradual release former Philadelphia Muslim
GAF
11% +4
GeorgCrar acific
program also is being leader Jeremiah Muslim
324 +14
Pfizer
284 +%
expanded. That enables Shabazz.
Jim Walters
33% A4
Other demands made by
Pre-Pasted
Kirsch
.15 uric
prisoners to receive on-the-job ' Disney
38% unc
Abdul Khaalis during the
$100
training
while
waiting
for
Franklin Mint
244 one
Single Roll
(Reg. 4.49) Sale la
their release, which should telephone conversations
Prices of stocks- of local interest at
make
available
about
100
were:
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
-That authorities turn over
additional beds in minimum
Timesby I. M•Simon Co. are as follows
Latex
the murderers of Malcolm X.
security,
Bland
said.
Industrial Avg.
r/65
Blend said the transfers are who like Khaalis was a
Single Roll
(Reg. 8.50) Sale
2914 -4
Airco
possible because the stat is member of the Black Muslims
Amer. Motors
4ts (inc
stepping
upits
testing
of
before brtaking withthem•
AT&T
624 -4
Stock Colors
34 +4
-The return of a $750 fine
Ashland Oil
prisoners, conducting in-depth
Ford
574 -14
fot
against
Mtn
assessed
interviews
"to
see
Where
their
Gen. Motors
71 we.
Gen. Tire
264 -4
shouting at the Muslim
heads are.
Goodrich
27% -4
"This kind of reassessment defendants during their trial
Gulf Oil,
29% unc
Pennwalt
34% one
has not been done before,'7 he for the 1973 Hanafi miirders
Dodge
Qbaker Oats
V -4
said."We have to look not only Police returned the money
Republic Steel
3314 -4
753-3642
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Singer
V% +4
at the crime, but at the in- Wednesday night.
Tappan
11 +14
810 Sy camore
753-06.32
-A halt to the -screening of
dividual. We're starting to get
Western Union
14% -4
We Accept BankAmericard & Master-Charge
Zenith
les +14 a better handle on that."
the movie "Muhammad.

For Mrs. Paschall

Funeral Services
Being Held Today
For Guy Lash

Funeral services for Loy
William (Bill) Glass werefieTd
Wednesday at the LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tn., with the Rev.
Carroll Parish of Community
Bible Church officiating.
Cousins
served
as
pallbearers and burial was in
the Memorial Cetnetery,
Paris.
Mr. Glass, age 37,a resident
of 2123 West Park, Whiting,
Ind., died Saturday at eleven
p.m.at St. Catherine Hospital,
East Chicago, Ind. He was an
employe of Youngstown Sheet'
tt
anUlfMithrt...
e.
Bern.November11939,14r.
Glass was the son of W. T.
Glass of Paris, Tn., and Marie
Byars Glass Miller of Murray,
who both survive along with

WASHINGTON ( AP) Meelhete-wielding terrorists,
bent on revenge against Black
Muslim leaders they blame
for a 1973 mass murder, held
more than 100 hostages in
three buildings today, and
threatened to chop off 'captives' heads unless demands
for retribution are met.
Twenty-four hours after the
siege began, police and the
heavily armed terrorists,
some
with
automatic
weapons, were at a standoff.
No deadline for meeting of
demands had been set by the

iiiin

..

R. H. Austin Dies
Wednesday; Rites
Being Held Today

Hog Market

SOUTHSIDE
7AM - 9 PM
DAILY
SUNDAY
10 AM - 8 PM

Bland Says Transfer
Won't Help Situation
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